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ABSTRACT  
 
Nurun Nisa’ Zukhrifah Adib. 2019. An Analysis of Denotative and Connotative 
Meaning on Blue Neighbourhood Music Video Trilogy. Thesis. English Letters 
Department, Cultures and Language Faculty. 
Advisor : Irwan Rohardiyanto, M. Hum. 
Keywords : Denotative, Connotative, Meaning.  
 
This research is semantics study about the denotative and connotative 
meaning and semiotics of sign found in Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy 
by Troye Sivan.The first purpose of this study is to reveal the denotative and 
connotative meaning of the lyric through the analysis of sign that appeared on The 
Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy. The second is to reveal the concept and 
message of Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy.  
This is a descriptive qualitative research. The data of the research are scenes 
which contain the signs and lyrics which convey denotative and connotative 
meaning. The source of the data is Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy. The 
data are collected by documentation and note taking. The researcher analyzed the 
data based on Pierce’s semiotic of sign and Leech’s semantic of meaning. The 
researcher applied the trustworthiness method to obtain the validity of the data. 
The research findings revealed two points of the problems in this research. 
First, this research revealed the denotative and connotative meaning of the lyric of 
The Blue Neighbourhood Trilogy through the analysis of signs that appeared in the 
music video. There are 107 data which included as iconic sign and 127 data 
included as indexical sign. Second, this research is revealed the concept and 
message of Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy. The concept is about the 
situation that happened in the life of the same gender relationship which rejected 
by family, while the message is the rejection of someone’s identity by done the 
physical and mental abusive may lead someone to commit suicide. 
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ABSTRAK 
 
Nurun Nisa’ Zukhrifah Adib. 2019. An Analysis of Denotative and Connotative 
Meaning on Blue Neighbourhood Music Video Trilogy. Skripsi. Program Studi 
Sastra Inggris, Fakultas Adab dan Bahasa 
Pembimbing : Irwan Rohardiyanto, M. Hum. 
Kata Kunci : Denotative, Connotative, Meaning.  
 
Penelitian ini adalah studi tentang makna denotatif dan konotatif serta tanda 
dalam semiotik yang ditemukan di video musik trilogi Blue Neighbourhood oleh 
Troye Sivan. Tujuan pertama dari studi ini adalah untuk menunjukkan makna 
denotatif dan konnotatif dari lirik melalui analisa tanda yang muncul di video musik 
trilogi Blue Neighbourhood. tujuan kedua adalah untuk menunjukkan konsep dan 
pesan dari video musik trilogi Blue Neighbourhood. 
Penelitian ini merupakan penelitian deskriptif kualitatif. Data dari penelitian 
ini berupa scenes yang mengandung tanda dan lirik, yang memiliki rmakna 
denotatif dan konnotatif. Sumber data dari penelitian ini adalah video music trilogi 
Blue Neighbourhood. Data-data penelitian ini diambil dengan teknik dokumentasi 
dan pengambilan catatan. Peneliti menganalisis data berdasarkan teori tanda 
semiotik dari Peirce dan makna semantik dari Leech. Peneliti mengaplikasikan 
metode truswortines untuk mendapatkan data yang valid.  
Penemuan dari penelitian ini berupa dua poin dari masalah penelitian. 
Pertama, penelitian ini menyikap makna denotatif dan konnotatif dari lirik yang ada 
di trilogi Blue Neighbourhood melalui analisa tanda yang muncul di video musik. 
Ada 107 data yang termasuk dala tanda ikon dan 127 data termasuk dalam tanda 
index. Penemuan ini mengidikasikan bahwa tanda ikon dari tingkatan kehidupan 
dapat berbentuk tanda metafora dan tanda index dapat berbentuk tanda alam, gejala 
medis, dan tindakan yang merujuk pada konsep dan pesan pada video tersebut. 
Kedua, penelitian ini menunjukkan konsep dan pesan dari video musik trilogy Blue 
Neighbourhood. Konsepnya adalah tentang situasi yang terjadi di kehidupan relasi 
sesama gender, yang menerima penolakan oleh keluarga, sedangkan pesannya 
adalah penolakan dari identitas seseorang dengan melakukan kekerasan fisik dan 
mental mengakibatkan orang tersebut melakukan bunuh diri. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of Study 
Troye Sivan is an Australian singer, songwriter, actor, and YouTube 
personality, which all of his music are conveying LGBT relationship and the 
music videos frequently feature the same gender relationship between the 
characters. Troye is one of the young artists who often expresses his feelings and 
ideas about the LGBT movement in this era through his music. His experiences, 
while he was a teen about his own personal identity which lack of young LGBT 
role models, lead him to use the music as one of the steps to share and help some 
people who had the same experiences as him. The studies show that the lack of 
literature or role model on family support is quite surprising because LGBT youth 
or adults and youth with same-gender attractions are known to be at risk for 
compromised physical and emotional health (Ryan et al, 2010: 205). The physical 
and emotional health which affected by the family rejection may lead the LGBT 
youth to use the illegal drugs, depression, attempted suicide, and sexual health 
risk. 
Troye Sivan released his mini album called Wild in the form of Extended 
Play consists of six songs, which three of them are  "Wild", "Fools" and "Talk Me 
Down" are presented in a music video trilogy entitled Blue Neighbourhood. The 
music video has three video parts that have related meaning which telling about 
same-gender relationship prohibited by one of their parents. In shared music 
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videos for his 2015 debut album, Blue Neighbourhood, critics buzzed about his 
casual embrace of same-sex romance. Troye said“I owed it to the community to 
tell my story and help some other people in the process,” (Bruner, 2018: 100). 
The Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy shows two boys lived 
together since they were kid, who had feeling for each other and got a physical 
abused by one of their father and this situation leads one of the boys to commit 
suicide. The video reflects the threat to the same gender relationship and how the 
characters try to survive from this such situation by neglecting the fact that they 
are gay. As the review of The Blue Neighbourhood states that, the narrative arc of 
the triptych is archetypally biblical: the snake in the garden is a beer-guzzling 
homophobe (his boyfriend's father) who threatens their preadolescent moment 
and attacks his son after learning of their relationship. (Carman, 2016: 50). 
The researcher is interested to study The Blue Neighbourhood music video 
trilogy which convey Troye’s ideas and feelings about the situation that happens 
in the life of the same gender relationship which doesn't have a right in their 
neighborhood. Troye’s experiences about his own personal identity about the lack 
of young LGBT role models he had while growing up. Now Troye Sivan is fast 
becoming a role model for the young LGBT community (Dart, 2017: 30). The 
situation about the threat earned by the same gender relationship reflects the title 
to the album that is Blue Neighbourhood which connotes the gloomy and drear 
neighborhood, so this music video has a lot of deep meanings and messages in the 
level of denotation and connotation meaning. By analyzing the denotation and 
connotation meaning of The Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy, the 
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researcher will reveal it's concept and message that Troye wanted to share. 
Study about music video means that study both verbal and visual language 
which convey the meaning. The verbal language is in the form of lyric and the 
visual language is the motion image appeared in the scenes of music video. The 
lyrics of the songs can not separated to the scenes of the music video which are 
bonded to convey the author ideas and feeling. The music video is intended to 
deliver the song’s meaning and message that may has various interpretations from 
listener. Music video may result in less of  interpretation varieties of the individual 
music listener, who would now have visual or narrative interpretations of song 
lyrics showed on him or her, in what would amount to a semantic and affective 
impoverishment of the popular music experience (Firth et all, 1993: 02). This 
research will reveal the meaning of Blue Neighbohood music video trilogy by 
analyse its lyrics and scenes. As Barthes argued that in a relation between textual 
captions and photographs, in this case is in music video form, that each element 
works to constain meaning (Vernalis, 2004: 142). 
Music video is one of the popular culture which become one of the tool in 
communication which the authors used to convey the ideas and gives the visual 
presentation of their music. Troye Sivan on his music video trilogy shares his 
ideas and feeling about same gender relationship through the lyrics and 
presentation of its scenes. Thus the researcher elaborates the semantic and 
semiotic approach to examine The Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy in 
order to reveal the meaning which Troye wanted to share. The objectives of the 
study are the denotative and connotative meaning on the lyrics and scenes in The 
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Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy, its concepts, and messages. This study 
will reveal the concepts and messages of The Blue Neighbourhood music video 
trilogy as the conclusion. 
This research uses two types of previous research which uses semantics 
and semiotics approaches since this research concern with both of the approach. 
The research was done by Reyuna Larasatika in 2017 entitled “Connotative and 
Denotative Meaning of Emotion Words In Twenty One Pilots Blurryface Album” 
uses some kinds of emotion words to reveal the denotative and connotative 
meaning. The second research proposes the positive and negative connotative 
meanings which studied by Siti Zulaichah in “The Connotative and Denotative 
Meaning on The Lyrics of Tina Arena’s Songs”. 
The third research is “Analysis of Women’s Image in Iranian TV 
Commercials Based on Barthes Visual Semiotics” by Nooshin Azin and Hossein 
Heidari Tabrizi in 2015 which is revealed the image on both levels of significance 
denotative and connotative level of women. The fourth research is an article by 
Muhamad Gibraltar in 2014 “A Semiotic Analysis of The Video Music: “Indonesia 
Bangkit”: Comparing Audience Interpretation”. This research is revealed the 
myth buried in the music video uses Roland Bharthes’ theory of semiotics. The 
last research is Connotative Meaning and Advertising Music by Erkki Pekkilä in 
1997 use Roland Barthes theory which examines the visual, lyrics, and music of 
the Chewing Gum commercials and reveals the myth and its connotative meaning. 
There are some  differences between the previous researches and this 
research and those will be the gap of research. First is the objective of the research, 
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wherein the previous studies only used the lyrics only or the music video of the 
song, while this research uses both of those elements, the lyrics and the music 
video. The second gap is the researcher tries to take the hook line, which means 
that the song lyrics are reflected in the image which states a generalized truth or 
a crystallized point of view. A literal visual setting of the musical and visual hook 
becomes an easy way to make both the song and the video memorable and 
marketable (Vernalis, 2004: 145). While this simple hook line can receive 
straightforward visual realization, those express complex tought, feelings, or 
relations, in which what this research are intended (Vernalis, 2004: 146). 
Therefore, this research uses the semantics and semiotics approaches in 
examining the objectives. 
Troye Sivan expresses his feelings and ideas about the same gender 
relationship in The Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy. Thus the focus of 
this research is the analysis of the denotation and connotation meaning uses the 
semantic approach to examine the lyric and semiotic approach and 
cinematography to analyse the sign or symbol appear in the music video scene 
which aimed to elaborate the lyrics and scenes to reveal the concept and the 
meaning of The Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy. 
Leech (1981: 09) divided meaning into seven types. The major type of 
meaning is logical or conceptual meaning, the other types are connotative 
meaning, social meaning, affective meaning, reflected meaning, collocative 
meaning, and thematic meaning. By distinguish the types of meaning, Leech 
wants to show the effect of the meaning to the communication and to show which 
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methods of study is appropriate for each meaning. Leech called conceptual 
meaning as denotative, designative, cognitive, and descriptive meaning. The 
denotative meaning distinguishes the meaning of a particular sentence from all 
other possible sentences in the language (Leech, 1981: 11). The meaning from 
possible sentences may be found in the form of language learning tools such as 
dictionary or illustration. It will be explained in the form of semantic 
representation using abstract symbols and constructive features. 
The conceptual or denotative meaning is never attached to the context or 
other association means that it purely conceptual contents. Denotation is the 
potential of a word uses to enter into such language expressions as a reference 
(Kreidler,1998: 43). The reference can be found in a dictionary or other form that 
can explain the sentence. Denotative meaning refers to the literal meaning of a 
word which can find in the dictionary or other forms. This research will analyze 
the denotative meaning of the lyrics based on scenes of The Blue Neighbourhood 
music video trilogy. The researcher will reveal the author's ideas or literal 
meanings of the lyric based on the scene that appears while the song is being 
played in The Blue Neighbourhood Trilogy music video. 
While the connotative meaning is the communicative value expression has 
by virtue of what if refers to over and above its purely conceptual contents 
(Leech,1981: 12). Connotative meaning is attributed to the speaker or author’s 
feeling or thought more than what they utter or speak about. Connotative meaning 
is some messages that the speaker or author's feeling or thinking which intended 
to get acceptance from the audience. It is concerned with the real world 
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experiences, it varies according to culture, historical periods, and experience of 
the individual (Leech,1981: 13). Thus the user of language may accept the 
meaning of language differently one another according to their experiences. The 
researcher assumes that Troye Sivan connotes his ideas and feelings in the songs 
lyrics which his ideas are concepted to The Blue Neighbourhood music video 
trilogy. 
As people know that Troye Sivan's background as a young gay person, 
who has some experience in his life regarded to LGBT issues, wants to deliver his 
thought and feeling through his music which concerns about the love life and 
relationship of the gay couple. Even that so, The Blue Neighbourhood does not 
reveal Troye’s life background in delivering the song. Then he proposes The Blue 
Neighbourhood music video trilogy as the concept and meaning of Wild, Fools, 
and Talk Me Down. Thus, the research will reveal the messages of Troye Sivan’s 
thought or feeling in The Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy by analyzing 
the connotative meaning of the song lyrics based on the scene while the lyric being 
played. The following example will show the analysis of this research clearly  
Figure 1.1 The childhood moment of Troye and Matt 
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Based on 01/01/TRYINGHARDNOTTOFALL/00.18/TS/TREE/DC the 
analysis is conducted by two steps, first is semiotic sign and second is semantic 
meaning. 
1. Sign: Tree 
The sign that appeas in the data 
01/01/TRYINGHARDNOTTOFALL/00.18/TS/TREE/WILD  is a tree. 
Tree is an iconic sign which in The Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy 
is presented as a luxurian tree that has some trunks and brances with dense 
leafs, so its quite shady and comfort to play below the tree where Troye and 
Matt play in it. The tree means a symbol of life process (Cirlot, 2001: 347). 
The author wants to present how the relationship between Troye and Matt 
grows since they were kid. Tree also a symbol of universe (Hall, 1915: 158), 
which in The Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy, the author tries to 
depict the world of two child who have relationship. The color that 
dominates in this scene is green, which symbolizes the nature, growth, 
harmony, honesty, youth, etc. 
The scene shows they are playing together in the suburban near the 
beach. It presents how lack inteaction to other human being, there are just 
both of them and the nature. This show that their relationship is pure and 
innocence. The LGBT relationship that Troye Sivan presented is between 
two boys. As peope know gay is a person who has interest to the same sex 
person. The author is build the story of LGBT relationship in this music 
video by presenting the two boys which named Troye and Matt, using Two 
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Shot to show their interaction in their relationship. 
2. Denotation meaning  
Trying hard not to fall in literal meaning is an act to struggle to not 
falling down which in this scene shows that Troye and Matt are climbing on 
a trunk of a tree. The denotation meaning is the literal meaning that 
concepted to the story which in this case is the music video. Thus, trying 
hard not to fall means that Troye and Matt are strungling to not falling down 
from the tree. 
3. Connotative meaning  
Trying hard not to fall in connotation meaning is an effort in 
struggling the relationship which in the music video Blue Neighbourhood 
trilogy, two boys named Troye and Matt are struggling for their LGBT  
relationship that rejected by Matt’s father. it can be seen in some scenes that 
showing the rejection from the environtment, Matt’s father, who done some 
physical abuses to Matt.  
By analyzing the denotative and connotative meaning on the lyrics of 
Wild, Fools, and Talk Me Down, and the scenes of Blue Neighbourhood music 
video trilogy the researcher will reveal the concept and message that Troye Sivan 
wanted to share. Based on the background of the study, the researcher carries out 
the thesis entitled "An Analysis of Denotative and Connotative Meaning on The 
Blue Neighbourhood Music Video Trilogy. " 
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B. Limitation of The Problems 
Leech(1981: 09) divided meaning into seven types. The major type of 
meaning is logical or conceptual meaning, the other types are connotative 
meaning, social meaning, affective meaning, reflected meaning, collocative 
meaning, and thematic meaning. By distinguish the types of meaning, Leech 
wants to show the effect of the meaning to the communication and to show which 
methods of study is appropriate for each meaning. The problem limitation of this 
research is the researcher only use the denotative and connotative meaning to 
analyze the data. This research also uses Kreidler’s theory to make it more specific 
in defining the denotative and connotative meaning. 
Wild EP is consist of six songs those are Wild, Fools, Talk Me Down, Bite, 
Ease, The Quite, and DKLA. This research only uses Wild, Fools, and Talk Me 
Down since these songs are presented by music video trilogy entitled Blue 
Neighbourhood. Those songs and the three parts of the video are related to each 
other. So the researcher will analyze the denotative and connotative meaning of 
the song lyric in Wild, Fools, Talk Me Down through the sign analysis of the scene 
of music video, then elaborate them to reveal concept and the messages of the 
music video trilogy entitled Blue Neighbourhood. 
 
C. Problem Statement 
Based on the background of the study, this research will resolve the 
problems below: 
1. How are the denotative and connotative meaning presented in The Blue 
Neighbourhood music video trilogy by Troye Sivan? 
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2. How are the concepts and the messages of The Blue Neighbourhood music 
video trilogy by Troye Sivan? 
 
D. Objectives of The Study 
Based on the problems statement above, the objectives of this research 
are: 
1. To reveal the concepts and the messages of The Blue Neighbourhood music 
video trilogy by Troye Sivan. 
2. To show the denotative and connotative meaning of The Blue Neighbourhood 
music video trilogy by Troye Sivan. 
 
E. Benefits of The Study 
1. Theoretical Benefit 
This research will enrich the study of literature, especially about the 
denotative and connotative meaning. It can give the additional reference or 
further references for other researchers who interesting in literature study on 
music video analysis of meaning and its contributions for English department 
students particularly in learning about semantics 
2. Practical Benefit 
The result of the study can be useful for additional information that 
can be applied by the author in writing and producing works of art, especially 
song lyric and the concept of the music video. 
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3. The Future Researcher 
 This result can be used as the rules and knowledge in semantics analysis 
of denotative and connotative types of meaning. 
 
F. Definition of Key Term 
This part the researcher defined the key terms of the topic that focused on 
analyzing of denotative and connotative meaning in order to avoid the 
misunderstanding the terms of this research. 
1. Semantic is the study of meaning communicated through language. In the 
linguistic description, it is the study of the meaning of words and sentence 
The denotative meaning distinguishes the meaning of a particular sentence 
from all other possible sentences in the language (Saeed, 1997: 03)  
2. Connotative meaning is messages that the speaker or author's feeling or 
thinking. It is concerned with the real world experiences, it varies according 
to culture, historical periods, and experience of the individual (Leech, 1981: 
13) 
3. Denotation is the potential of a word uses to enter into such language 
expressions as a reference (Kreidler, 1998: 43) 
4. Video Trilogy is a recorded album consists of three songs and three parts in 
one video which has connected meaning one to another and has the same 
theme. 
5. Troye Sivan is a South African-born Australian singer, songwriter, actor, and 
YouTube personality is a gay which is his music videos frequently feature 
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LGBTQ relationships between the characters. (http://troye-sivan.net/troye-
sivan/biography/)  
6. Wild EP is a mini album consists of six songs (Wild, Fools, Talk Me Down, 
Bite, Ease, The Quite, and DKLA) sung by Troye Sivan that released in 2015 
and Wild, Fools, and Talk Me Down is presented in music video trilogy 
entitled Blue Neighbourhood which consists of three parts. (http://troye-
sivan.net/troye-sivan/biography/)  
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CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 
A. Semantics 
Semantics is a study about the meaning which becomes the central study 
of communication (Leech, 1981: ix). It is the center of the study of the human 
mind –thought processes, cognition, conceptualizations –related to the way in 
which people classify and convey their experience of the world through language. 
Thus Semantics is connected to other terms such as the experience of the user of 
language in conveying the meaning of the language that people use in 
communication. The human mind is delivered in communication through the 
language form. 
Semantics is one of richest and most fascinating parts of linguistic because 
it discusses all the level of language such as words, phrases, sentences, discourses, 
utterances, etc (Riemer, 2010: 02). It distinguishs between different types of 
meaning, and to make it clear exactly what place each of them has within a 
principled theory of language. The analysis of the meaning is focused on what the 
words conventionally mean, rather than on what an individual speaker might want 
them to mean on a particular occasion. 
Semantics is the systematic study of meaning, and linguistic semantics is 
the study of how languages organize and express meanings (Kreidler, 1998: 03). 
Linguistic semantics is an attempt to explain the knowledge of speaker of a 
language to communicate the ideas, feelings, intentions in his mind or imagination 
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to people, so the semantics study allows people to understand what speaker 
intended and make good communication. It concerns with knowledge individual 
speakers of a language possess which makes it possible for them to communicate 
with one another.  
Semantics is the central study of communication between speaker and 
listener as well as communication between the author and the audience of music. 
Semantics allows people to spell out what they all know when they act or behave 
in the case to share knowledge of the meaning of a word, a phrase or a sentence 
in a language (Leech, 1981: ix). By considering the semantic aspect of the music, 
the author can convey and share the ideas and ideologies to the audience through 
the music. Therefore semantics is the appropriate discipline to analyze the song 
lyric in order to reveal the meaning and message of the song. 
 
B. Meaning 
Meaning is the heart of language, to have a language without meaning 
would be like having lungs without air (Riemer, 2010: 03). This sentence shows 
how important is meaning in a language. It is also a center of using language, a 
person will fail to obtain and express the meaning when that person listens to such 
unknown language that expressed by other, even hard to catch the words spoken 
by other, because without knowing the meaning of an utterance, it is hard to 
identify the separate words which constitute it. That would be a big problem and 
lead people to fail in communication. 
Meaning in English, that using the verb, means to refer a relationship 
involving in a communication, at least one of three different types of thing, those 
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are language used by people, the world (people, objects, everything outside of the 
person) and person’s minds/intentions (Riemer, 2010: 07). The relationship itself 
will define how the meaning based on those ones of three types of thing that may 
be involved. By understanding the types of thing, people will explicitly decide the 
meaning. 
Three disciplines that are concerned with the systematic study of meaning 
in itself, there are psychology, philosophy, and linguistics (Kreidler, 1998: 02). 
Their particular interests and approaches are different, yet each borrows from and 
contributes to the others. Each discipline affects the meaning proposed by 
someone which produce different perception by the hearer or listener. 
Meaning is the ideas that transferred from the speaker to the listener 
through the language. By studying the meaning people can communicate with 
others easily, clearly, and properly through the language that people use to convey 
their mind. Meanings which are discussed in semantics are referring to ideas or 
concepts. It can be transferred from the mind of the speaker to the mind of the 
hearer by embodying them in the forms of one language or another (Lyons,1981: 
136). 
The ideas or concepts can be found in many language forms such as texts, 
speech, literary works, songs, etc, which the speaker or author can share those 
ideas with people. Concepts are the individual/person's words and expressions of 
which conversation consists (Riemer, 2010: 28). The concepts help 
communication in determining the meaning of things. It is implicated in 
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practically every aspect or people's mental lives. The concept of language can be 
obtained by conveying their mental lives. 
Thus the main point of meaning is about what are people intended to be 
understood by others. But when the ideas or concept proposed by a speaker come 
up with the difference of background knowledge or disciplines, the ideas may be 
changed and this leads to different perceptions. Meaning expresses a close-knit 
family of concepts, which the concepts must be carefully identified and 
differentiated, in order to properly identify the subject and prevent ambiguous of 
the meaning (Davis, 2003: 19). 
The dimension of meaning are denotation and connotation meaning 
(Kreidler, 1998: 44). There are three units of meaning, Morphemes (may be less 
than a word ), Lexemes(words and idioms), and Sentences. Generally, people can 
recognize three aspects of meaning in lexemes: the relation to phenomena outside 
the language, the relation to people’s attitudes and feelings, and the relation to 
other lexemes (Kreidler,1998: 42). Those aspects can lead to a different 
perception of meaning because the phenomenon and attitudes or feelings are 
dominating the communication, as well as the other lexemes.  
 
C. Denotative Meaning 
People are intended to think that a language consists of a large number of 
words and each of these words has a direct correlation with something outside of 
language, which is its meaning (Kreidler,1998: 42). The direct correlation of 
words and meaning can be found in the relation between words and people’s 
attitudes and feelings, and the relation to other words. The communication with 
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one another through language, it must be all have the same ‘idea’ or ‘concept’ 
associated with each word this called Denotation. The denotation meaning can be 
interpreted as world agreement meaning which can be found in a dictionary or 
other form.  
Conceptual meaning sometimes called as Denotation or Cognitive 
meaning which become the central factor in linguistic communication (Leech, 
1981: 09). This because the conceptual meaning has a complex and sophisticated 
organization of a kind which may be compared with and cross-related to, the 
similar organization on the syntactic and phonological level of language. The 
language which conveys the denotation or conceptual meaning always has 
references in many other forms of language. That's why it called as conceptual 
meaning which always concepted to something. 
The two structural principles that seem to be the basis of all linguistics 
patterning in conceptual meaning namely the principle of contractiveness and the 
principle of structure. Contrastiveness is the classification of sounds in 
phonology, thus the conceptual meaning of a language can be studied in terms of 
different cultural or constrative features. The structural principle was the principle 
by which larger linguistics units are built up out of smaller units or how a sentence 
can be analyzed into its constituent parts (Leech,1981: 10). The pattern of 
structural principle is related to the discipline of syntax which concerned at the 
study of words and their constituents. Here also as sentences are analyzed into its 
unit i.e. word and morphemes and at the level of phonology into constitute 
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phonemes (sound units), similarly semantics structure of the sentence can also be 
explained. 
The two principles of contrastiveness and constituent structure represent 
the way language was organized (leech,1981: 10). Contractiveness was the 
paradigmatic or selection or ‘choice' aspects of linguistic structure. The choice 
was selected by the speaker and the receiver in the same preception. While the 
constituent structure was the syntagmatic or combinatory or ‘chain' aspects of 
linguistic structure. This structure allows the speaker and the receiver to use a 
combination of linguistics terms to gain the meaning of their communication. 
The level of the conceptual meaning of a sentence will be explained in the 
form of semantic representation using the abstract symbols and contrastive 
features (Umagandhi and Vinothini, 2017: 71). The form of semantic 
representation, symbols, and constrative features, have been agreed by the user of 
the language in order to understand the meaning of denotative words or sentence. 
This will help people to distinguish the meaning of a particular sentence from all 
other possible sentences in the language. The contrastive features translated into 
real words of the referent (that which the word refers to). For example, word 
“woman” is defined conceptually by three features: Human, Non-Male, Adult, 
and the the properties that provides a criterion of the correct use of the word 
“Woman” must be: Human, Female, Adult, and some additional physical 
characteristics: biped and having a womb. 
Denotation  must be that people have the same ‘idea’ or ‘concept’ 
associated with each word (Kreidler, 1998: 42). This means that denotation is 
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meaning which every one whether the speaker and the receiver have the same 
knowledge in communicating or deliver the language. The distinction between 
reference and denotation aimed to understand the denotation itself. Reference is 
the relation between a language expression such as this door, both doors, the dog, 
another dog and whatever the expression pertains to in a particular situation of 
language use, including what a speaker may imagine (ibid, 43). 
Reference is the ideas or images that come up in the speaker's mind which 
intended to be accepted in the listener's mind. While the denotation that Kreidler 
proposed is the potential of a word like door or dog to enter into such language 
expressions. The potential word is the language that produces by the user in order 
to be delivered in a communication. Thus Kreidler concludes that reference is the 
way speakers and hearers use an expression successfully and denotation is the 
knowledge they have that makes their use successful. 
To sum up those definitions of denotation from some experts, the 
researcher concludes that denotation meaning is a literal meaning of the word with 
the real words and physical characteristic of the referent, in which both the 
speaker and listener have the same concept of interpretation which the meaning 
can be found in some form of language tools such as a dictionary. Both speaker 
and listener have the same knowledge and agreed with the ideas of language that 
they shared in a communication. Thus when the listener or receiver who comes 
up as a stranger or does not has the same knowledge with the speaker may 
interpret the language same as the speaker's interpretation by using dictionaries 
or other forms of language tools. 
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D. Connotative Meaning 
People not only talk and write to describe things and events and 
characteristics; they also express their opinions, favorable and unfavorable 
(Kreidler,1998: 44). These kinds of opinions or expression that expressed by 
someone are intended to be understood for others, and sometimes they express it 
using different way which leads the receiver produces different perception or 
meaning. Language furnishes the means for expressing a wide range of attitudes; 
this aspect of meaning is called connotation (Kreidler, 1998: 44). The language 
that expressed by someone can be a form of attitudes or behaviors. 
The denotative meaning or conceptual meaning interprets meaning by 
giving some features with real words terms, while the connotative meaning 
interprets the meaning by giving psychological and social properties. For 
example, the word woman can be interpret as gregarious and subject to the 
marternal instinct, and may extend to other features such typical characteristic of 
womanhood: capable of speech, experienced on coockery, skirt-or-dress-wearing. 
Connotative meaning can embrace the putative properties of the referent, due to 
the viewpoint adopted by an individual, or a group of people or a whole society, 
and apt to vary from age to age and from society to society. 
Connotation is the affective or emotional associations it elicits, which 
clearly need not be the same for all people who know and use the word (Kreidler, 
1998: 45). Every person has a different emotional interpretation in accepting the 
language. They may use their background knowledge and experience in receiving 
the language which considered with their mental images in order to understand 
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the language. Connotation is ‘real word' experiences one associate with an 
expression when one uses or hear it (Leech, 1981: 13). Connotation meaning is 
not specific to language, which may lead to various interpretation, but it shared 
by other communication systems, such as visual art and music. Thus the user of 
language may accept it differently one another according to their experiences in 
exploring the language. 
The connotations considered by the individual according to culture, 
historical period, and the experience of the individual (Leech, 1981: 13). The 
connotation meaning cannot interpret as the true or false meaning, because it does 
not have an agreement from the speaker and listener just like the denotation 
meaning. The characteristic of the referent is identified subjectively or objectively 
which may contribute to the connotative meaning of the expression which denotes 
it. 
The connotation as a sense, that is a meaning of a word with the associated 
idea or mental concept (Lyons, 1981: 153). The associated idea here is all of the 
possible situations which affect the speaker and the listener in interpreting the 
idea in a communication. It also called as a mental concept because the meaning 
that produced in communication is affected by the psychological concept such as 
mood, status, social background, etc, that carried by the user of the language. Thus 
associated idea or mental concept will make various interpretation of the 
language. The sense of expression may be defined as the set, or network, of sense-
relation that hold between it and other expressions of the same language (Lyons, 
1995: 80). Thus other expressions depend on the situations inside the language. It 
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relates to expressions to closes of entities in the world and wholly internals to the 
language-system (ibid, 81). It means the expression of the sense has a broad 
interpretation of language. Compared to the denotation meaning, Lyons proposes 
that denotation is a relation which world primarily or basically between 
expressions and physical entities in the external world, but it does not make a 
patent distinction between sense or denotation, because as he said that nothing 
about sense and denotation is to be taken as implying that either the one or another 
is fully determined in the case of all. 
Based on those arguments from the experts, the researcher concludes that 
connotation meaning is an affective or emotional meaning which the speaker or 
listener should use the background knowledge or experiences to interpret the 
language. The various interpretation of connotative meaning is based on the 
internals of the language-system such as mental images, feelings, experiences, 
cultures, etc, which lead the user of language produces numbers of meaning. 
Compared to the definition of denotation above, the connotation meaning leads 
the listener or receiver who comes up as a stranger or does not have the same 
knowledge as the speaker may produce different interpretations. 
 
E. Semiotic 
Semiotic is science that studies signs and how they produce meaning. It 
seeks to unravel the nature, origin, and evolution of signs (Danesi and Perron in 
Chattah, 2006: 01). Semiotic concern with the extended meaning of sign by giving 
the explanation around the sign with anything can refers to the sign. It involves 
the study not only something that refers to as ‘signs’ in speech, but of anything 
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which ‘stands for’ something else (Chandler,2007: 02). Anything can be a sign as 
long as it can be interpreted  as ‘signifying’ something – referring to or standing 
for something more than itself. In a semiotic sense, signs can be in the form of 
words, images, sounds, gestures and objects. It associated to the concept and 
image (Barthes, 1991: 58). The concept and image refered to meaning in many 
languages which define the sign its self. Peirce offered a triadic model to define 
signs which consisting of the representamen, an object, and an interpretant 
(Chandler,2007: 29). The triadic model can be depicted clearly from below 
exampe: 
A sign, to exist as a sign, must be interpreted (and so have an 
interpretant). The word, ‘S-T-O-P’ on a red background at a traffic 
intersection means that one must come to a halt at the intersection. The 
sign is /stop/; the object is ‘coming to a halt’, and the interpretant is the 
idea joining the sign to that particular object. The sign could also indicate 
the presence of a main road or a heavily populated area. A process of 
unlimited semiosis is set in train through the function of the interpretant 
(Lehcte, 2008: 172). 
 
1. The representamen: the form which the sign takes (not necessarily material, 
though usually interpreted as such) – called by some theorists the ‘sign 
vehicle’. It is the form in which sign appears (ibid, 30). It could be the sign it 
self because a sign is never an isolated entity, but always has three aspects 
which represented in a sign function: sign A denotes a fact (or object) B, for 
an interpretant,C (Lehcte, 2008: 171). 
2. An object: something beyond the sign to which it refers (a referent). Object 
is conveying the relation between representamen (the sign it self) and the 
interpretant. The three fundamental elements of this form are icon, index and 
symbol (Lehcte, 2008: 172). 
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a. Icon: a sign which is, in one or more respect, the same at the object 
signified. In other words the ‘significant virtue’ of an icon is its 
quality (ibid). It is a mode in which the signifier is perceived as 
resembling or imitating the signified (recognizably looking, 
sounding, feeling, tasting or smelling like it) – being similar in 
possessing some of its qualities: e.g. a portrait, a cartoon, a scale-
model, onomatopoeia, metaphors, realistic sounds in ‘programme 
music’, sound effects in radio drama, a dubbed film soundtrack, 
imitative gestures (Chandler,2007: 36-37). 
b. Index: a sign which is physically linked to, or affected by, its object. 
Demonstrative pronouns (this, that), a cry of ‘Help!’ as indicative of 
someone in need, or a knock on the door indicating that there is 
someone at the door, are also examples of signs serving as indices. 
Unlike the icon, an index has a ‘dynamical’ relation to what it 
signifies (ibid). e.g. ‘natural signs’ (smoke, thunder, footprints, 
echoes, non-synthetic odours and flavours), medical symptoms (pain, 
a rash, pulse-rate), measuring instruments (weathercock, 
thermometer, clock, spirit-level), ‘signals’ (a knock on a door, a 
phone ringing), pointers (a pointing ‘index’ finger, a directional 
signpost), recordings (a photograph, a film, video or television shot, 
an audiorecorded voice), personal ‘trademarks’ (handwriting, 
catchphrases) (Chandler,2007: 37). 
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c. Symbol: a conventional sign used in speaking and writing. ‘A genuine 
symbol’, Peirce writes, ‘is a symbol that has a general meaning’ 
(ibid). For example language in general (plus specific languages, 
alphabetical letters, punctuation marks, words, phrases and 
sentences), numbers, morse code, traffic lights, national flags 
(Chandler,2007: 36).  
3. An interpretant: not an interpreter but rather the sense made of the sign. The 
interpretant which leads to an ‘infinite series’ of signs, so it has been 
provocatively suggested that Peirce’s model could also be taken to suggest 
the relative independence of signs from any referents (Silverman in Chandler, 
2007: 63). An interpretant (idea) reads the sign as a sign of something in other 
words it is the representation of a meaning or a referent (Lehcte, 2008: 172).  
 
Nowadays language is commonly regarded as a (predominantly) symbolic 
sign-system. In the Peircean sense, symbols are based purely on conventional 
association (Chandler,2007: 38). For Peirce, a symbol is ‘a sign which refers to 
the object that it denotes by virtue of a law, usually an association of general ideas, 
which operates to cause the symbol to be interpreted as referring to that object’ 
(ibid, 39). Symbol is a sign which conveys meaning that refered to the sign its 
self, in other word symbol is a sign. As Peirce said that ‘is constituted a sign 
merely or mainly by the fact that it is used and understood as such’ (ibid, 39). 
For a symbol’s relation to its object is of an ‘imputed’ character. 
With the notion of symbol, the force of the notion of interpretant also 
becomes clearer. For no symbol, given its imputed, or unmotivated relation 
to its object, could be a symbol without being interpreted. Speech utterances 
determine corresponding signs (= interpretants) in the mind of the listener. 
Thus symbol and interpretant are inseparable (Lehcte, 2008: 172).  
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F. Semantic and Semiotic in Music Video 
Music videos derive from the songs that set by the author. The music 
comes first—the song is produced before the video is conceived—and the director 
normally designs images with the song as a guide to produce the music video 
(Vernalis, 2004: x). Thus the major concern in music video study is the relation 
between music, song/lyric, and image. Lyrics serve a number of structural 
functions, existing in varied relations with the music and the image and casting a 
narrow or wide range of influence. In this way, they can exert a special power 
over music videos. Therefore in analysing the music video, especialy in revealing 
the meaning and message, it is important to find the relation between its song and 
image and apply the proper approach.  
 
Music-video image gains from holding back information, 
confronting the viewer with ambiguous or unclear depictions—if there is 
a story, it exists only in the dynamic relation between the song and the 
image as they unfold in time (ibid, 4). Thus music video study which reveal 
the story will analys the relation between song and image. The music 
cannot define the meaning of objects, but it can surely suggest the 
animating desire that characters bear towards objects or others. By 
reading the emotions into the image in the video, and, with the help of the 
song, make connections between images in the video (ibid, 41). 
 
 
The music video should be analyse the relation between song and image 
to reveal the author ideas or feelings. The first step to find that relationship is 
interpreting the image which in the semiotic approach it carries the representation 
of the concept of the author’s ideas in the form of scene which conveys signs. 
When (musical) ideas clearly stand for what they signify, called as semiotic 
constructs, or signs (Chattah, 2006: 04). The sound and sign in a music produce 
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meaning that the author presents as concept and images which presented in an 
audio visual form or musical film/video. By presenting the music video the author 
can express his ideological ideas or messages to influenced the listener. The sign 
appears in the scene of music video is the representamen which is the form of sign 
it self, which denote the object and conveying the referent of the sign, and it 
conveys the relation between the sign and the interpretant, that is the intepretation 
given by the researcher.    
The second step is interpreting the song which in the semantic approach it 
becomes the way of how an author presents his ideas verbaly in other word is 
lyrical meaning. Semantics is the central study of communication between 
speaker and listener as well as communication between the author and the 
audience of music. Since the music is one of the tool for people especially the 
author to express the ideas, feeling, and ideological thought about the issue in 
resal life or fictional realm, which intended to be heard and preceive by any level 
of society, whether it purposed to entertain the listener or even change the society 
opinion of something. Thus, semantics allows people to spell out what they all 
know when they act or behave in the case to share knowledge of the meaning of 
a word, a phrase or a sentence in a language (Leech, 1981: ix). By considering the 
semantic aspect of the music, the author can convey and share the ideas and 
ideologies to the audience through the music. The elaboration between semiotic 
and semantic would reveal the meaning of a music video which consist of verbal 
and visual materials.  
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The visual material in general such image, photograph, film scene, etc, 
does not demand the viewer to identify them with complexity. The denotative 
power of film, which presented in scenes carried the significant images, shows a 
precise knowledge, which releases the audience from the process of decision-
making but nevertheless leaves a problem of interpretation. The process of 
interpretation may see an image in two ways – in isolation or in context. An image 
shown in isolation is a form of utterance that provides an identifiable semantics. 
The same image presented in a contextual sequence might appear with an 
arranged semantics because the order created new levels of meaning. This also 
occure in image sequences, such film and video. The image perceived by identify 
it as many objects which can reputed as iconic sign. An iconic sign is analysed in 
semiotics as a sign processing some properties of the object represented. Eco 
showed that the signification of iconic signs is based on a socially determined 
reticular system of small semantic systems (codes) and rules for their combination 
(Nack and Hardman, 2001: 03). 
For the representation and use of verbal and visual materials in conveying 
the ideas and concept of music video, the reseacher have to represent both its 
denotative and connotative aspects. The connotation sometimes relies on the 
denotation, means that the denotative representation can be used to analyse, 
interpret or generate connotations on visual material (ibid, 05). 
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G. Cinematography 
Cinematography is the process of taking ideas, words, actions, emotional 
subtext, tone, and all other form of nonverbal communication and redering them 
in visual terms (Brown, 2012: 02). The cinematography in music video is 
considered by three fundamental aspects, those are camera shot, camera  angle 
and colour/tone. Those three aspects are related each other to convey the meaning 
of the scene.  
1. Camera shot 
The shot is useful to built the understanding of the scene elements and 
senses. The shot is visualizing the story of the scene in a film or video. It is 
the visual aspects of the language of film. The visual world is an important 
part of how the audience will perceive the story and how they will understand 
the characters and their motivations (Brown, 2012: 02). There are some types 
of shots: 
a. Wide Shot 
The wide shot is any frame that encompasses the entire scene. 
This makes it all relative to the subject (ibid, 17). It gives a great deal of 
information about the size, location and layout of the main character in 
the film (ibid, 18). It conveys the setting and characters to show the 
context, scope, and distance of the scene. 
b. Establishing Shot 
The establishing shot is usually a wide shot The establishing shot 
gives the audiences a great deal of information. This shot shows the 
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begining or the opening of the scene which aimed to give introduction of 
the film. The information of the opening shot could be some idea of 
where the film take a place, what kind of place it is, where objects and 
people are in relation to each other (ibid, 18). The establishing shot keeps 
the audience in the story and combined it with showing the elements and 
the context of the film (ibid, 19). The point is to convey the location 
information in combination with a piece of the story or something that 
conveys a visual idea, a sound track inflection or anything that increases 
our understanding of the place, the mood, or anything that is useful to 
the storyteller and of course the audince’s intepretation (ibid, 20). 
c. Character Shot 
Most movies and short films are about people, so shots of people 
are one of the fundamental building blocks of cinema which is same 
applies to most commercials and even many music videos (ibid, 20). 
There are some types of character shots: 
1) Full Shot 
Full shot is used for indicate the character whole body from 
head to toe. This shot shows the element of an object, how the object 
can be understood as an object, and help the audien comprehend it 
clearly. This shot intended to show the public personal relationship 
(Gibraltar, 2014: 151).  
It can refer to objects as well: a full shot of a car includes 
all of the car. A shot that only includes the door and the driver 
would be more of a medium shot. A variation on this is the cowboy, 
which is from the top of the head to midthigh, originally in order 
to see the six-guns on his belt. In non-English speaking countries, 
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terms such as plán americain or plano americano refers to a shot 
framed from mid-leg up (ibid, 20). 
 
2) Two Shot 
The two shot is any frame that includes the interaction 
between two characters in a scene. This shot takes a big part to build 
the story and plot; thus the two shot is used frequently in music 
video. The two characters don’t have to be arranged symmetrically 
in the frame. They might be facing each other, both facing forward, 
both facing away from the camera, and so on, but the methods you 
use for dealing with this type of scene will be the same in any case. 
You might also occasionally hear the term three-shot for a shot of 
three characters (ibid, 20). 
3) Medium Shot 
The medium shot, like the wide shot which aimed to show 
the object that become the major part of a film. Obviously, it is closer 
than a full shot, shown from the waist up. It presents the expressions 
or major details of the object. Medium shot is used for showhing the 
personal relationship (Gibraltar, 2014: 151). It engages with the 
characters on a personal level and shows how close someone would 
be during a casual conversation. 
Medium shots might be people at a table in a restaurant, 
or someone buying a soda, shown from the waist up. By being 
closer in to the action, we can see people’s expressions, details of 
how they are dressed, and so on. We thus become more involved 
in what they are saying and doing, without focusing on one 
specific character or any particular detail (ibid, 20). 
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4) Close-ups 
A close-up (CU) generally shows from the top of the head to 
somewhere just below the shirt pockets. some variations like a 
medium close-up is considered as something like from top of head 
to waist or something in that area. If the shot is cut just above the 
shirt pocket area, it is often called a head and shoulders A choker 
shows from the top of the head down to just below the chin. A tight 
close-up slightly less than a choker which losing some of the 
forehead and perhaps some of the chin, framing the eyes, nose, and 
mouth. An extreme close-up or ECU might include the eyes only; 
this is sometimes called a Sergio Leone after the Italian director who 
used it frequently (ibid, 21). This shot presents intimacy of the 
character (Gibraltar, 2014: 151), the expressions and emotions of a 
character is poped up and become the major attention and this would 
impact the audience in sensing the scene. 
5) Over-the-Shoulder 
A variation of the close-up is the over-the-shoulder or OTS, 
looking over the shoulder of one actor to a medium or CU of the 
other actor. It shows the point of view that the scene wanted to line 
up. It ties the two characters together and helps put the audience in 
the position of the person being addressed. The OTS is a useful part 
of the vocabulary of narrative filmmaking. Even when the audiences 
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are in close shot of the person talking, the OTS keeps the other actor 
in the scene (ibid, 23). 
d. Cutaways 
A cutaway is any shot of some person or thing in the scene other 
than the main characters but still related to the scene. The definition of a 
cutaway is that it is something did not see previously in the scene, 
particularly in the master or any wide shots. Examples would be a 
cutaway to a view out the window or to the cat sleeping on the floor. 
Cutaways may emphasize some action in the scene, provide additional 
information, or be something that the character looks at or points to. It 
will help the audience to expand the understanding of the story (ibid, 23). 
e. Reaction Shot 
A specific type of close-up or medium is the reaction shot. 
Something happens or a character says something and the scene cut tos 
another person reacting to what happened or what was said; it can be the 
other person in the dialog or someone elsewhere in the scene. Generally, 
the term refers to a facial expression or body language, not dialog (ibid, 
23). 
f. Insert 
An insert is an isolated, self-contained piece of a larger scene. To 
be an insert instead of a cutaway, it has to be something we saw in the 
wider shots. Example: she is reading a book. The scene shoots the book 
over her shoulder, but it is usually hard to read from that (ibid, 25).  
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g. Connecting Shot 
Most scenes involving two people can be adequately edited with 
singles of each person; whether are talking to each other or one is 
viewing the other from a distance. This scene tries to collect some object 
which can not be framed in the same shot at some point in the scene. This 
applies especially to point-of-view shots where the character looks at 
something, then in a separate shot, we see what she is looking at; but it 
also applies to any scene where two or more people are in the same 
general space, whether they are aware of each other or not. A connecting 
shot is one that shows both of the characters in one shot, often it is in the 
form of an over-the-shoulder or wide angle that includes both of them. 
Connecting shots make a scene feel more complete and whole. A 
connecting shot is a way to clarifies and emphasizes the physical of two 
things, which is usually used in story of relationships (ibid, 26). 
h. Transitional Shot 
Transitional shot serve to connect two scenes together. This shot 
might come at the end of a scene, at the beginning, or between scenes. 
Some are simple cutaways: a scene ends, cut to a shot of a sunset and 
then into the next scene. For example scenes of the city or landscape are 
frequently used as transitional devices as they also add to the mood or 
pace and are generically visual — meaning they don’t need to make a 
specific point in order to be interesting (ibid, 27). 
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2. Camera angle 
The shot and angle on camera taking is connected each other in order 
to make the scene is more realistic and emotional. The shooting of a film, it 
automatically implies a choice of angle (Metz, 1991: 195). Camera angle or 
Lens height is and effective tool for adding subtext to a shot. The angle is 
measured by the eye level of the viewer, where the camera is being 
positioning. Variation from eye level have filmspace implications, 
psychological undertones, and are useful as a strictly compositional device 
(Brown, 2012: 64). The angle gives the viewer a sense and feeling of being 
in the scene.  
a. High angle  
High angle is where the camera is positioned in above eye height, 
it seems to dominate the subject. It is looking down on the subject reveal 
overall layout and scope in the case of landscape, streets, or buildings. 
The high angel’s intention is to give information about the layout. A very 
high angle called as God’s eye shot, where positioned directly overhead 
or nearly the head. It is showing the omniscient, removed point of view, 
distant, separate from the scene, world view, phylosopical and 
contemplative (Brown, 2012: 64). 
b. Low angle 
Low angle is where the camera is positioned in below the 
character, and can make the character itself seems omnious and 
foreboding. When the character is seen from a low angle, it will revealed 
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beyond what the character might see himself. The low angle is aimed to 
show the character’s surprise or sense of mystery. It is also show the 
character apprehension. The low angle can become more subjective, 
when the very low angle can be a dog’s eye vie and make the subject 
seems dominate the view. If the subject is character, the actor will seem 
more powerful and dominant (Brown, 2012: 65).  
c. Eye level angle  
The eye level angle is casual camera angle in shot the scene 
which become the common angle seen in a film. As general rule, dialog 
and most ordinary shots are done at te eye level of the actor involved. 
The film makers attempt to avoid using many stright on eye level shot, 
because it considered as boring angle. There  is also a rules about the 
prohibition againts the 180 degree angle shot or the taboo against going 
from an establishing shot to close up with no chance of axis, or against 
the actor looking at the camera (Metz, 1974: 210).  
3. Color 
Color plays major role in image making, because the issues of color 
balance in relation to camera balance is crucial to acieving the realistic image 
that you want. Image that has broad range of colors/tones with subtle 
gradiations all along the way, is going to be more pleasing to the eye, more 
realistic, and has more impact to the audience (Brown, 2012: 104). In a 
photography, the strong, simple primary colors can be powerful element to 
any image because it plays important role in the mood and tone of an image. 
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There are several aspects to the subject of color as the film makers use it in 
film making (Brown, 2012: 115): 
a. The image making side of color: how the film maker uses it to make 
better image. 
b. The storytelling aspect of color: the emotional cultural context of color. 
c. Color is important at the camera and in term of controlling color at the 
light source, which involve both using color balancing gels and the 
choice of the proper lighting instrument, which come in both daylight 
balance and tungsten balance.  
Human eye and brain experience color physically, mentally, and 
emotionally. Human receives color by the eye and process it in the brain to 
produce meaning which also attached by the experience of the individual.  As 
a result, colors themselves have meaning. Color can produce a lot of meaning 
because in any term, color symbolism is often a cultural agreement, and 
opinions about, the associations are varied and sometimes conflicting (Stone 
et all, 2006: 24).  
Here is the color index proposed by Stone et all (2006: 26-31), which 
has meaning in the opposition prespectives: 
C
olor 
Ass
ociated 
with 
Positive Negativ
e  
R
ed 
F
ire, 
blood, 
sex 
Passion, 
love, blood, 
energy, 
enthusiasm, 
excitement, heat, 
power 
Agre
ssion, anger, 
battle, 
revolution, 
cruelty, 
immorality 
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Y
ellow  
Su
nshine  
Intellect, 
wisdom, 
optimism, 
radiance, joy, 
idealism 
Jealously, 
cowardice, deceit, 
caution 
B
lue 
Se
a, sky 
Knowledge, 
coolness, peace, 
masculinity, 
contemplation, 
loyalty, justice, 
intelligence 
Depression, 
coldness, 
detachment, 
apathy 
G
reen  
Plants, the 
natural 
environtm
ent 
Fertility, money, 
growth, healing, 
success, nature, 
harmony, 
honesty, youth 
Greed, envy, 
nausea, poison, 
corrosion, 
inexperience 
P
urple  
Royalty, 
spiritually 
Luxury, wisdom, 
imagination, 
shopistication, 
rank, inspiration, 
wealth, 
mysticism  
Exaggerat
ion, excess, 
madness, cruelty 
O
range 
Autu
mn, citrus 
Creativity
, invigoration, 
uniqueness, 
energy, vibrancy, 
stimulation, 
sociability, 
health, whimsy, 
activity 
Crassness
, trendiness, 
loudness 
B
lack 
Nigh
t, death 
Power, 
authority, weight, 
sophistication, 
elegance, 
formality, 
seriousness, 
dignity, solitude, 
mystery, 
stylisness  
Fear, 
negativity, evil, 
secrecy, 
submission, 
mourning, 
heaviness, 
remorse, 
emptiness 
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W
hite  
Lig
ht, purity, 
angles and 
gods 
Perfectio
n, marriage/ 
wedding, 
cleanliness, 
virtue, 
innocence, 
lightness, 
softness, 
sacredness, 
simplicity, truth 
Fragilit
y, isolation 
G
rey  
Neut
rality  
Balance, 
security, reliability, 
modesty, 
classicism, 
maturity, 
intelligence, 
wisdom 
Lack of 
commitment, 
uncertainly, 
moodiness, 
cloudliness, old 
age, boredom, 
indecision,, bad 
wheater, sadness 
 
Table 2.1 Color index 
 
 
H. Profile Of Troye Sivan And Wild Extended Play 
Troye Sivan Mellet known as Troye Sivan was born in Johannesburg, 
South Africa, on 5 June 1995. His family decided to move to Perth, Australia due 
to the rise of crime in Africa, when he was two years old. Troye's music career 
was started when he sang at the 2006, 2007 and 2008 Channel Seven Perth 
Telethon. In 2006 he performed a duet with Australian Idol winner Guy Sebastian. 
Sivan made it to the grand finals of StarSearch 2007. His debut EP, Dare to 
Dream, was released in June 2007. In February 2010, Sivan opened "We Are the 
World 25 for Haiti (YouTube Edition)", the collaborative music charity video 
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produced by Lisa Lavie to help raise money for the victims of the 2010 Haiti 
earthquake. 
Troye Sivan is openly gay. He came out to the public via his YouTube 
channel on 7 August 2013. He came out to his family privately three years before 
he released his came out video. He is an Australian singer, songwriter, actor, and 
YouTube, which all of his music are conveying LGBTQ relationship and his 
music video frequently feature the same gender relationship between the 
characters. Troye is one of the young artists who often express his feelings and 
ideas about the LGBTQ movement in this era through his music. 
On 5 June 2013, Troye was signed to EMI Australia, a Universal Music 
Australia label (but kept it a secret until a year later). On 15 August 2014, he 
released a five-song EP entitled TRXYE, led by its first single “Happy Little 
Pill”, which was released on 25 July 2014. TRXYE debuted at No. 1 on iTunes 
in over 55 countries. Troye released his second major-label EP, Wild on 4 
September 2015. Wild EP is consist of six songs those are Wild, Fools, Talk Me 
Down, Bite, Ease, The Quite, and DKLA. During September and October 2015, 
he released a music video trilogy with a continuous theme entitled Blue 
Neighbourhood Trilogy comprising the three songs “Wild”, “Fools” and “Talk 
Me Down”. It released from September 2015 to December 2015. The three songs 
which have related meaning are presented in The Blue Neighbourhood music 
video trilogy. 
For the second album called “Bloom” was released on 2 May 2018 which 
shows how confident his music style that shows his personal identity. But in his 
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album Blue Neighbourhood, he doesn't use the background of his life related to 
his relationship to the same gender. Means that wild EP purely concepted from 
The Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy, still about the same-gender 
relationship also just like the other songs of his album. 
The Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy also has three video parts 
that have related meaning which telling about same-gender relationship 
prohibited by one of their parents. The first part presents The Wild song which 
shows the childhood of the main characters. The second part presents The Fools 
song which tells about the climax of their relationship’s complication of their 
youth life. And the third part is Talk Me Down song which present about one of 
the characters who commits suicide because of some pressures that he deals with. 
The video reflects the threat to the same gender relationship and how the 
characters try to survive from this such situation by neglecting the fact that they 
are gay. Thus the researcher interested to study the situation that happens in the 
life of the same gender relationship which doesn't have a right in their 
neighborhood this leads the character to commits suicide. This situation reflects 
the title to the album that is Blue Neighbourhood which connotes the gloomy and 
drear neighborhood, so this music video has a lot of deep meanings and messages 
in the level of denotation and connotation meaning.  
 
I. Previous Studies 
This study is using five types of research as references. The first research 
is titled Connotative and Denotative Meaning of Emotion Words In Twenty One 
Pilots Blurryface Album by Reyuna Larasatika in 2017. The meaning of emotion 
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words in those songs implies the songwriter's background. The emotion words are 
classified based on Robert Plutchik and Henry Kellerman's book titled Emotion: 
Theory, Research, and Experiment. Then, those emotion words are analyzed 
using semantics theory by Geoffrey Leech to find the meaning and how the 
songwriter’s background is implied. The method which is used in this research is 
a qualitative method. The finding of this research is seven from eight kinds of 
emotion words. Those words convey the connotative and denotative meaning 
which imply the writer's background based on his interview. 
The second research is an article titled is Connotative and Denotative 
Meaning on The Lyrics of Tina Arena’s Songs by Siti Zulaichah in 2008 using 
Semantics theory by George Yule. This study conducted to investigate what are 
connotative and denotative meaning implied in Tina Arena's Songs. The meaning 
is taken from ten selected songs from three albums by Tina Arena. This study is 
using a descriptive qualitative method to analyze the songs. The findings of this 
research are positive and negative connotative meanings which are constructed 
from daily utterances and figurative languages. 
The third research is Analysis of Women’s Image in Iranian TV 
Commercials Base on Barthes Visual Semiotic by Hossein Heidari Tabrizi in 2015 
which proposes 5 TV commercials in Iran that have significance in gender role 
by describing the image on both levels of significance- denotative and connotative 
level. The result is the TV advertisements or commercials in Iran are indicated 
stereotyping the women’s gender. It reveals that the TV advertisements or 
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commercial of kitchen appliances, detergents, and foods in Iran is potraying the 
women. 
The fourth research is A Semiotic Analysis of The Video Music: 
“Indonesia Bangkit”: Comparing Audience Interpretation by Muhamad 
Gibraltar in 2014. This research uses some semiotic analysis level about 
interpretations of signs contained in the video music, the semiotic thought of 
Roland Barthes, Mark L. Knapp, Arthur Asa Berger, Sussane K Langer to 
examine the video clip. The result of this research are the myth inside the political 
video music and how it affecting the viewers interpretation, including what’s 
interpretation that will appear when they see the NAZI uniform, worn by one of 
personnels at the video music. 
The last research is Connotative Meaning and Advertising Music by Erkki 
Pekkilä in 1997 use Roland Barthes theory which examines the visual, lyrics, and 
music of the Chewing Gum commercials. This research compare the music video 
and video commercials to reveal the meaning that created with the common 
effects of music. The result is  the basic function of the chewing gum commercial 
is to create fields of meaning that is not to communicate a sales message but 
circulate the product with the “mythical” or connotative meanings 
There are some  differences between the previous researches and this 
research and those will be the gap of research. First is the objective of the research, 
wherein the previous studies only used the lyrics or the music video of the song, 
while this research uses both of those elements, the lyrics and the music video. 
The second gap is the researcher tries to take the hook line, which means that the 
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song lyrics are reflected in the image which states a generalized truth or a 
crystallized point of view. A literal visual setting of the musical and visual hook 
becomes an easy way to make both the song and the video memorable and 
marketable (Vernalis, 2004: 145). While this simple hook line can receive 
straightforward visual realization, those express complex tought, feelings, or 
relations, in which what this research are intended (Vernalis, 2004: 146). 
Therefore, this research uses the semantics and semiotics approaches in 
examining the objectives. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
A. Research Design 
Saldana in Sugiyono (2017: 424) proposes that qualitative research is a 
method for the study of natural social life. It related to the social condition of 
society. The information or data collected and analyzed consists of textual 
materials such as interview transcripts, field notes, and documents, and/or visual 
materials such as artifacts, photographs, video recordings, and internet sites, that 
document human experiences about others and/or one’s self in social action and 
reflexive states. These research objectives are the lyric of the song and music 
video’s scenes which are included as documents form. Thus the method to analyze 
the objectives of this research is qualitative research. 
According to Surakhmad (1994: 139) descriptive method is a kind of 
research method that uses the technique of searching, collecting, classifying, 
analyzing the data, interpreting them and the last is drawing the conclusion. 
Descriptive method is describing and explaining the data of the research. This 
research obtains the data by searching and collecting the data from the internet. 
Then the researcher classifies, analyzes, and interpret the data using semantic and 
semiotic approaches, and the last is drawing a conclusion. 
Based on Sugiyono (2017: 488) in qualitative research, the display of the 
data is in the form of explanation or brief narration. Here the researcher makes a 
knot between qualitative and descriptive method, which is both of the methods 
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are analyzed the data by making a brief explanation. From those explanations, the 
researcher concludes this research uses the descriptive qualitative method in 
analyzing the data those are lyrics of Wild, Fools, and Talk Me Down and the 
scenes of The Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy.  
 
B. Data And Data Sources 
The data of this research are the song lyric of Wild, Fools, and Talk Me 
Down and the scenes that appeared in Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy. 
Those type of research data is included as the form of discourse which the data 
contains denotative and connotative meaning for the lyrics, while the scenes 
contain the symbols. The data in qualitative research may appear in the form of 
discourse, sentences, clauses, phrases, words, and even morphemes (Arikunto, 
2006: 107). While the data sources of this research is The Blue Neighbourhood 
music video trilogy. 
 
C. Technique Of Collecting Data 
The data of research can be collected from the interview, research, 
documentation, or other discourse forms (Moleong, 2004: 234). This research is 
using the technique of documentation because the data form is document. The  
document is in the form of texts, pictures, or monumental works, which the study 
of documents is a complement of the technique of observation and interview in 
qualitative research (Sugiyono, 2017: 476). While the research instruments used 
in this research are the key or primary instrument that is the researcher herself. As 
Sugiyono (2017: 425) proposes that in the qualitative research, the researcher 
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itself who become the key instrument or research tool. Then, the other minor 
instruments are the internet, the music video, and the scripts. 
The technique of collecting data of this research presented in the following 
steps:  
1. Downloading the data from the internet, those are Blue Neighbourhood music 
video trilogy and the lyric of  Wild, Fools, and Talk Me Down. 
2. Watching and listening to The Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy. 
3. Reading and observing the scenes and the lyrics of the song of The Blue 
Neighbourhood music video trilogy. 
4. Identifying and collecting the data based on Peirce’s semiotic of symbol and 
Kreidler’s theory of denotative and connotative meaning and. Then draw 
them into a table. 
5. Giving codes on the collected data. 
By giving the codes, the data of this research is expected to be easier to 
analyze. The codes that given to the data is according to the number of the datum, 
those are the lyric, types of shot, object-interpretant, denotative and connotative 
meaning. To make a classification of the data analysis, the researcher gives codes 
to each data. The example can be seen below:  
Num/Seq/Lyric/Mnt/ToS/Objs/Song 
 
 Num: the data number 1,2,3,....etc 
 Seq: the sequence number 1,2,3,....etc 
 Lyric: the lyric appears in data 
 Mnt: the minute when the data appear 
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 ToS: Type of shot  
Ws: wide shot; Es: establishing shot; Fs: full shot; Ts: two shot; Ms: 
medium shot; CU: close ups; OTS: over the shoulders; Cuts: cutaways; 
Rs: reaction shot; Ins: insert; Cs: connecting shot; Trans: transitional 
shot.  
 Objs: the analysis of semiotic on objects appearen in a sequence 
 Song: song’s title 
6. Analyzing and interpreting the data based on semiotic and semantics theories 
to answer the problem statements. 
7. Drawing the conclusion by conveying the message and the concept of the 
data. 
 
D. Technique Of Analyzing Data 
The qualitative research offers the data to be analyzed by qualitative and 
inductive technique (Santosa,2017: 63). The qualitative technique consists of 
reading, understanding, organizing, classifying, connecting each category, and 
interpreting the data based on its contexts. Then, the qualitative analysis presented 
in a description of the case, participants interaction, and document analysis. 
Spradley in Santosa (2017: 63) suggests that in the analysis of document or 
content analysis used to analyze the document contents. As same as the technique 
proposed by Miles and Huberman in Santosa (2017: 66). They call this technique 
as an interactive analysis that consists of collecting the data, reducing the data, 
displaying the data, and drawing the conclusion. This researcher will apply this 
technique to analyze the data.  
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1. The stage of collecting the data of this research by taking screenshots of the 
Blue Neighbourhood music video to reveal the scenes, collecting the scenes 
into sequences, and attaching the scene which contain lyric. 
2. The stage of reducing data of this research by identifying the source of the 
data based on the theory of semiotic sign.  
3. The stage of displaying the data of this research by classifying and giving 
analysis of the data that have been coded. 
4. The stage of drawing the data of this research by make a conclusion of the 
denotative and connotative meaning in order to reveal the concept and 
message of The Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy. 
 
E. Data Trustworthiness 
According to Santosa (2017: 57) examining the data, validation is 
important to obtain the trustfulness or trustworthiness of the data. This research 
uses the Triangulation technique of validation that is a qualitative cross-
validation. It assesses the sufficiency of the data according to the convergence of 
multiple data sources or multiple data collection procedures (Wiersma in 
Sugiyono,2017: 518). These strategies are aimed to examine the data from various 
sources (Producer, consumer, and the expert). The purpose of triangulation is to 
increase the researcher understanding of what has been found and to be believed 
as credible and valid research.  
To check the trustworthiness, this research checked by the expert lecturer 
of Linguistics. The data checked and validated by Mr. Bayu Dewa Murti, M. 
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Hum. He is a reliable linguistic lecturer who considers the capability to validate 
research data. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
 
A. Research Finding 
The research finding presents the analysis of the data by classified it based 
on the theory of semiotics sign and types of shot on the scene in order to define the 
denotative and connotative meaning of the lyric of Blue Neighboorhood music 
video triloggy. 
1. Semiotics sign 
Peirce offered a triadic model to define sign which consists of a 
representamen, an object, and an interpretant (Chandler,2007: 29). The 
representamen is the form which the sign takes (not necessarily material, 
though usually interpreted as such) – called by some theorists the ‘sign 
vehicle’. It is the form in which sign appears (ibid, 30). It could be the sign 
itself because a sign is never an isolated entity, but always has three aspects 
which represented in a sign function: sign A denotes a fact (or object) B, 
for an interpretant, C (Lehcte, 2008: 171).  
The object is something beyond the sign to which it refers (a 
referent). An object is conveying the relation between representamen (the 
sign itself) and the interpretant. The three fundamental elements of this 
form are icon, index, and symbol (Lehcte, 2008: 172). The object of this 
research is the sign which appears in the scene of the Blue Neighbourhood 
music video trilogy.  
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The interpretant is not an interpreter but rather the sense made of 
the sign. The interpretant which leads to an ‘infinite series’ of signs, so it 
has been provocatively suggested that Peirce’s model could also be taken 
to suggest the relative independence of signs from any referents 
(Silverman in Chandler, 2007: 63). An interpretant (idea) reads the sign as 
a sign of something, in other words, it is the representation of a meaning 
or a referent (Lehcte, 2008: 172). 
The Peirce’s triadic model can be depicted in the example below: 
 
 
 
 
   (representament) 
2. Semantics meaning 
Denotation meaning is a literal meaning of the word in which both 
the speaker and listener have the same concept of interpretation which the 
meaning can be found in some form of language tools such as a dictionary. 
While connotation meaning is an affective or emotional meaning which 
the speaker or listener should use the background knowledge or 
experiences to interpret the language. The various interpretation of 
An angelic 
statue 
(object) 
Intermediating between 
heaven and earth, symbolizing 
the passage of the soul to the 
heaven realm (Bruce-Mitford, 
1996: 93) (intepretant) 
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connotative meaning is based on the internals of the language-system such 
as mental images, feelings, experiences, cultures, etc, which lead the user 
of language produces numbers of meaning. 
The researcher presents both denotative and connotative meaning 
to convey the ideas and concept of the music video because the connotation 
sometimes relies on the denotation, the denotative representation can be 
used in analyzing, interpreting, or generating the connotative meaning 
(Nack and Hardman, 2001: 05). For example in the datum 
34/21/OHOURLIVESDONTCOLLIDE/05.19/WS/HOUSE/FOOLS, 
the lyric is Oh our lives don’t collide will be interpreted on its denotation 
and connotation meaning 
 Denotation meaning 
Our lives don’t collide means that the life of Troye and Matt 
don’t crash each other which in the concept of Blue Neighbourhood 
music video trilogy is that Troye is depicted as a boy who lives in the 
suburban town while Matt lives in the rural area of suburban which 
affects their personal and social cultures. But the lyric states that their 
lives do not collide, thus the author wants to present the relationship 
between two boys with different backgrounds. 
 Connotation meaning 
Our lives don’t collide connotes the life that they have is just 
like the general and normal without conflict, which in the denotation 
meaning reveals the concept of their lives, those are  Matt is a kid from 
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a rural area in suburban, while Troye is from the town. The lyric is 
trying to compare their personal lives. The author wants to plot the 
story into an ironic one by showing the conflict between the characters 
and conflict with themselves by seeing their background of life. The 
Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy presents the fight between 
Matt and his father, the decision that Matt took which made him 
betraying Troye, and the struggle for the feeling of Troye and Matt in 
facing this kind of situation. This story is ironic to the lyric which 
stated that their lives don’t collide. Thus, the connotative meaning had 
to do with the denotative one to generate the connotation itself. 
3. Shots and camera angle 
The shot is useful to build an understanding of the scene elements 
and senses. The shot is visualizing the story of the scene in a film or video. 
It is the visual aspect of the language of film. The visual world is an 
important part of how the audience will perceive the story and how they 
will understand the characters and their motivations (Brown, 2012: 02). 
The shot and angle on camera taking is connected each other in order to 
make the scene is more realistic and emotional. The shooting of a film, it 
automatically implies a choice of angle (Metz, 1991: 195). There are three 
types of camera angle, those are high angle, low angle, and eye level angle. 
Those angles is attached in the camera shots in order to add information of 
the scene,  
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a. Wide Shot 
The wide shot is any frame that encompasses the entire scene. 
This makes it all relative to the subject (Brown, 2012: 17). It gives a 
great deal of information about the size, location, and layout of the 
main character in the film (Brown, 2012: 18). It conveys the setting 
and characters to show the context, scope, and distance of the scene.  
For example, in the datum 
62/40/ONLYFOOLSFALLFORYOU/06.35/WS/FACTORY/FO
OLS shows the background of the scene that is an old factory in a 
landscape view. This scene uses wide shot and eye level angle. It 
shows the wide scene which is in an old rural town in the suburban, 
and it has a relation to the background life of the characters. The angle 
is in the eye level which show the straight scene of landscape view of 
old factory, this aimed to give the audience broad and clear 
information of the layout and location. The wide angle can be seen 
below: 
Figure 4.1 Troye walks to the factory 
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b. Establishing Shot 
This shot shows the beginning of the opening of the scene 
which aimed to give the introduction of the film. The information of 
the opening shot could be some idea of where the film takes a place, 
what kind of place it is, where objects and people are in relation to 
each other (Brown, 2012: 18). The establishing shot keeps the 
audience in the story and combined it with showing the elements and 
the context of the film (ibid, 19). The point is to convey the location 
information in combination with a piece of the story or something that 
conveys a visual idea, a soundtrack inflection or anything that 
increases our understanding of the place, the mood, or anything that is 
useful to the storyteller and of course the audience’s interpretation 
(Brown, 2012: 20). 
For example, in the datum 
01/01/IWANNASLEEPNEXTTOYOU/07.52/ES/GRAVESTON
E/TALKMEDOWN shows the scene of gravestones with the grey 
bluish sky as the background. This scene has appeared at the begining 
of the Talk Me Down part. The scene took place in the graveyard 
because this part is telling about Matt’s father’s funeral. The author 
uses establishing shot in the beginning of the Talk Me Down part to 
make the audience gains the story’s introduction of this part. The 
scene also taken by the low camera angle, which in this scene shows 
some grave stones with the background the bluish-grey sky. It shows 
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how standing is the grave stone and becomes one of dominant point 
of the Talk Me Down part. The low angle makes the scene seems 
moody and sorrowful by the presentation of the grave stones.  
Figure 4.2 gravestones in graveyard 
 
c. Full shot 
Full shot is used for indicate the character whole body from 
head to toe. This shot shows the element of an object, how the object 
can be understood as an object, and help the audien comprehend it 
clearly. This shot intended to show the public personal relationship 
(Gibraltar, 2014: 151). For example, in the datum 
70/38/SOCOMEOVERNOWANDTALKMEDOWN/11.16/FS/T
HEOCEAN/TALKMEDOWN shows the whole body of Troye and 
Matt, which in this scene they are only wearing short pants, standing 
in the edge of the harbour facing the sea, so this scene is using full 
shot. The angle that the author uses is eye level angle, which aimed to 
show there is no dominanation elements because the scene is revealing 
the both characters’ relationship and its relation to the background. 
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This scene reveals the sign, that is the ocean, which related to the 
characters and how the characters interact with the sign.  
  
 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Troye and Matt are in the beach 
d. Two Shot 
The two shot is any frame that includes the interaction between 
two characters in a scene. This shot takes a big part to build the story 
and plot; thus the two shot is used frequently in music video. The two 
characters don’t have to be arranged symmetrically in the frame. They 
might be facing each other, both facing forward, both facing away 
from the camera, and so on, but the methods you use for dealing with 
this type of scene will be the same in any case (Brown, 2012: 20). 
This type of shot can be seen in the datum 
70/44/ONLYFOOLSFALLFORYOU/06.54/TS/SUNSET/FOOLS 
which shows Troye and Matt are chasing each other in the beach with 
bare-chested. Troye and Matt are the main characters in The Blue 
Neighbourhood music video trilogy, so it is obvious that the two shot 
is often used in this music video. This scene uses eye level angle to 
show there is no dominanation elements because the scene is revealing 
the both characters’ relationship and its relation to the background. 
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Figure 4.4 Troye and Matt are playing in the beach 
 
e. Medium Shot 
The medium shot, like the wide shot which aimed to show the 
object that become the major part of a film. Obviously, it is closer than 
a full shot, shown from the waist up. It presents the expressions or 
major details of the object. Medium shot is used for showhing the 
personal relationship (Gibraltar, 2014: 151). It also engages with the 
characters on a personal level and shows how close someone would 
be during a casual conversation. 
The medium shot can be seen in the datum 
32/16/CAUSEYOURHANDSANDLIPSSTILLKNOWTHEIRW
AYAROUND/09.16/MS/SHADOWS/TALKMEDOWN which 
shows one of the main character, that is Troye. It presents the figure 
of Troye from chest to the top of his head. It also shows Troye grief 
expression with the background of graveyard.  
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Figure 4.5 Troye is in the graveyard 
 
f. Close Up 
A close-up (CU) generally shows from the top of the head to 
somewhere just below the shirt pockets. some variations like a 
medium close-up is considered as something like from top of head to 
waist or something in that area. If the shot is cut just above the shirt 
pocket area, it is often called a head and shoulders A choker shows 
from the top of the head down to just below the chin. A tight close-up 
slightly less than a choker which losing some of the forehead and 
perhaps some of the chin, framing the eyes, nose, and mouth. 
The close-up shot can be depicted from the datum 
11/05/ANDMYHOPESTHEYAREHIGH/04.27/CU/BEACHLIN
E/FOOLS which shows the figure of Matt’s father from the top of his 
head to his shoulders. It show the sorrow expression of Matt’s father 
who just found the fact that his son is a gay.   
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Figure 4.6 Matt’s father’s sorrow face 
 
g. Over The Shoulder 
A variation of the close-up is the over-the-shoulder or OTS, 
looking over the shoulder of one actor to a medium or CU of the other 
actor. It shows the point of view that the scene wanted to line up. It 
ties the two characters together and helps put the audience in the 
position of the person being addressed. The OTS is a useful part of the 
vocabulary of narrative filmmaking. Even when the audiences are in 
close shot of the person talking, the OTS keeps the other actor in the 
scene (Brown, 2012: 23). 
For example, in the datum 
80/46/ONLYFOOLS/07.31/OTS/THESTREET/FOOLS shows 
that Troye is staring at Matt from the balcony. The angle is in Troye 
shoulder and shots down at Matt who standing in the street and 
holding his bike. This scene tells about Troye and Matt after playing 
together, and Matt is going to leave after they parted and made 
farewell in Troye house.  
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Figure 4.7 The childhood moment of Troye and Matt 
 
h. Cutaways 
A cutaway is any shot of some person or thing in the scene 
other than the main characters but still related to the scene. The 
definition of a cutaway is that it is something did not see previously 
in the scene, particularly in the master or any wide shots. Examples 
would be a cutaway to a view out the window or to the cat sleeping on 
the floor. Cutaways may emphasize some action in the scene, provide 
additional information, or be something that the character looks at or 
points to. It will help the audience to expand the understanding of the 
story (Brown, 2102: 23). 
The Cutaways can be depicted from the datum 
04/03/YOUWERETRYINGWEARMEDOWN/00.28/CUT/HAN
GINGLEGS/WILD which shows Troye and Matt are sitting in a big 
trunk of a tree and this scene shots their legs are hanging. This scene 
tells about the childhood moment of Troye and Matt. They used to be 
together spend their days as a general child and build their 
relationship. The low angle of this scene is aimed to show the 
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dominant thing that happens in the scene, that is the childhood 
moment of Troye and Matt.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.8 Troye and Matt are hanging on the tree 
4. Color 
Human receives color by the eye and process it in the brain to 
produce meaning which also attached by the experience of the individual.  
As a result, colors themselves have meaning. Color can produce a lot of 
meaning because in any term, color symbolism is often a cultural 
agreement, and opinions about, the associations are varied and sometimes 
conflicting (Stone et all, 2006: 24). The Blue Neighbourhood music video 
trilogy consists of three video part which have different color/tone in each 
part. 
The researcher found that the first part of the Blue Neighbourhood 
music video trilogy, that is Wild part, is telling about the beginning of a 
relationship between two characters, Troye and Matt. The setting of this 
part are mostly in the wood and outside the house which showing the 
greeny leaves, clear blue sky, and the beam of sun light. The colors that 
appeared seems to show the cheerful and happy days of the character. For 
examples can be seen below: 
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a. 33/20/WON'TCALMDOWN/01.33/MS/ASWORD/WILD 
Figure 4.9 Matt and his father are walking through the field 
This scene is dominated by the grey color of the bushes, grass, 
and trees. The green color is symbolise of nature, harmony, and youth, 
as the scene shows that Matt and his father are having a good time 
together. The author wants to present the harmonius moment of Matt’s 
childhood with his father.  
 
b. 50/34/YOUREDRIVINGMEWILD/02.26/WS/BIKE/WILD  
Figure 4.10 Troye and Matt are riding bikes 
This scene is showing Troye and Matt are riding their bike 
through the field in a sunny and bright day with the clear blue sky. 
The author wants to present the peace moment of the characters’ 
childhood moment. The researcher found that The Blue Neighbouhood 
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music video trilogy is dominated by color blue, such as the clear blue 
sky, the character’s costumes, the sea, the building, etc. The color blue 
in positive prespective is symbolizing the coolness, peace, 
contemplation, loyalty, justice, etc. While in the negative prespective, 
it symbolizes depression, coldness, detachment, apathy, etc. 
Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy has two blue color 
meaning based on the context of the scene. The blue color of the 
costumes that used to wore by the character is symbolizing the gloomy 
and depressive situation that happened in characters’ life. While the 
blue color of the sky which appeared in the childhood moments of the 
character is symbolizing the positive meaning, that are happy and 
joyfull moments. Therefore, the blue color in Blue Neighbourhood 
music video trilogy is reflecting the concept of the music video itself.  
 
c. 73/50/YOUREDRIVINGMEWILD/03.44/TS/SUNSET/WILD 
Figure 4.11 Troye and Matt are playing in the beach 
This scene is showing Troye and Matt are playing and chasing 
each other in the beach with the backgroun of the sun which is about 
to go down. the beam of the sun light makes the scene appeared in 
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silhouette. The sun light is collored white, which should be orange or 
yellow, if the sun is about to go down. It seems like the author wants 
to present different meaning of the scene. The white color in positive 
prespective is symbolizing innocence, lightness, softness, simplicity, 
truth, etc. while in the opposite prespective, it is symbolyzing the 
fragility and isolation. 
The researcher found that Blue Neighbourhood music video 
trilogy is telling about the love life of two young LGBT which their 
relationship has built since  they were kid and gain rejection from the 
family after they catch each other feeling. The use of white color in 
some scene is symbolising the situation that happened in the 
characters’ life. For example, from this scene the white color of sun 
light is symbolising the innocence and softness moment of their 
togetherness. But it could be symbolizing the fragility of the character 
due to the concept of Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy.  
5. Data analysis 
After the process of data reduction, the whole data of types of signs 
that appeared in Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy are 234 data. 
The results of this research are displayed in the table below:  
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The researcher has found 243 data that classified as types of signs 
in Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy which divided into three part. 
The researcher concludes that Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy are 
contained two from three types of sign, those are iconic sign and indexical 
sign. The Wild part is contained 46 data that included as iconic sign and 32 
data as indexical sign. The Fools part is contained 30 data that included as 
iconic sign and 51 data as indexical sign. While The Talk Me Down part is 
contained 31 data of iconic sign and 44 data of indexical sign. The 
examples of data that has been classified into icon and idexical sign can be 
seen in the analysis below: 
a. Icon 
Icon is a sign which is, in one or more respect, the same at the 
object signified. In other words the ‘significant virtue’ of an icon is its 
quality (Lehcte, 2008: 172). It is a mode in which the signifier is 
perceived as resembling or imitating the signified (recognizably 
looking, sounding, feeling, tasting or smelling like it) – being similar 
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in possessing some of its qualities: e.g. a portrait, a cartoon, a scale-
model, onomatopoeia, metaphors, realistic sounds in ‘programme 
music’, sound effects in radio drama, a dubbed film soundtrack, 
imitative gestures (Chandler,2007: 36-37). 
The researcher found 107 datum included as iconic sign, 
which in the fist part, Wild, there are 46 signs, the second part is Fools 
that contains 30 signs, and the third part is Talk Me Down that contains 
31 signs. The data which included as iconic sign are presented below: 
1) 01/01/TRYINGHARDNOTTOFALL/00.18/TS/TREE/WILD 
Figure 4.12 Troye (right) and Matt (left) are playing together 
 
 Contex 
The first sequence is located in the field near the 
beach with the clear sunny weather and sound of the breeze. 
There are two boys named Troye and Matt who play together 
happily below a big and shady tree. They are climbing on the 
tree, hanging, shouting, and having fun together just like 
particular kids. 
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 Sign: Tree. 
Tree is an iconic sign which in the Blue 
Neighbourhood music video trilogy is presented as a luxurian 
tree that has some trunks and brances with dense leafs, so its 
quite shady and comfort to play below the tree where Troye 
and Matt play in it. The tree means a symbol of life process 
(Cirlot, 2001: 347). The color that dominates in this scene is 
green, which symbolizes the nature, growth, harmony, 
honesty, youth, etc. Thus the author wants to present how the 
relationship between Troye and Matt grows since they were 
kid. 
Tree also a symbol of universe (Hall, 1915: 158), 
which in the Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy, the 
author tries to depict the world of two child who have 
relationship. The scene shows they are playing together in the 
suburban near the beach. It presents how lack inteaction to 
other human being, there are just both of them and the nature. 
This show that their relationship is pure and innocence. 
The LGBT relationship that Troye Sivan presentS is 
between two boys. As peope know gay is a person who has 
interest to the same sex person. The author is build the story 
of LGBT relationship in this music video by presenting the 
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two boys which named Troye and Matt, using Two Shot to 
show their interaction in their relationship. 
 Denotation meaning 
Trying hard not to fall in literal meaning is an act to 
struggle to not falling down which in this scene shows that 
Troye and Matt are climbing on a trunk of a tree. The 
denotation meaning is the literal meaning that concepted to 
the story which in this case is the music video. Thus, trying 
hard not to fall means that Troye and Matt are strungling to 
not falling down from the tree. 
 Connotative meaning 
Trying hard not to fall in connotation meaning is an 
effort in struggling the relationship which in the music video 
Blue Neighbourhood trilogy, two boys named Troye and 
Matt are struggling for their LGBT  relationship that rejected 
by Matt’s father. It can be seen in some scenes that showing 
the rejection from the environtment, Matt’s father, who done 
some physical abuses to Matt.    
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2) 08/05/ONTHEWAYHOME/00.35/WS/WOODPATH/WILD 
Figure 4.13 Troye (right) and Matt (left) are playing together 
 Context 
The scene comes up with troye and matt hug each 
other in a room for second. Then the scene back to the 
childhood time. Troye and Matt are jumping down from tree 
and they about to leave. The woods path is small soiled road 
to explore through the wood sides and corners. The woods 
path that appears in this scene is a path inside part of the wood 
where Troye and Matt are walking together carrying their 
bikes in the shade of wood trees and heading to the outside 
of the woods. They are going back home after playing around 
in the wood. It can be seen that the woods path is a bit dark 
and  Troye and Matt are in the between of the trees toward 
the light. 
 Sign: wood path 
The woods path is an iconic sign which is a symbol 
of the unconcious (Cirlot, 2001: 112). The woods path can be 
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interpret as a path to go inside or outside the woods. Thus, 
the way out of the wood can be interpret as getting out of the 
unconciousness. The green color is symbolizing the nature, 
growth, harmony, honesty, youth, etc. 
The author presents Troye and Matt headed to the 
outside of the woods to show the way out of the 
unconsiousness which it’s refering the relationship that the 
LGBTs have been through from the darkness to the lightness 
of their life. This scene is using Wide Shot because the 
author wants to present the setting of the music video, such 
location and layout of the scene took a place.  
 Denotation meaning 
The literal meaning of On the way home is a road or 
path that people pass through to get to home. In this scene 
shows that Troye and Matt are walking through the wood 
path and passing the road heading to Troye house.  
 Connotation meaning 
The way home is a way or manner  that we take to get 
a homey feeling or comfort place. The Blue Neighbourhood 
music video trilogy is about two boys who have LGBT 
relationship which got rejection from the environment so 
they strugling to survive from that such condition. The home 
for them is a place where they suppose to feel safe and 
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comfort that is family and people surround them. But this 
music video irony the meaning of home is. Thus, the lyric On 
the way home is the way to feel homey and confey which the 
character should struggle to obtain it.  
3) 10/07/CAUSETHERESSTILLTOOLONGTOTHEWEEKE
ND/00.41/MS/STAIRS/WILD 
Figure 4.14 Troye runs through the stairs 
 Context 
Troye enters the house and rushes to go up stairs in 
second floor, while Matt is turning back with his bike. From 
the balcony Troye looks down at the street and watching Matt 
who also looking back at Troye. They stare each other for a 
moment before Matt trully leaving. 
 Sign: stairs 
The stairs is an iconic sign which is a symbol of a link 
between various planes of the psyche whether its ascending 
or descending (Cirlot, 2001: 153). The author uses the stairs 
symbol to depict the relationship between Troye and Matt 
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which consist of some stages of their relationship. This scene 
shows the stairs from base to the second floor of Troye’s 
house. This can be interpret as ascending stages of their 
relationship. 
The author uses Medium Shot to reveal the character 
intention in having relationship to other which in this scene 
presents Troye is hurrying to see Matt who about to leave. 
He seems like does not want to miss the moment with Matt. 
The low angle of this scene is presenting the domination  
 Denotation meaning 
The lyric cause there’s still too long to the weekend 
has literal meaning that they still have a long days until the 
weekend, the last day of the week. Troye and Matt are 
probably going to playing together in the weekend. 
 Connotation meaning 
The weekend for youths is a day for them to having 
fun or going somewhere with friends. The lyric cause there’s 
still too long to the weekend can be interpret as the moment 
when Troye and Matt are waiting to have their time together. 
The Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy presents some 
physical interaction between Troye and Matt as a gay couple. 
Thus the weekend for them is a moment of their togetherness. 
The correlation between lyric and the sign is Blue 
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Neighbourhood music video present the stages of LGBT 
relationship and how they living their life as a couple.  
4) 18/12/ANDITDRIVESMEWILD/01.01/MS/BOAT/WILD 
Figure 4.15 Troye (left) and Matt (right) are playing together 
 Context 
This sequences begins with Troye and Matt hug each 
other, then the scene changes to some happy moments of 
Troye and Matt when they were kid. Those moments are 
played with the cloth clipper in laundry room, watched tv in 
Matt’s bedroom, chased each other in the woods, walked and 
explored the junk near Matt’s house. The junk surounded by 
boat junks and other old stuff. The junk is a place that they 
used to play together. 
 Sign: boat 
The boat an iconic sign which is symbolizing the very 
fist time of someone’s existed, or in other words it is a 
motherland for someone. The boat is a cradle rediscovered 
means it was an origin place for someone (Cirlot, 2004: 30). 
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The author wants to show the begining of the relationship 
between Troye and Matt, and how they built their closseness 
since they were kid. This scene uses two shot to build the 
story between Troye and Matt when they were together. 
 Denotation meaning 
The literal meaning of It drives me wild is that love 
made him go wild like an insane person. Which in the music 
video Blue Neighbourhood is about LGBT love story. The 
previous lyric never knew loving could hurt this good, so it is 
obviously about the love story. the denotation meaning is the 
literal meaning that concepted to the story which in this case 
is the music video. 
 Connotation meaning 
Blue neighbourhood music video trilogy is about the 
gay relationship between two boys who got rejection from 
the environtment. The lyric It drives me wild connotes the 
feeling of the character to face the fact that they can not be 
that way. So it is possible if they feeling pressured and 
depressed. The boat is a symbol of an origin place that belong 
to someone that is a home, which in this music video the 
young gay person should get support from the family.thus 
when they feel rejected that would be a big problem and lead 
some effects.  
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5) 19/13/CAUSEWHENYOULOOKLIKETHAT/01.03/CU/BE
ARD/WILD 
Figure 4.16 Matt’s father is sandpapering the boat  
 Context 
This scene shows the appearance of Matt’s father 
with beard and wears a hat, looks so serious sandpapering 
and cleaning the wooden boat, while Matt gives Troye little 
tour around the junk. Matt’s father is a reparator of boat who 
used to sandpapering the boat as appeared in the music video. 
He is single parent for Matt who brings and teaches Matt in 
every activities of his works. 
 Sign: beard 
The sign that appears in this scene is beard which is 
included as iconic sign because it showing the characteristic 
of Matt’s father. He looks manly and father being. The scene 
shows his beard and his solemn face while he sandpapers the 
board of a boat. The sign beard is symbolysing the strenght 
and virility (Hall, 1995: 114). The aurthor depicts Matt’s 
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father as a strong and manly father and teaches Matt to be a 
real man. The scene shots Matt’s father face in close up shot 
to show the solemn expression of Matt’s father. The author 
tries to framing Matt’s father as a father in general. 
 Denotation meaning  
The literal meaning of Cause when You look like that 
is referring to the appearance of the character, which in this 
scene is Matt’s father. The following lyric is I’ve never ever 
wanted to be so bad can be interpret as an appearance that 
made someone feel bad.  
 Connotative meaning 
The lyric Cause when You look like that connotes the 
treatment and everything that Matt done to Troye. The music 
video present the physical abuse done by Matt’s father and 
makes Matt force himself to be a stright boy so his father will 
not mad at him anymore, but this situation affect the 
relationship between him and Troye. He pushed away Troye 
and look for a girlfriend. The lyric Cause when You look like 
that depicts the effect of Matt’s father mistreated on Matt.  
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6) 26/17/YOUREDRIVINGMEWILD/01.19/MS/ROPE/WILD 
Figure 4.17 Matt is playing with a stick 
 Context 
This scene presents some some childhood moments 
of Troye and Matt while they are playing and doing things 
together. They are riding their bicycle, then the scene 
changes to the beach where they chase each other with bare 
chest. Then scene potrays Matt’s father get drunk at the chair 
in the porch and there are some bottles of beer in the table in 
front of him. He looks depressed. Then the scene is showing 
Troye and Matt at the same porch playing with some beer 
bottle’s lids. They look so happy and enjoy their time 
together and not awaring that the bottle lids that they use are 
beer bottle’s lids. Then the scene chaged showing Matt hits a 
rope with a stick that he hold. He plays by him self and looks 
lonely with the lack Troye presence. 
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 Sign: rope 
The sign appears in this scene is a rope that hit by 
Matt using a stick. The rope is an iconic sign which 
symbolizes the binding and connection, which in this scene 
is connection between Troye and Matt (Cirlot, 2001: 274). 
Troye and Matt built their relationship since they were kid by 
playing and spending their time together. This scene shows 
how happy they are and sad when they are not around each 
other. The scene uses Medium Shot in order to point out 
Matt’s activity and how he facing the situation that just 
happening. 
 Denotation meaning 
You’re driving me wild is depicting the pressure that 
gain by the character that is Troye who got betrayal from 
Matt. Wild is a condition of someone who out of control of 
himself because of something. 
 Connotation meaning 
Blue neighbourhood music video trilogy is about the 
gay relationship between two boys who got rejection from 
the environtment. The lyric You’re driving me wild connotes 
the feeling of the character to face the fact that they can not 
be that way. So it is possible if they feeling pressured and 
depressed. The boat is a symbol of an origin place that belong 
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to someone that is a home, which in this music video the 
young gay person should get support from the family.thus 
when they feel rejected that would be a big problem and lead 
some effects. 
7) 34/21/YOUREALLITHINKABOUT/01.37/CUT/THESEA/
WILD 
Figure 4.18 Matt and his father are joining the picnic 
 Context 
Troye and his father are playing together in the beach. 
His father throws a ball to him who ready to hitt the ball with 
a bat. From the field near the beach, Matt and his father walk 
together toward the beach. Matt immediatly rushing to hug 
Troye when he and his father arrived. While their fathers 
meet and introduce each other. 
 Sign: the sea 
The sea is an iconic sign which symbolizing the 
transitional and mediator between life and death (Cirlot, 
2001: 281). The author puts the sea as the major background 
on the Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy to symbolize 
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how the characters which having LGBT relationship is living 
their lives which get rejection from the parent. 
The sea is a symbol of the strunggle of the character 
on the Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy which gains 
rejection from the father and he chooses to suicide in the end 
because of the pressure he can not take. The scene is using 
Cutaways type of shot because the sea is presenting the 
additional information about the story which is symbolizing 
the attemption on suicide  
 Denotation meaning 
You’re all I think about means that Matt is the only 
matter for Troye. Matt becomes the important person for 
Troye. This lyric is revealing the relationship between two 
boys, Troye and Matt, which happened since they were kid. 
They used to be together and that is why they become 
important each other, then the feeling came up. 
 Connotation meaning 
The author puts the sea as the major background on 
the Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy to symbolize 
how the characters which having LGBT relationship is living 
their lives which get rejection from the parent. The lyric 
you’re all I think about is connoting the important place of 
Matt for Troye. The Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy 
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in the ending is presenting that Matt is suicide because he got 
some pressures from the environtment and himself. Thus 
depicts how the relationship that Troye and Matt had been 
built became an important matter in their life.  
8) 38/25/CAUSETHERESSTILLTOOLONGTOTHEWEEKE
ND/01.51/MS/SQUID/WILD 
Figure 4.19 Matt are holding a squid 
 Context 
Troye and Matt find a huge squid in a mangrove. 
They study and observe the squid curiously. Then the scene 
back to Matt’s father who drinks the beer still guessing where 
his son play. While in the mangrove Troye and Matt are 
sneaking happily between the trees and chasing each other.  
 Sign: squid 
Squid is a soft bodied sea creature included as 
cephalopods which has large eyes, eight arms and two 
tentacles. Squid is the most intelligent creatures among 
invertebrates and can change colour for camuflage. Squid is 
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an animal which symbolizes the intelligent, aids and balances 
the emotional realm. It shows how to be aware with the skill 
of retreat. The author wants to show how the character 
survive from the threat by his father. 
The music video presents how the character, Matt, 
tries to make himself a straight boy by having a girlfriend so 
his father would accept him as his son again and have a 
normal family like before (spirits-animal.com). The scene is 
using Medium Shot because it engage with the characters on 
the music video, those are Troye and Matt, which having the 
close relationship. 
 Denotation meaning 
Cause there’s still too long to the weekend means that 
they still have a long days until the weekend, the lastday of 
the week. The Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy is 
telling about the gay relationship between Troye and Matt. 
They build their relationship since they were kid by spending 
the days together and playing around in the place that they 
used to play in.  
 Connotation meaning 
The weekend in The Blue Neighbourhood music 
video trilogy is a moment when Troye and Matt used to be  
together as a couple to do something together. Cause there’s 
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still too long to the weekend connotes the strungle that they 
should pass in so they would be together again. Some 
obstacles that they had are the rejection from Matt’s father 
and the decission that Matt made to be the person that his 
father wanted to be, which actually hurt his feeling and 
betrays Troye. The sign squid is a symbolize the ability of the 
character in facing the situation, Matt is choosing to have a 
new girl friend so that his father would accept him, even 
though it would hurt himself.  
9) 53/34/YOUREDRIVINGMEWILD/02.37/TS/CRABS/WILD 
Figure 4.20 Troye (left) and Matt (right) are holding crabs  
 Context 
Still at the beach, the parents enjoy the hang out, while 
Troye and Matt still sneaking and running around the 
mangrove trees. Then they find some crabs and play with 
them. The scene shows some flashback moments of happy 
days, the bike riding, sneaking between the laundry, jumping 
on the mattress in the bedroom that Troye and Matt always do. 
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 Sign: crab 
The sign appears in this scene is crabs. Crabs is one of 
crustaceans live in oceans, in fresh water and land. Crabs are 
covered with a thick exoskeleton and have a single pair of 
piners, five pairs of legs, their bodies are round and flat. Crab 
is symbolising the anguished human face (Hall, 1995: 17). The 
author presents crabs as a symbol of the characters’ depressed 
and unhappy live for having rejection because of their LGBT 
relationship.  
 Denotation meaning 
The literal meaning of You’re driving me wild is Matt 
makes Troye becomes a crazy and wild person. The Blue 
Neighbourhood music video trilogy is telling about the 
relationship between Matt and Troye. Matt did something that 
made Troye getting crazy and uncontrolable of something. 
 Connotation meaning 
You’re driving me wild connotes the pressure that gain 
by the character in facing the condition of their relationship. 
The rejection for their LGBT relationship is affecting Troye 
and Matt mentally and physicaly. The sign crab that appeared 
in this scene is symbolizing the grief and sorrow of the 
character’s feeling. Thus the lyric You’re driving me wild 
reveals the mental and physical condition of the characters.  
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10) 59/39/YOUMAKEMYHEARTSHAKEBENDANDBREAK/02
.57/TS/HARBOUR/WILD 
Figure 4.21 Troye and Matt are running through the harbour 
 Context 
In the Matt’s bedroom, Troye and Matt hug and 
comfort each other, they look sad and confused. Then the flash 
back of the good old days when they were kid shows they are 
playing with the finger toys under the blanket, running through 
the edge of the harbour with wear nothing but shorts, jumping 
to the beach together happily. Meanwhile in the beach the 
father still enjoy the picnic and Matt’s father still drinking his 
beer. For seconds the scene inserts the figure of a man wearing 
tuxedo running to the edge of the cliff near the beach. He stops 
and put the fist down. 
 Sign: harbour 
Harbour is an iconic sign which symbolising the place 
of safety and comfort where the surrounding are threatening, 
dangerous, or uncertain (bookrages.com). Harbour in nautical 
term is a sheltered place where ships dock are kept safe from 
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danger. Novel Authors usually use the metaphore of harbour 
to referring that people can be a harbour for someone.  
The Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy presents 
one of the settings is in the harbour. The harbour is one of the 
place where Troye and Matt used to play together when they 
were kid. The scene which comes up with the harbour always 
shows the moment of Troye and Matt when they are kids and 
playing together. Thus the author depict the harbour as a home 
for Troye and Matt, that is a place which can make them safe 
and sound. The author uses Two Shot to build the story and 
plot of the scene and showing the interaction between Troye 
and Matt. 
 Denotation meaning 
You make my heart shake, bend, and break inliteral 
meaning is Matt made Troye’s heart shaking, bending and 
breaking because of his betrayal and the pressure from Matt’s 
father.  
 Connotation meaning 
You make my heart shake, bend, and break is connoting 
the mental and physical hurt that gain by the characters due to 
the situation which does not uphold their LGBT relationship. 
Matt’s father is giving some physical abuses to Matt because 
oh his relationship with Troye, in other way he can not accept 
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the LGBT relationship. The effects of this situation are the 
decision that Matt made and the grief feeling that Troye gain 
because of Matt decission that is he choses to get new girl 
friend to obey his father, but in the end after his father passed 
away he decided to suicide because he can not hold his sorrow 
and grief in his shoulders.  
11) 34/21/OHOURLIVESDONTCOLLIDE/05.19/WS/HOUSE/F
OOLS 
 
Figure 4.22 Matt’s House 
 Context 
In the porch where Troye and Matt used to play 
together when they were kid. Then the scene shows Matt’s 
father drinks some bottle of beers, then he sits in the bench and 
thinking about the thing that just happened. He stares at his 
hand and fingers that he used for punch Matt. He seems 
regreting for what he did. While in the bed Matt is still 
sobbing. The scene change to the new begining shows that 
Matt and his father are getting normal again. they look so close 
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when Matt helps his father sandpapering the old wooden boat. 
From the junk Troye is walking between the boats. Then the 
scene flash back to the day when Troye and Matt were kids 
and they explored the junk. 
 Sign: house 
House is an iconic sign because it a methapor for a 
place for someone to get the safe and sound whether. The 
house which presented in this scene is Matt’s house. The scene 
shows the house from the front yard in a full view which there 
is a big round table with some chairs surroun it. Troye and Matt 
used to play in the front yard together, thus the house is a 
symbol of comfort place for someone. This scene is using 
Wide Shot in oder to present some information about the 
setting and layout of The Blue Neighbourhood music vidoe 
trilogy.  
 Denotation meaning 
Our lives dont collide means that the live of Troye and 
Matt dont crash each other which in the concept of Blue 
Neighbourhood music video trilogy is that Troye is depicted 
as a boy who lives in the suburban town while Matt lives in the 
rural area of suburban which affect their personal and social 
cultures. But the lyric states that their lives do not collide, thus 
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the author wants to present the relationship between two boys 
with the different backgrounds. 
 Connotation meaning 
Our lives dont collide connotes the life that they have 
is just like the general and normal without conflict. But the 
autor wants to plot the story into ironic one by showing the 
conflict between the characters and conflict with their self, 
which in the Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy presents 
the fight between Matt and his father, the decission that Matt 
took which made him betraying Troye, and the strungle for the 
feeling of Troye and Matt in facing this kind of situation 
b. Index 
Index is a sign which is physically linked to, or affected by, its 
object. Demonstrative pronouns (this, that), a cry of ‘Help!’ as 
indicative of someone in need, or a knock on the door indicating that 
there is someone at the door, are also examples of signs serving as 
indices. Unlike the icon, an index has a ‘dynamical’ relation to what 
it signifies (ibid). e.g. ‘natural signs’ (smoke, thunder, footprints, 
echoes, non-synthetic odours and flavours), medical symptoms (pain, 
a rash, pulse-rate), measuring instruments (weathercock, 
thermometer, clock, spirit-level), ‘signals’ (a knock on a door, a phone 
ringing), pointers (a pointing ‘index’ finger, a directional signpost), 
recordings (a photograph, a film, video or television shot, an 
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audiorecorded voice), personal ‘trademarks’ (handwriting, 
catchphrases) (Chandler, 2007: 37). The researcher found 127 data 
included as indexical sign. 
1) 05/01/IAMTIREDOFTHISPLACE/04.13/MS/SUNLIGHT/FO
OLS 
Figure 4.23 Troye in a silhouette 
 Context 
In Matt’s bedroom, Troye and Matt are kissing and 
hugging passionately. Whereas Matt’s father is sitting near the 
street outside the house having a tought about something. The 
scene changes to the balcony Troye’s house, which shows 
Troye standing at the edge and staring at the street below with 
sorrow in his face. In the background shows the beautiful 
scenery of sunset. Meanwhile Matt is sobbing and curling up 
in his bed. 
 Sign: sunlight 
The sign that appears in this scene is sunlight which is 
indluded as indexical sign. Sunlight is a symbol of purification 
and tribulation, the sole purpose of which is to render 
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transparent the opaque crust of the senses so that they may 
perceive the higher truths (Cirlot, 2001: 320). The sunlight in 
the Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy is indicating the 
strungle of the feeling of the character agains the fact of the 
situation surround him. Troye in this scene is looking 
sorrowful then the symbol of sunlight indicates that he tried to 
clean his mind and accepting the fact that he can not be with 
Matt. 
The sun light is a light produced by the sun which sun 
itself symbolizes glory, spirituality, and illumination for the 
positive side, while for the negative side, it stands for vanity 
or an idealism incompatible with reality (Cirlot, 2001: 320). 
Then the light is the manifestation of morality, of the intellect 
and the seven virtues (ibid: 187). The scene is using Medium 
shot to present the character engages with the battle with 
himself and how the character is strunggling to their 
relationship which rejected from their environtment. The 
characters gain the mental pressure for accepting the fact that 
they can not be free. 
 Denotation meaning 
I’m tired of this place has meaning that Troye is 
exhausted with the place where he stands now, that is the 
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balcony with the view of sea landscape and the beam of sun 
lights. 
 Connotation meaning 
The lyric lyric I am tired of this place is connotes that 
Troye is exhausted with the thing that have been a big matter 
for his life. The music video showing the kissing scene betwen 
Troye and Matt indicating that they have a close relationship, 
but Troye becomes tired of this kind of moment because 
Matt’s father does not let them to have the relationship. The 
sun light appears in the scene is symbolysing the standing of 
Troye who stands and believes of their relationship, but then 
the lyric I am tired of this place reveals the fact that Troye is 
exhausted for standing and believing their relationship. 
2) 07/02/IHOPEPEOPLECHANGE/04.19/CU/KISSING/FOOLS 
Figure 4.24 Troye and Matt are kissing each other 
 Context 
In Matt’s bedroom, Troye and Matt are kissing and 
hugging passionately. Whereas Matt’s father is sitting near the 
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street outside the house having a tought about something. The 
scene changes to the balcony of Troye’s house showing Troye 
stands at the edge and stares at the street below with sorrow in 
his face. In the background shows the beautiful scenery of 
sunset. Meanwhile Matt is sobbing and curling up in his bed. 
The scene changes to the moment when Matt helps his father 
rolling a tire in the junk. 
 Sign: kissing 
The kissing sign indicates the physical intimacy 
between Troye and Matt who has been grown up as teenager. 
In Matt’s bedroom, Troye and Matt are kissing and hugging 
passionately which can clearly indicates that they are gay. The 
author presents the youth LGBT relationship by showing this 
kind of physical relationship between two boys, Troye and 
Matt. The scene is using Close Up type of shot to show the 
intimacy and the expression of the characters 
 Denotation meaning 
The lyric I hope people change means he wishes the 
people surround the characters which in this Blue 
Neighbourhood trilogy is Matt’s father, to chage his treatment 
towards the relationship of Matt and Troye. 
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 Connotative meaning 
The lyric I hope people change has a deep meaning that 
the author wanted to reveal the hope for the people such Matt’s 
father to change their prespective of their kind of relationship, 
the LGBT relationship. The scene present the warehouse as the 
background of the scene to show the space between Matt and 
his father where the warehouse is a place where they store their 
stuff that still or not used in the future. The stuff is related to 
the Matt’s father work which is important to him, and by 
showing and attaching those kind stuff to Matt, his father 
indirectly making a bond between a father and his soon, this is 
one of the way Matt’s father giving affection to Matt. 
The author wants to show that the young LGBT person 
whishes the people in their environtment change their 
preception that the relationship does not affecting the bond 
between them at all, but in the other way the threat, mistreat or 
coercion done by the environtment may change their bond.  
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3) 08/03/INEEDTIMETOREPLACE/04.20/MS/ROLLING/FOO
LS 
Figure 4.25 Matt is helping his father 
 Context 
This scene shows the moment when Matt helps his 
father rolling a tire in the junk. After the fight between Matt 
and his father, they become like usual. Matt still got his eyes 
bruised is helping his father moving a tire. He does not mad at 
his father at all. His father also ignoring the fight between them 
before. 
 Sign: rolling 
This scene showing Matt helps his father rolling a tire. 
Roling is an indexical sign which indicating moving on 
something that has cycling. The sign of rolling the tire is an 
activity which simbolysing cycling the life. The sign tire has 
meaning  illustrates the way of escape from the illusory world 
(of rotation) and from illusions, and the way towards the 
‘Centre’ (Cirlot, 2001: 370). Thus rolling the tire can 
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indicating that Matt is trying to escape from the situation that 
made him and his father fight, that is his relationship with 
Troye. Matt looks fine and eagerly helps his father after the 
last time his father was mad at him. He choosed to neglecting 
his relationship to get a normal life with his father even it is 
hurting his feeling. This scene is using  Medium Shot to show 
the bond between Matt and his father. 
 Denotation meaning 
I need time to replace means that Matt is needing time 
to change the sitution, which in the next song lyric is what i 
gave away. He needs time to put something new from the old 
one. 
 Connotation meaning 
The author wants to present the strugle of young LGBT 
person who gets physical or mental abuse. The lyric I need 
time to replace is connoting the LGBT person needs a space 
and time to heal them self to accept the fact that their 
environtment is reject them. This depicted in this scene which 
Matt already replace his mental and physical hurt by helping 
his father eagerly just like he used to. He seems already forget 
that thing as same as his father who also looks so excited being 
helped by his son. Their interaction shows how close is Matt 
and his father which presented in Medium shot. 
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The sign of rolling the tire is an activity which 
simbolysing cycling the life. To roll on the ground is, then, one 
of those sacrificial acts that are supposed to encourage or 
facilitate reversion, a change in circumstances or in the broad 
stream of life (Cirlot, 2001: 363). The lyric I need time to 
replace can relate to the symbol of rolling, which in Blue 
Neighbourhood music video trilogy the author wants to change 
the life situation of LGBT person who got some physical or 
mental coercions from his environtment, particulary from his 
family. This scene shows ironicaly how Matt accepts the fact 
that he should become someone that he do not wanted to, 
someone that his father expected. 
4) 14/08/ISTILL24WANTITALL/04.34/CU/KISSING/FOOLS 
Figure 4.26 Troye (right) and Matt (left) are kissing each other 
 Context 
On the balcony, Troye look sorrowfull with the gleam 
of sunset at his back. Then the scenes changes to Matt’s father 
in grief thinking about something near the beach. In the same 
place different time, Troye and Matt who had grown up 
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become teenager are talking about something interesting. The 
scene change to the moment of they both make out in bed and 
kissing each other. 
 Sign: kissing 
One of the sign that shows the LGBT relationship 
between the characters in Blue Neighboorhood music video 
trilogy is the kissing scene between Troye and Matt in the bed. 
Kissing is an indexical sign which symbolizes the physical 
intimacy of a couple. The scene of kissing between Troye and 
Matt is indicating the LGBT relationship. The scene is using 
the Close Up type of shot to framing the expresion which in 
this music video is showing the love expression made by Troye 
and Matt. 
 Denotation meaning 
I still want it all means that th character still wants the 
thing that he had before. The scene shows Troye and Matt are 
having romantic moment that is kissing each other. Thus they 
still want to share the romantic moment together. 
 Connotation meaning 
I still want it all can be interpret as a hope that the 
character can have or do the thing that he wanted. The Blue 
Neighbourhood music video trilogy tells about the story of two 
young boys, Matt and Troye, who love each other but this 
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LGBT relationship is rejected by the Matt’s father. Matt gains 
some physical abuses from his father, then he chooses to leave 
Troye and looks for new girl friend. Mean while Troye is 
gaining mental hurt because he feels betrayed. The lyric i still 
want it all can depict the situation between them which 
actually they feel the pressure for being separated in the 
relationship.  
5) 16/10/ANDLIVINGROOMSANDAEROPLANES/04.36/ES/D
RUNK/FOOLS 
Figure 4.27 Matt’s father is drinking alcohol 
 Context 
In the bed Troye and Matt are making out. They are 
kissing and caressing each other. Whereas the drunk father of 
Matt leaning at the chair in the porch infront of Matt’s house, 
with some bottle of beers infront of him. Then he enters the 
house and yelling at his son angrily. He yells at Matt about 
something, But Matt reject it. 
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 Sign: drunk 
The sign that the author take to build the plot is drunken 
father of Matt. He was having complex thought because he can 
not accept the fact that his son is a gay. Drunk in this scene is 
indicating that Matt’s father is depressed or having complex 
thought about something and stressed out. He release his anger 
by drinking the alcohol. This scene is using Full Shot to show 
the appearance of Matt’s father which take a big part on the 
plot of the story. 
 Denotation meaning 
The lyric of Living room and aeroplanes has the literal 
meaning which living room is a room for relaxing or 
socializing, which usualy located in the front room to welcome 
the guest. While aeroplanes is a vehicle that transport the cargo 
or passengers through the air. 
 Connotation meaning 
The living room is connoting the courage by the family 
which in the Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy is the 
attention gave by Matt’s father, but this scene show how 
Matt’s father rejects the relationship between Matt and Troye 
because he can not accept the LGBT relationship. Here Matt’s 
father got drunk because he can not accept the reality, instead 
giving support and courage to Matt who strungle with himself. 
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While the aeroplanes is connoting the high hope of the 
characters to get acceptance from the environment. But 
ironically, Matt’s father is one of the obstacle to gain the 
dream.  
6) 20/13/ISEEQUIETNIGHTS/04.46/MS/CHOKING/FOOLS 
Figure 4.28 Matts father is angry at Matt  
 Context 
This sequence begin with Troye stands and grabs his 
own neck with the sunset at his back. Then changes to the fight 
between Matt and his father. he keeps yelling at Matt and 
pushes him down to the mattres to punch him in the face. Then 
the scene shifts to the moment of Troye and Matt kiss each 
other in the same mattres when Matt’s father punch Matt 
 Sign: choking 
One of the physical abuse that done by Matt’s father is 
choking Matt because he can not accept that his son is a gay. 
The author wants to build the story by put the indexical sign 
such as choking, which is indicated that the LGBT is rejected 
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from the environtment, and in the Blue Neighbourhoof music 
video trilogy presents the rejection through the scene of some 
physical abuses that gained by Matt. The scene uses Medium 
Shot to point out the major part of the story that is the rejection 
which lead to the physical abuse.  
 Denotation meaning 
The denotation meaning of I see quiet night is the 
character is seein the calm and peace night which the concept 
is about relationship it means the quite night is the peaceful 
night that the characters spent together as a couple in a 
relationship.  
 Connotation meaning 
I see quiet night is connotes the peacfull life that the 
characters dreamt about. But in the music video show some 
ironic situations which the boys should get the support from 
the environtment instead get some mental and physical abuse. 
The Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy reveals how 
Matt’s father beating, punching, shouting, and choking Matt 
after knowing that his son is a gay. Those things are quite 
ironic to the condition of the relationship of Troye and Matt 
which looks happily and joyful because they love each other. 
The lyric I see quiet night is ironic to the situation that the 
characters face in the environtment.  
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7) 26/17/ONLYFOOLSFALLFORYOUONLYFOOLS/04.57/MS
/PUNCHIN/FOOLS 
Figure 4.29 Matt’s father is punching Matt 
 Context 
Matt’s father gets angrier and punches Matt in the head 
for several times. Matt tries to stop his father without fight him 
back bu he does not want to stop. In the same bed the flash 
back of the moment when Troye and Matt making out comes 
up. Then shifts again to the fight between Matt and his father. 
in the end of the fight, Matt curls up to the edge of the bed and 
cover his face with his arms. He looks so scared and terrified 
of his mad father. 
 Sign: punching 
Another physical abuse that done by Matt’s father is 
punching Matt because he can not accept that his son is a gay. 
The author wants to build the story by put the indexical sign 
which indicates that the LGBT is rejected from the 
environtment, and in the Blue Neighbourhoof music video 
trilogy presents the rejection through the scene of some 
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physical abuses that gained by Matt. The scene uses Medium 
shot to show the close relationship between Troye and Matt.  
 Denotation meaning 
Only fools fall for You means that there is only a stupid 
person for loving someone like Troye or Matt who interested 
to the same sex, based on the concept of The Blue 
Neighbourhood music video trilogy that is about the same sex 
relationship or called as LGBT relationship.  
 Connotation meaning 
Only fools fall for You is connotes the guilt feeling of 
the characters for having the feeling to the same sex as them. 
The treath or coercion gained by the young LGBTs may lead 
them become depression and affecting their mental health. 
They would fall to the deep grief and sorrow because none give 
support to them and blaming to themself. The Blue 
Neighbourhood music video trilogy in the end shows how the 
character gains some pressure and lead him to commit suicide.  
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8) 10/04/BUTHOMEISJUSTAROOMFULLOFMYSAFESTSO
UND/08.18/CU/FLEXINGJAW/TALKMEDOWN 
Figure 4.30 Matt’s sorrow face 
 Context 
This scene is showing the funeral of Matt’s father who 
passed away. There are some guests and a pastor whom wear 
black cloths and bring some flowers. Matt with his girlfriens 
is comforting each other. The guests is sobbing and Matt seems 
tough even though he can not take the fact that his father is 
died. All he did is put his head down and clenching his jaw. 
Meanwhile in another place Troye looks fixing his tie and 
walks through the grave yard to attend Matt’s father funeral.   
 Sign 
Clenching jaw is an indexical sign which indicating the 
suffer feeling of sadness. This scene is showing Matt who 
looks though facing the fact that his father had died. But he 
clenched his jaw to hide the sadness in his face, means that he 
is holding all of the grief and sorrow feeling in his mind. The 
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scene uses Close UP type of shot to framing Matt’s sorrow 
expression.   
 Denotation meaning 
Home is just a room full of my safest sounds means 
home is a place that would give someone the comfort and safe 
zone. The Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy is telling 
about the rejection of the LGBT relationship by the 
environtment, that is the story of relationship between Troye 
and Matt which Matt’s father does not accept it and did some 
physical abuses. This quite ironic because a home in the lyric 
is depicted as a safe place for someone, but this scene is 
showing that home for the young LGBT is a abusive place.  
 Connotation meaning 
Home is not always giving the safe place for someone, 
or that happy and joy place, it is more than that. Home is 
should be the place where someone acieve the support 
physically and mentaly of his life’s rights and choices. The 
lyric of home is just a room full of my safest sounds connotes 
the depressed feeling of the characters for having an 
environment where the freedom of their rights is banned and 
rejected. This depresion is depicted in this scene which 
showing the expression of Matt with the clenching his jaw.  
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9) 14/07/IDRATHERFUELAFANTASY/08.29/CUT/RUBBINGS
HOULDER/TALKMEDOWN 
Figure 4.31 Matt with his girlfriend on his father funeral 
 Context 
The scene shows Troye Sivan fixes his tuxedo while 
walking in the town and changes to the grave yard. Troye 
walks through the grave to attend Matt’s father funeral. When 
he arrived at the funeral, there are some sobbing guests and the 
pastor. Then he sees Matt with his girlfriend who rubbs Matt’s 
shoulder. He stares at Matt with condolence face but he does 
not recognize it. 
 Sign: rubbing the shoulder 
Rubbing the shoulder is indicating the affection 
expression of someone toward other who need the encourage. 
The scene is showing Matt’s girlfriend who always stands by 
Matt side in his father funeral, gives him the courage by rubb 
his shoulder. The scene uses Cutaways because it presenting 
the existence of the relation between Matt and his girlfriend.  
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 Denotation meaning 
The literal meaning of I’d rather full of fantasy is that 
the character chose to having a dream of some fantasies. The 
following lyric is than deal with this alone explains that Troye 
is chosing  to be doinng nothing and having a fantasy than 
facing the fact that Troye and Matt can not be together again.  
 Connotation meaning 
The lyric I’d rather full of fantasy connotes the 
pressure that gain by the characters. The situation which 
separate Troye and Matt is a big deal which give some 
pressures to them. the following lyric is than deal with this 
alone is revealing that Troye and Matt is hoping that they could 
be together and facing the situation together. But The Blue 
Neighbourhood music video trilogy is showing that Matt is 
suicide and leave Troye who used to be his lover. Thus the 
situation that make them fall in the depression is a big deal that 
may lead the young LGBTs commite suicide.  
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10) 64/36/ANDIWANNACOMEHOMETOYOU/11.00/CUT/RUN
NING/TALKMEDOWN 
Figure 4.32 Matt is Running to the cliff 
 Context 
Matt grabs his girlfrien’s hand and forces her to leave 
from that place where there’s still confused Troye, for seconds 
Matt looks back to Troye. Then the scene shows Matt who runs 
through the cliff near the sea. The scene flashes back to the 
moment when they are running through the harbour bridge 
together wear nothing but short pants. The sequence also 
shows the scene of Matt get puncehed by his father. Matt’s 
father grabs Matt’s collar shirt with the clenched fist and angry 
face. 
The scene flashes back to the moment when Ttroye and 
Matt were kids playing with the finger toys under the blanket. 
Then the video shows the scene of the cliff  near the sea with 
the wave and rocks in the edge of the cliff, and flashes back to 
Matt who are sobbing in his bed after get punched by his 
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father. the last scene is showing Matt stands in the edge of the 
cliff near the sea with the fist on his hands and facing the sea. 
Then shows Matt’s face with the tears on his cheeks. Then the 
scene ends with the sea following the wave sound.      
 Sign: running 
Running is an indexical sign which indicating the 
attemption to escape from something. The Blue 
Neighbourhood music video trilogy is about the LGBT 
relationship between Troye and Matt which got rejection from 
Matt’s father. This scene shows Matt who still wearing his 
tuxedo after attend on his father funeral, he runs through the 
field and stops in the edge of the cliff with ironic smile and 
grief in his face. The sign running is indicating Matt on 
escaping from the reality that got him depressed. Then he 
commites suicide for end his suffer. The scene uses Cutaways 
type of shot  to adding the important information about the plot 
of the Blue Neighbourhood trilogy.  
 Denotation meaning 
The literal meaning of I wanna come home to You is 
the hope of Troye who wants to come to home with Matt, 
which in the Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy is a 
home for Troye, Matt and his family. 
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 Connotation meaning 
I wanna come home to You means that the character 
wants to come to a home which in The Blue Neighbourhood 
music video trilogy home is a place where Troye and Matt used 
to be together. The lyric is revealing the real feeling of Matt 
who actually still wants to be with Troye, but he seems can not 
take the suffer anymore and choses to suicide. The sign 
running is connotes the escape from the pressure that gain by 
someone.  
6. Concept and Message 
The ideas or concepts can be found in many language forms such 
as texts, speech, literary works, songs, etc, which the speaker or author can 
share those ideas with people. Concepts are the individual/person's words 
and expressions of which conversation consists (Riemer, 2010: 28). The 
concept obtained by understanding the meaning of words and expression. 
Thus, the concept of Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy revealed 
after the researcher found the denotative and connotative meaning of the 
lyrics. While the message is moral value that people received on 
something, whether it is good or bad. 
Blue Neighborhood music video trilogy consists of three video 
part, those are Wild, Fools, and Talk Me Down. The researcher found that 
there are some different concept for each part which tell about the love life 
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of young LGBT. Therefore, the concepts of Blue Neighbourhood music 
video trilogy can be seen below: 
a. Wild 
The first part of Blue Neighourhood music video trilogy is 
Wild which has concept about the childhood moment of the 
characters, those are Troye and Matt. In this part shows some 
scenes of their togetherness while they were kid. Those moments 
are they used to play together in the field, house, porch, beach, 
harbour, and woods. This part of the video is showing how happy 
they are. Thus the author wants to show how they build their 
relationship since they were kid. 
b. Fools 
The second part is Fools which tells about the characters 
turns to teenager and acquire their relationship but then got the 
rejection by Matt’s father. They become gay couple after knowing 
their feeling for each other. This part shows their togetherness as a 
gay couple such kissing and hugging each other. Matt’s father finds 
out their relationship, he did some physical abusive to his son, 
Matt, such as yelling, chocking, punching, and giving a warn at 
Matt. Then Matt decides to break up with Troye and ignores his 
feeling. This situation affects the mental condition of Troye and 
Matt. 
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c. Talk Me Down 
The last part is Talk Me Down which tells about the 
pressure that gain by Matt when his father died. Matt looks so 
desperate because even though his father is banned his relationship 
with troye he still loves his father. This part also shows that Matt 
actually still have feeling for Troye but he have a girl friend. In the 
end Matt runs to the edge of the cliff and suicide.  
 
While the message that the author wants to reveal in Blue 
Neighbourhood music video trilogy are first, the rejection and physical 
abusive to the LGBT person may lead them to become depression and 
suffering. Second, the coercion of something that we can not accept is 
affecting ourself and people around us both mentally and physically.  
B. Discussion 
This part presents the discussion of denotative and connotative meaning 
which applied in The Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy, which consist of 
three part of songs vídeos, Wild, Fools, and Talk Me Down. This research purpose 
is to reveal the concept and message that the author, Troye Sivan, wanted to share, 
due to the author itself is one of young artist who often express his ideas and feelings 
about the LGBT movement through his music, one of them is The Blue 
Neighbourhood music video trilogy. Then, this research is using semiotic and 
semantic theories to analyse the data. 
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The major concern in music video study is the relation between music, 
song/lyric, and image. Lyrics serve a number of structural functions, existing in 
varied relations with the music and the image, also casting a narrow or wide range 
of influence. While the image that appeared in the scene of music video is presented 
in cinematography aspect, which built the understanding of the scene elements. The 
cinematography of music video is revealed the shot and angle, which are visualizing 
the story of the scene in music video. In this way, they can exert a special power 
over music videos. Therefore in analysing the music video, especialy in revealing 
the meaning and message, it is important to find the relation between its song and 
image and apply the proper approach. 
The semiotics theory used for classify the data based on the type of sign, 
while semantics theory used for analysing the data that have been classified 
1. Semiotics of sign 
Sign is devided into three types based on the object, that is the 
referent of the sign. The signs which appeared on The Blue Neighbourhood 
music video trilogy is defined using the dictionary symbols, oxford 
dictionary, and some web sites.  
a. Icon 
Icon is a sign which is, in one or more respect, the same at the 
object signified. In other words the ‘significant virtue’ of an icon is its 
quality (ibid). It is a mode in which the signifier is perceived as 
resembling or imitating the signified (recognizably looking, sounding, 
feeling, tasting or smelling like it) – being similar in possessing some 
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of its qualities: e.g. a portrait, a cartoon, a scale-model, onomatopoeia, 
metaphors, realistic sounds in ‘programme music’, sound effects in 
radio drama, a dubbed film soundtrack, imitative gestures 
(Chandler,2007: 36-37). The researcher found 110 data included as 
iconic sign, which in the fist part, Wild, there are 46 signs, the second 
part is Fools that contains 30 signs, and the third part is Talk Me Down 
that contains 31 signs. 
The iconic sign often appeared in The Blue Neighbourhood 
music video trilogy is in the form of methahoric sign because the sign 
is symbolising the life stages of the characters. Metaphore it self is an 
imaginative way of describing something by refering to something else 
which is the same in particullar way. The Blue Neighbourhood music 
video trilogy is telling about the LGBT relationship between two boys 
named Troye and Matt. Their relationship is growing since they were 
kid because they used to play together and spend the days together. 
There are iconic signs which reveals the stage of their relationship. 
Those are; Tree which symbolizes the life process; Wood path 
symbolizes the way out of the consiousness on the characters life; stairs 
symbolizes the stages on their relationship; boat symbolizes the origin 
place or a place that belongs to someone; etc. 
The Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy reveals the 
condition of the young LGBTs life which gain the rejection from the 
environment. The characters gain the mental and physiscal abuses from 
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the environment which lead them to depression and suffer from those 
kind of situation. The suffers that faced by the character is presented in 
the form of sign. For example; the sea which symbolizes the strungle in 
life; squid which symbolizes the camouflage by the characters to facing 
the problem; crabs is symbolizing the pressure that gain by the 
characters; harbour is symbolizing the safe place where the surround is 
dangerous and risky; etc.  
b. Index 
Index is a sign which is physically linked to, or affected by, its 
object. Demonstrative pronouns (this, that), a cry of ‘Help!’ as 
indicative of someone in need, or a knock on the door indicating that 
there is someone at the door, are also examples of signs serving as 
indices. Unlike the icon, an index has a ‘dynamical’ relation to what it 
signifies (ibid). e.g. ‘natural signs’ (smoke, thunder, footprints, echoes, 
non-synthetic odours and flavours), medical symptoms (pain, a rash, 
pulse-rate), measuring instruments (weathercock, thermometer, clock, 
spirit-level), ‘signals’ (a knock on a door, a phone ringing), pointers (a 
pointing ‘index’ finger, a directional signpost), recordings (a 
photograph, a film, video or television shot, an audiorecorded voice), 
personal ‘trademarks’ (handwriting, catchphrases) (Chandler, 2007: 
37). The researcher found 127 data included as indexical sign. In the 
Wild part is containing 32 signs, Fools part is containing 51 signs, while 
Talk Me Down is containing 44 signs. 
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The indexical signs appears in The Blue Neighbourhood music 
video trilogy is in the form of natural sign, medical symptoms, and 
action which refer to the concept of the video. The natural sign is a sign 
which appears in the nature world, which indicating the condition of the 
sign towards the characters. The Blue Neighbourhood music video 
trilogy is presenting some of the setting of the story is in the nature 
where the Troye and Matt used to play and spentd the day together, such 
as woods, the beach, the frontyard, etc. Thus revealing some indexical 
signs, for examples sunlights which indicating the purification; 
silhouette which indicating the shadows that hovering on the characters 
relationship; shadows indicates the dark memories; etc. 
The Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy is about the 
suffering gained by the characters because of the rejection to the 
character’s LGBT relationship. Those suffering situation is lead the 
characters gain the mental and physical pressure which included as 
medical symptoms. For examples, drunk which indicating that the 
character is having a complex tought and depressed; flexing jaw which 
indicates that the character is holding the pressure; stinky eyes which 
indicating the physical abused; sobbing which indicates the physical 
pain because of the physical abuse; etc. 
The other indexical sign that appeared in The Blue 
Neighbourhood music video trilogy is in the form of action which 
become the most frequent appeared. Those signs included as the 
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indexical sign because the actions is affecting the object which is the 
characters. The actions is indicating that the characters is doing and 
facing something, which in this Blue Neighbourhood music video 
trilogy is doing the life as LGBTs and facing the condition of the 
charcters relationship. For examples; kissing which indicating that the 
characters is having close relationship; rollinng is indicating the action 
of moving something; choking, punching, shouting are indicating the 
physical abuse; running is indicating the characters are trying to ecscape 
from the problems that they face; etc. 
c. Symbol 
Symbol is a conventional sign used in speaking and writing. ‘A 
genuine symbol’, Peirce writes, ‘is a symbol that has a general meaning’ 
(ibid). For example language in general (plus specific languages, 
alphabetical letters, punctuation marks, words, phrases and sentences), 
numbers, morse code, traffic lights, national flags (Chandler,2007: 36). 
The symbols is a sign which attaching the literal meaning that refers to 
the object which has the agreement with the society and everyone knew 
it. For example rainbow flag which symbolizes the LGBT movement. 
Thus The Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy does not reveals the 
symbolic sign because the author wants to present the implicit meaning 
of the LGBT story. 
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2. Semantic of meaning 
a. Denotative meaning 
Conceptual meaning sometimes called as Denotation or 
Cognitive meaning which become the central factor in linguistic 
communication (Leech, 1981: 09). This because the conceptual 
meaning has a complex and sophisticated organization of a kind which 
may be compared with and cross-related to, the similar organization on 
the syntactic and phonological level of language. The language which 
conveys the denotation or conceptual meaning always has references in 
many other forms of language. That's why it called as conceptual 
meaning which always concepted to something. This research, the 
lyrics of Wild, Fools, and Talk Me Down are concepted to the music 
video, so the meaning can be interpreted by seeing the music video.  
Denotation meaning is a literal meaning of the word in which 
both the speaker and listener have the same concept of interpretation 
which the meaning can be found in some form of language tools such 
as a dictionary and the concept where the utterance or sentence are 
produced. This research presents the denotative meaning of the lyric of 
Blue Neighburhood music video trilogy by considering the sign which 
appeared in the scene of the music video and use the dictionary to find 
the literal meaning of the lyric. Then, the denotation meaning of the 
lyrics is intended to reveal the concept of The Blue Neighbourhood 
music video trilogy. For examples 
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1) Trying hard not to fall 
Trying hard not to fall in literal meaning is an act to struggle 
to not falling down which in this scene shows that Troye and Matt 
are climbing on a trunk of a tree. The denotation meaning is the 
literal meaning that concepted to the story which in this case is the 
music video, that is about the childhood moment of two young 
LGBT couple.  
2) On the way home 
The literal meaning of On the way home is a road or path 
that people pass through to get to home. In this scene shows that 
Troye and Matt are walking through the wood path and passing the 
road heading to Troye house. The concept of this scene part is about 
the childhood moment of two young LGBT couple. 
3) Cause when you look like that 
The literal meaning of Cause when you look like that is 
referring to the appearance of the character, which in this scene is 
Matt’s father. The following lyric is I’ve never ever wanted to be 
so bad can be interpret as an appearance that made someone feel 
bad. The concept of this scene is about the pressure gained by the 
characters. 
b. Connotative meaning 
In another level, people not only talk and write to describe 
things, events, and characteristics; they also express their opinions, 
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favorable and unfavorable about something in he form of connotative 
meaning which aimed to give the messages to other (Kreidler,1998: 44). 
The connotations considered by the individual according to culture, 
historical period, and the experience of the individual (Leech,1981: 13). 
The Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy is a story about two young 
boy who have feeling each other, called LGBT relationship. They build 
their relationship since they were kid. The music video presents some 
moments while the characters, Troye and Matt, when they were kids. 
When their relationship is caught by Matt’s father, their life is changing 
because Matt’s father is rejecting and doing some physical abuse to 
Matt. This situation affects both mental and physical condition of Troye 
and Matt. In the end Matt is commiting suicide because he cannot facing 
the realities. 
The lyric of Wild, Fools, and Talk me down is revealing some 
experiences of the LGBT youth who gain the rejection and physical 
abuses which affecting the daily life. Thus the connotational meaning 
of the lyrics can be interpreted. Fof examples: 
1) Trying hard not to fall 
Trying hard not to fall in connotation meaning is an effort 
in struggling the relationship which in the music video Blue 
Neighbourhood trilogy, two boys named Troye and Matt are 
struggling for their LGBT  relationship that rejected by Matt’s 
father. it can be seen in some scenes that showing the rejection from 
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the environtment, Matt’s father, who done some physical abuses to 
Matt. The message of this scene part is people should not force their 
different prespective of others.  
2) On the way home 
The way home is a way or manner  that we take to get a 
homey feeling or comfort place. The Blue Neighbourhood music 
video trilogy is about two boys who have LGBT relationship which 
got rejection from the environment so they strugling to survive 
from that such condition. The home for them is a place where they 
suppose to feel safe and comfort that is family and people surround 
them. But this music video irony the meaning of home is. Thus, the 
lyric On the way home is the way to feel homey and confey which 
the character should struggle to obtain it. The message of this scene 
is everyone have their own comfort zone that should be respected 
by others. 
3) Cause when you look like that 
The lyric Cause when you look like that connotes the 
treatment and everything that Matt done to Troye. The music video 
present the physical abuse done by Matt’s father and makes Matt 
force himself to be a stright boy so his father will not mad at him 
anymore, but this situation affect the relationship between him and 
Troye. He pushed away Troye and look for a girlfriend. The lyric 
Cause when you look like that depicts the effect of Matt’s father 
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mistreated on Matt. The message of this scene is the bad rejection 
leads someone to gain mental pain. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
 
A. CONCLUSION 
After analyzing the research finding based on the research question, the 
researcher conclude that   
1. Denotative and connotative meaning 
Denotative meaning is a literal meaning of the word in which both 
the speaker and listener have the same concept of interpretation which the 
meaning can be found in some form of language tools such as a dictionary 
and the concept where the utterance or sentence are produced. This 
research presents the denotative meaning of the lyric of Blue 
Neighburhood music video trilogy by considering the sign which appeared 
in the scene of the music video and use the dictionary to find the literal 
meaning of the lyric. Then, the denotative meaning of the lyrics is intended 
to reveal the concept of The Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy. 
Thus, the denotative meaning of lyrics of a music video can be depicted 
in the music video scene to reveal the concept of the video. 
While connotative meaning is affective or emotional meaning to 
express the opinions, ideas, and feelings based on the background 
knowledge and experiences which aimed to give the messages. The 
denotative and connotative meaning can not be separated because the 
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connotation meaning is relised from the denotation. This research presents 
the connotative meaning of Blue Neighbourhood’s song lyrics based on 
the background knowledge of the song that is the music video. Then the 
connotative meaning of the song lyrics revealed the message of the Blue 
Neighbourhood music video trilogy. Thus, the connotative meaning of 
lyric song can be obtained by considering the denotative meaning and 
the background knowledge of the song, that is the music video, to 
reveal the message that the author wanted to share.  
2. The Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy concept and message 
The concept of Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy is a 
music video which consists of there video parts, those are Wild, Fools, 
and Talk Me Down. Those three parts are have related story with three 
different stages. The first part is Wild which tells about the childhood 
moment of the characters, the second part is Fools which tells about the 
moment when the characters acquired their feeling and become a couple, 
but then got the rejection after one of the character’s father knew it. While 
the third part is Talk Me Down which tells about some physical and mental 
abused gain by the characters, and in the end the character decided to 
suicide. 
The message of  The Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy 
are first, the rejection and physical abusive to the LGBT person may 
lead them to become depression and suffering. Second, the coercion of 
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something that we can not accept is affecting ourself and people 
around us both mentally and physically.  
 
B. SUGGESTIONS 
1. For the viewer of The Blue Neighbourhood music video trilogy, the 
researcher suggests that the society which contains of LGBT or something 
that different to the culture and custom in a society should not give the 
mistreat or threat to them.  
2. For English Letters Department, the researcher hopes that this research can 
be used as references of semantic and semiotic studies especialy in 
analysing the denotative and connotative meaning on music video.  
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WILD 
   
 
Code  Seq
uen
ce 
Lyric Minu
te  
Scene Type 
of 
shot 
Semiotic Semantic Context 
 
T
/F 
Object  Interpretant  Denotative Connotative 
01/01/TRYINGH
ARDNOTTOFA
LL/00.18/TS/TR
EE/WILD 
01 Trying hard 
not to fall. 
00.18 
 
TS Tree 
(Icon) 
Life process 
(Cirlot, 
2001:350)  
An act to 
struggle to 
not falling 
down 
An effort in 
struggling the 
relationship 
The first sequence 
sets in the field near 
the beach. there are 
two boys named 
Troye and Matt 
who play together 
happily below a big 
and shady tree. they 
are climbing on the 
tree, hanging, 
shouting, and 
having fun together 
just like normal 
kids 
 
02/01/TRYINGH
ARDNOTTOFA
LL/00.22/MS/TR
UNK/WILD 
00.22 
 
MS Trunk 
(Icon) 
Showing the 
begining of 
the 
relationship 
(Cirlot, 
2001: 350). 
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03/02/ONTHEW
AYHOME/00.26/
TS/SHOUTING/
WILD 
02 On the way 
home. 
00.26 
 
TS Shouti
ng 
(Index)  
Joyfull 
moment 
road or path 
that we pass 
through to 
get to home 
the way home 
is a way or 
manner  that 
we take to get 
a homey 
feeling or 
comfort place 
 
04/03/YOUWER
ETRYINGWEA
RMEDOWN/00.
28/CUT/HANGI
NGLEGS/WILD 
03 You were 
trying to wear 
me down, 
down 
 
      
00.28 
 
CUT 
 
Hangin
g legs 
(Icon) 
Raising, 
lifting, and 
founding of 
something 
(Cirlot, 
2001: 181) 
An 
attemption 
to make 
someone 
down 
A treath to 
make 
someone 
feeling down 
 
05/04/KISSINGU
PONFENCESAN
DUPONWALL/0
0.30/ECU/HUGG
ING/WILD 
04 Kissing up on 
fences. And up 
on walls. 
00.30 
 
ECU Huggin
g  
(Index) 
Showing 
how the 
boys 
comfort 
each other 
A physical 
interaction 
between two 
boys by 
kissing  
An expression 
or emotion in 
love and 
affection. 
The scene comes up 
with troye and matt 
hug each other in a 
room for second. 
Then the scene back 
to the childhood 
time. Troye and 
Matt are jumping 
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06/04/KISSINGU
PONFENCESAN
DUPONWALL/0
0.31/TS/JUMPD
OWN/WILD 
00.31 
 
TS Jump 
down 
(Index) 
Going to 
another 
phase    
down from tree and 
they about to leave. 
Then the video 
shows they are 
riding their bikes 
together passing the 
wood path and 
arrive at Troye’s 
house and drop off. 
Matt decides to 
back home street 
town until they  
 
07/05/ONTHEW
AYHOME/00.34/
TS/BIKES/WILD 
05 On the way 
home. 
00.34 
 
TS Bike  
(Icon) 
One of their 
childhood 
moment 
road or path 
that we pass 
through to 
get to home 
the way home 
is something 
that we take to 
get a homey 
feeling or 
comfort place 
 
08/05/ONTHEW
AYHOME/00.35/
WS/WOODPAT
H/WILD 
00.35 
 
WS  Woods 
path 
(Icon) 
The 
unconcious 
(Cirlot, 
2001: 112). 
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09/06/IGUESSIT'
SALLWORKIN
GOUTNOW/00.3
8/TS/HOLDING
HANDS/WILD 
06 I giuess it's all 
working out, 
now 
 
  
00.38 
 
TS Holdin
g hands 
(Index) 
Holding 
hands reflect 
the close 
relationship 
between 
Troye and 
Matt (Cirlot, 
2001: 199). 
Their 
relationship 
is going well 
for that 
moment 
The relief 
feeling that 
knowing their 
relationship is 
going well 
 
10/07/CAUSETH
ERESSTILLTOO
LONGTOTHEW
EEKEND/00.41/
MS/STAIRS/WI
LD 
07 'Cause there's 
still too long 
to the 
weekend.  
 
00.41 
 
MS Stairs  
(Icon) 
The link 
between 
various 
planes of the 
psyche 
whether its 
ascending or 
descending 
(Cirlot, 
2001: 153) 
they still 
have a long 
days until 
the 
weekend, 
the last day 
of the week 
the weekend is 
presenting as a 
time where 
they will be 
together as a 
couple to do 
something 
together 
Troye enters the 
house then 
immediately goes to 
second floor. For a 
moment Troye from 
the second floor 
looks at Matt who 
also looks back at 
him from the street. 
They stare each 
other for second 
before Matt left 
 
11/08/TOOLON
GTILLIDROWN
INYOURHAND
S/00.44/MS/DOO
R/WILD 
08 Too long till I 
drown in your 
hands. 
00.44 
 
MS  Door  
(Icon) 
The entrance 
to the other 
side/ realm 
(Hall, 1995: 
65) 
Too long 
untill the 
day he hold 
his hand 
They may 
have an 
obstacle to do 
the things that 
they usualy do  
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12/08/TOOLON
GTILLIDROWN
INYOURHAND
S/00.45/MS/WIN
DOW/WILD 
00.45 
 
MS Windo
ws  
(Icon)  
Symbol of 
individual 
preception 
of the world 
(Bruce-
Mitford, 
1996: 94) 
 
13/09/TOOLON
GSINCEIVEBEE
NAFOOL/00.50/
OTS/STREET/W
ILD 
 
09 Too long since 
I've been a 
fool, oh 
00.50 
 
OTS Street 
(Icon)  
Lead the 
process  
(Cirlot, 
2001: 180) 
It was a fool 
for troye in 
such a long 
time 
The moment 
when they 
were together 
was a mistake 
 
14/09/TOOLON
GSINCEIVEBEE
NAFOOL/00.51/
MS/LOOKBACK
/WILD 
  
00.51 
 
MS Look 
back 
(Index) 
Flash back 
to the 
memory 
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15/10/LEAVETH
ISBLUENEIGHB
OURHOOD/00.5
4/ECU/HUGGIN
G/WILD 
 
10 Leave this 
blue 
neighbourhoo
d 
 
00.54 
 
ECU Huggin
g 
(Index) 
Shows how 
the boys 
comfort 
each other 
Leave the 
drear 
environtmen 
Leave and get 
out from that 
such sad and 
gloomy 
neighbourhoo
d 
This sequences 
begins with Troye 
and Matt hug each 
other, then the 
scene changes to 
the moment of 
happy moments of 
Troye and Matt 
when they were kid. 
Those moments are 
play with the cloth 
clipper in laundry 
room, watch tv in 
Matt’s bedroom, 
chase each other in 
the woods, walk 
together in the boats 
junk. Some simple 
happy moments of 
childhood. 
  
 
16/11/NEVERK
NEWLOVINGC
OULDHURTTHI
SGOOD/00.55/T
S/CLIPPER/WIL
D 
 
11 Never knew 
loving could 
hurt this good, 
oh 
 
00.55 
 
TS Clipper  
(Icon) 
The little 
thing that 
hurt them 
He doesn’t 
know that 
love could 
hurt him so 
bad 
He knows that 
love hurts him 
so bad but he 
choose to life 
in it 
 
17/11/NEVERK
NEWLOVINGC
OULDHURTTHI
SGOOD/00.56/T
S/TV/WILD 
00.56 
 
TS Tv  
(Icon) 
One of 
interesting 
moment in 
their 
childhood 
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18/12/ANDITDR
IVESMEWILD/0
1.01/MS/BOAT/
WILD 
 
12 And it drives 
me wild 
01.01 
 
TS  Boat 
(Icon) 
the cradle 
rediscovered 
(Cirlot, 
2004: 30) 
means it was 
an origin 
place fo 
someone 
love makes 
him wild 
and crazy 
person 
Love makes 
Troye can not 
control his 
feeling 
 
19/13/CAUSEW
HENYOULOOK
LIKETHAT/01.0
3/CU/BEARD/W
ILD 
 
13 'Cause when 
you look like 
that 
 
01.03 
 
CU Beard 
(Icon) 
Strenght and 
virility 
(Hall, 1995: 
114) 
Because of 
his 
appearance  
Because he 
loves and 
treats Troye 
that way 
Matt’s father with 
beard and wears a 
hat, looks so serious 
sandpapering and 
cleaning the 
wooden boat while 
Matt gives Troye 
little tour around 
the junk   
 
20/14/I'VENEVE
REVERWANTE
DTOBESOBAD/
01.05/TS/EMBR
ACING/WILD 
14 I've never ever 
wanted to be 
so bad, oh 
 
01.05 
 
TS Embra
cing  
(Index) 
The joyfull 
moment 
He wants 
nothing but 
him so bad 
He tries to 
dealing with 
him self 
because of his 
love and 
treatment  
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21/15/ITDRIVES
MEWILD/01.11/
MS/WAREHOU
SE/WILD 
 
15 It drives me 
wild 
 
01.11 
 
MS  Wareh
ouse 
(Icon) 
A space of 
awareness 
love makes 
Troye wild 
and crazy 
person 
Love makes 
Troye can not 
control his 
feeling 
 
22/16/YOU'RED
RIVINGMEWIL
DWILD/01.14/T
S/RACING/WIL
D 
 
 
16 You're driving 
me wild, wild, 
wild 
 
01.14 
 
TS Racing 
(Index)  
Make a 
match  
Matt makes 
Troye 
becomes a 
crazy and 
wild person 
Troye is 
craving for 
love from him 
more and 
more 
Troye and Matt are 
riding their bicycle, 
then the scene 
changes to the 
beach where they 
chase each other 
with bare chest.  
Then the scene 
potrays Matt’s 
father get drunk at 
the chair in the 
porch and there are 
some bottles of beer 
in the table in front 
of him. He looks 
depressed. The next 
 
23/16/YOU'RED
RIVINGMEWIL
DWILD/01.15/T
S/BARECHESTE
D/WILD 
01.15  
 
TS  Bare 
chested 
(Icon) 
 
An Openly 
innocence 
friendship 
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24/16/YOU'RED
RIVINGMEWIL
DWILD/01.17/W
S/ALCOHOL/WI
LD 
01.17 
 
WS Alcoho
l  
(Icon)  
The 
conjuction 
of the 
opposite 
(Cirlot, 
2001: 08)   
scene is showing 
Troye and Matt at 
the same porch 
playing with some 
beer bottle’s lids. 
There are two 
glasses of water in 
the table. Then the 
scene changes to 
Troye’s face while 
he hugs Matt 
 
25/17/YOURED
RIVINGMEWIL
D/01.18/TS/HOU
SE/WILD 
 
17 You're driving 
me wild, wild, 
wild 
 
01.18 
 
TS Porch  
(Icon) 
The external 
counterpart 
of altar-
pieces 
(Cirlot, 
2001: 17) 
Matt makes 
Troye 
becomes a 
crazy and 
wild person 
Troye is 
craving for 
love from him 
more and 
more 
 
26/17/YOURED
RIVINGMEWIL
D/01.19/MS/ROP
E/WILD 
01.19 
 
MS  Rope  
(Icon) 
Symbol of 
binding and 
connection 
(Cirlot, 
2001: 274)  
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27/18/WILD/01.2
5/TS/TRIUMPH/
WILD 
18 (Wild, wild, 
hey!) 
 
01.25 
 
TS  Triump
h 
(Index) 
Sign of 
success 
(Bruce-
Mitford, 
1996: 119) 
Widly love Complicated 
love 
This part shows 
Troye and Matt are 
playing in the porch 
infront of Matt’s 
house below the 
shady tree so its 
quite shady and 
cozy. They sit in the 
chairs with a big 
round wooden table 
in the middle. They 
are playing with 
some bottle lids. 
They look so happy 
and enjoy their time 
together and do not 
know that the bottle 
lids that they use are 
beer bottle’s lids. 
This scene shows 
how joy their 
childhood is, they 
look cheerful for 
simple thing that 
they’ve done 
together. But then 
the scene is inserted 
by the appearance 
of Matt’s father 
 
28/18/WILD/01.2
6/CU/CLAPHAN
D/WILD 
 
01.26 
 
CU Hands 
clappe
d 
(Icon) 
Display of 
joy (Bruce-
Mitford, 
1996: 119) 
 
29/18/WILD/01.2
7/CUT/AGLASS
OFWATER/WIL
D 
01.27 
 
CUT A glass 
of 
water 
(Icon) 
Life and 
purity 
(Bruce-
Mitford, 
1996: 48)  
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who sitting at 
Matt’s bicycle 
deppressedly and 
holding a glass of 
beer. 
30/19/WHITENO
ISEINMYMIND/
01.30/MS/BALL/
WILD 
 
19 White noise in 
my mind 
 
01.30 
 
MS Ball  
(Icon) 
Indicating 
the 
responsibilit
y or 
opportunity 
(Merriam 
Webster) 
A noise of 
the thought 
The vivid 
memories 
crawling in his 
mind 
In the beach Troye 
and his father are 
playing together, 
his father throws 
the ball to him who 
ready to hitt th ball 
with a bat. From the 
field near the beach, 
Matt and his father 
walk together to the 
beach. 
The weather is clear 
and cheerful. Matt 
immediatly rushing 
to hug Troye when 
he and his father 
 
31/19/WHITENO
ISEINMYMIND/
01.31/MS/BAT/
WILD 
01.31 
 
MS Bat  
(Icon) 
  
An effort 
(Merriam 
Webster) 
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32/20/WON'TCA
LMDOWN/01.32
/MS/FIELD/WIL
D 
 
20 Won't calm 
down 
 
01.32 
 
MS Field  
(Icon) 
spaciousnes
s or limitless 
potentialitie
s (Cirlot, 
2001: 104) 
with fresh 
air and 
greenie view 
The noises 
dont want to 
stop 
The addictive 
thought 
arrived. While their 
fathers meet each 
other like best 
buddy.  
 
33/20/WON'TCA
LMDOWN/01.33
/MS/ASWORD/
WILD 
01.33 
 
MS  A 
sword 
(Icon) 
denoting 
both 
physical 
destruction 
and 
determinatio
n of spirit 
Cirlot, 2001: 
106) 
 
34/21/YOUREA
LLITHINKABO
UT/01.37/CUT/T
HESEA/WILD 
 
21 You're all I 
think about 
 
01.37 
 
CUT  The sea  
(Icon) 
transitional 
and 
mediator 
between life 
and death 
(Cirlot, 
2001: 281) 
 
 
Matt is the 
only one that 
on his mind 
He become 
the only 
matter for him 
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35/22/RUNNING
ONTHEMUSICA
NDNIGHTHIGH
S/01.42/CUT/PA
LS/WILD 
 
22 Running on 
the music 
And night 
highs 
 
01.42 
 
CUT Pals  
(Icon) 
People that 
hang out 
together as 
close friend  
running 
around in 
the night 
party 
Chasing the 
melody of life 
through the 
days and the 
night that they 
share together 
Troye’s father 
introduces Matt’s 
father to his friends 
and soon they hang 
out together. In the 
background there 
are some picnic 
stuff such umbrella, 
the BBQ tool, beach 
chairs, and some 
meals baggages. 
Matt’s father seems 
enjoy it. Then for 
second the scene 
change to the 
moment of Troye 
and Matt hug each 
other.  When the 
scene back to the 
beach Matt’s father 
looks worried when 
Troye and Matt run 
around in the beach. 
 
 
36/23/BUTWHE
NTHELIGHTSO
UT/01.44/ECU/H
UGGING/WILD 
 
23 But when the 
light's out 
 
01.44 
 
ECU Huggin
g 
(Index) 
Shows how 
the boys 
comfort 
each other 
When there 
is no light  
When the 
darkness 
comes 
 
37/24/ITSMEAN
DYOUNOW/01.
47/MS/UMBREL
LA/WILD 
24 It's me and 
you now, now 
01.47 
 
MS Umbre
lla 
(Icon)  
It is a father-
symbol 
because of 
its 
implications 
of protection 
(cirlot, 
2001: 357) 
There’s only 
both of them 
for now 
There is a 
bond between 
them 
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38/25/CAUSETH
ERESSTILLTOO
LONGTOTHEW
EEKEND/01.51/
MS/SQUID/WIL
D 
 
25 'Cause there's 
still too long 
to the weekend 
 
01.51 
 
MS  Squid  
(Icon) 
An ability to 
camouflage 
they still 
have a long 
days until 
the 
weekend, 
the lastday 
of the 
weekend 
the weekend is 
presenting as a 
time where 
they will be 
together as a 
couple to do 
something 
together 
Troye and Matt find 
a huge squid in a 
mangrove. They 
study and observe 
the squid curiously. 
Then the scene back 
to Matt’s father 
who drinks the beer 
still wonder where 
his son play. While 
in the mangrove 
Troye and Matt are 
sneaking happily 
between the trees   
 
39/26/TOOLON
GTILLIDROWN
INYOURHAND
S/01.54/ES/UMB
RELLA/WILD 
26 Too long till I 
drown in your 
hands 
 
01.54 
 
MS Umbre
lla 
(Icon)  
  
It is a father-
symbol 
because of 
its 
implications 
of protection 
(cirlot, 
2001: 357) 
Too long 
untill the 
day he hold 
his hand 
they may have 
an obstacle to 
embrace each 
other 
 
40/27/TOOLON
GSINCEIVEBEE
NAFOOL/02.00/
MS/SNEAKING/
WILD 
27 Too long since 
I've been a 
fool, oh, yeah, 
yeah, yeah 
 
02.00 
 
MS Sneaki
ng 
(Index)  
Joy moment It was a fool 
for troye in 
such a long 
time 
the moment 
when they 
were together 
was a mistake 
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41/28/LEAVETH
ISBLUENEIGHB
OURHOOD/02.0
1/CUT/ALCOHO
L/WILD 
 
28 Leave this 
blue 
neighbourhoo
d 
 
02.01 
 
CUT Alcoho
l 
(Icon) 
The 
conjuction 
of opposite 
(Cirlot, 
2001: 08)   
Leave the 
drear 
environtmen 
Leave and get 
out from that 
such sad and 
gloomy 
neighbourhoo
d 
This scene shows 
that Matt’s father 
seems enjoy the 
picnic with Troye’s 
father. meanwhile 
Troye and Matt are 
still playing in the 
mangrove 
 
42/29/NEVERK
NEWLOVINGC
OULDHURTTHI
SGOOD/02.06/M
S/SNEAKING/W
ILD 
29 Never knew 
loving could 
hurt this good, 
oh 
 
02.06 
 
MS Sneaki
ng 
(Index)  
Joy moment He doesn’t 
know that 
love could 
hurt him so 
bad 
He knows that 
love hurts him 
so bad but he 
choose to life 
in it 
 
43/30/ANDITDR
IVESMEWILD/0
2.09/MS/DRUN
K/WILD 
 
30 And it drives 
me wild 
 
02.09 
 
MS Drunk 
(Index) 
Having 
complex 
thought 
love makes 
him wild 
and crazy 
person 
Love makes 
Troye can not 
control his 
feeling 
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44/31/CAUSEW
HENYOULOOK
LIKETHAT/02.1
3/MS/TREES/WI
LD 
 
31 'Cause when 
you look like 
that 
 
02.13 
 
MS Trees 
(Icon) 
Life process 
(Cirlot, 
2001: 347). 
Because of 
his 
appearance 
Because he 
loves and 
treats Troye 
that way 
Still at the beach, 
the parents enjoy 
the hang out, while 
Troye and Matt still 
sneaking and 
running around the 
mangrove trees. 
Then they find 
some crabs and play 
with them.  
Then the scene 
shows some 
flashback moments 
of happy days, the 
bike riding, 
sneaking between 
the laundry, 
jumping on the 
mattress in the 
bedroom 
 
45/32/IVENEVE
REVERWANTE
DTOBESOBAD/
02.17/ECU/HUG
GING/WILD 
32 I've never ever 
wanted to be 
so bad, oh 
 
02.17 
 
ECU Huggin
g 
(Index) 
Shows how 
the boys 
comfort 
each other 
He wants 
nothing but 
him so bad 
He tries to 
dealing with 
him self 
because of his 
love and 
treatment 
 
46/33/ITDRIVES
MEWILD/02.21/
WS/WOODS/WI
LD 
 
33 It drives me 
wild 
 
02.21 
 
WS Woods  
(Icon) 
The 
unconcious 
(Cirlot, 
2001: 112). 
love makes 
him wild 
and crazy 
Person 
Love makes 
Troye can not 
control his 
feeling 
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47/34/YOURED
RIVINGMEWIL
D/02.22/MS/SNE
AKING/WILD 
34 You're driving 
me wild, wild, 
wild 
02.22 
 
MS Sneaki
ng 
(Index) 
Joy moment Matt makes 
Troye 
becomes a 
crazy and 
wild person 
Troye is 
craving for 
love from him 
more and 
more 
 
48/34/YOURED
RIVINGMEWIL
D/02.23/CUT/JU
MPING/WILD 
02.23 
 
CUT Jumpin
g 
(Index) 
Joy moment  
49/34/YOURED
RIVINGMEWIL
D/02.24/MS/BLA
NKET/WILD 
 
02.24 
 
MS Blanke
t 
(Icon)  
Covering the 
truth  
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50/34/YOURED
RIVINGMEWIL
D/02.26/WS/BIK
E/WILD 
02.26 
 
WS Bike 
(Icon) 
 
One of the 
cildhood 
moment  
 
51/34/YOURED
RIVINGMEWIL
D/02.27/CUT/LA
UNDRIES/WILD 
02.27 
 
CUT Clipper  
(Icon) 
The pure 
relationship 
 
52/34/YOURED
RIVINGMEWIL
D/02.36/TS/SWO
RDS/WILD 
02.36 
 
TS Swords  
(Icon) 
denoting 
both 
physical 
destruction 
and 
determinatio
n of spirit 
(cirlot, 106) 
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53/34/YOURED
RIVINGMEWIL
D/02.37/TS/CRA
BS/WILD 
02.37 
 
TS  Crabs 
(Icon)  
Anguished 
human face 
(Hall, 1995: 
17)  
 
54/35/YOUMAK
EMYHEARTSH
AKEBENDAND
BREAK/02.44/T
S/HUGGING/WI
LD 
35 You make my 
heart shake 
Bend and 
break 
 
02.44 
 
TS  Huggin
g 
(Index) 
Shows how 
the boys 
comfort 
each other 
He breaks 
his heart 
He put him in 
the bad 
position and 
makes him 
desperate 
In the Matt’s 
bedroom, Troye 
and Matt hug and 
comfort each other, 
they look sad and 
confused. Then the 
flash back of the 
good old days when 
they were kid 
shows they are 
playing with the 
finger toys under 
the blanket, running 
through the edge of 
the harbour with 
wear nothing but 
 
55/36/BUTICAN
TTURNAWAY/0
2.47/TS/FINGER
TOY/WILD 
 
36 But I can't 
turn away 
 
02.47 
 
TS  Finger 
toys 
(Icon) 
Innocence 
friendship  
But he can 
not leave 
him 
He can not 
hate or mad at 
him because 
he has the 
strong feeling 
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56/37/ANDITSD
RIVINMEWILD/
02.50/CU/LINKE
DFINGERS/WIL
D 
 
37 And it's 
driving me 
wild 
 
02.50 
 
CU Linked 
fingers 
(Icon) 
To link the 
nether world 
with 
terestrial 
(Cirlot, 
2001: 75) 
love makes 
him wild 
and crazy 
person 
Love makes 
Troye can not 
control his 
feeling 
shorts, jumping to 
the beach together 
happily. Meanwhile 
in the beach the 
father still enjoy the 
picnic and Matt’s 
father still drinking 
his beer. 
For seconds the 
scene inserts the 
figure of a man 
wearing tuxedo 
running to the edge 
of the cliff near the 
beach. He stops and 
put the fist down. 
 
57/38/YOURED
RIVINGMEWIL
D/02.54/MS/DR
UNK/WILD 
 
 
38 You're driving 
me wild 
 
02.54 
 
MS Drunk  
(Icon) 
Having 
complex 
thought 
He makes 
him 
becomes a 
crazy and 
wild person 
He is craving 
for love from 
him more and 
more 
 
58/38/YOURED
RIVINGMEWIL
D/02.56/TS/PIRA
TESHAT/WILD 
02.56 
 
TS Pirates 
hat 
(Icon) 
The 
rebellion 
thought 
(Cirlot, 
2001: 140) 
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59/39/YOUMAK
EMYHEARTSH
AKEBENDAND
BREAK/02.57/T
S/HARBOUR/WI
LD 
39 You make my 
heart shake 
Bend and 
break 
 
02.57 
 
TS Harbou
r  
(Icon) 
A place of 
safety and 
comfort 
(Mariam 
Webster) 
He breaks 
his heart 
He put him in 
the bad 
position and 
makes him 
desperate 
 
60/40/BUTICAN
TTURNAWAY/0
2.59/CUT/BARE
FEET/WILD 
 
40 But I can't 
turn away 
 
02.59 
 
CUT  Bare 
feet 
(Icon) 
The humility 
(Hall, 1995: 
121) 
But he can 
not leave 
him 
He can not 
hate or mad at 
him because 
he has the 
strong feeling 
 
61/41/ANDITSD
RIVINMEWILD/
03.01/TS/SUNSE
T/WILD 
 
41 And it's 
driving me 
wild 
 
03.01 
 
TS Sunset 
(Index)  
The 
beautiful 
moment  
love makes 
him wild 
and crazy 
one 
He is crazy in 
love with him 
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62/41/ANDITSD
RIVINMEWILD/
03.02/CUT/FIST/
WILD 
03.02 
 
CUT Fist  
(Icon) 
Feeling 
betrayed, 
deceit (Hall, 
1995: 122) 
 
63/42/YOURED
RIVINGMEWIL
D/03.04/TS/BAR
ECHESTED/WIL
D 
 
42 You're driving 
me wild 
  
03.04 
 
TS Bare 
chested 
(Icon) 
An Openly 
innocence 
friendship 
He makes 
him 
becomes a 
crazy and 
wild person 
He is craving 
for love from 
him more and 
more 
 
64/43/LEAVETH
ISBLUENEIGHB
OURHOOD/03.0
8/CUT/DRUNK/
WILD 
 
 
43 Leave this 
blue 
neighbourhoo
d 
 
03.08 
 
CUT Drunk  
(Index) 
Having 
complex 
thought 
Leave the 
drear 
environtmen 
Leave and get 
out fro that 
such sad and 
gloomy 
neighbourhoo
d 
When Matt’s father 
get drunk, he starts 
to mess around and 
annoy the people 
that he hanging out 
with. While in the 
beach Troye and 
Matt still having 
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65/44/NEVERK
NEWLOVINGC
OULDHURTTHI
SGOOD/03.11/T
S/LYING/WILD 
44 Never knew 
loving could 
hurt this good, 
oh 
 
03.11 
 
TS Lying  
(Index) 
Lay the 
weight of the 
life 
He doesn’t 
know that 
love could 
hurt him so 
bad 
He knows that 
love hurts him 
so bad but he 
choose to life 
in it 
fun running in the 
beach 
 
66/45/ANDITDR
IVESMEWILD/0
3.14/MS/HANG
OUT/WILD 
 
 
45 And it drives 
me wild 
 
03.14 
 
MS Hang 
out 
(Index) 
Havng 
social 
interaction 
love makes 
him wild 
and crazy 
one 
He is crazy in 
love with him 
 
67/46/CAUSEW
HENYOULOOK
LIKETHAT/03.1
6/MS/LAUGHIN
G/WILD 
 
46 'Cause when 
you look like 
that 
 
03.16 
 
MS Laughi
ng 
(Index) 
happiness Because of 
his 
appearance 
He tries to 
dealing with 
him self 
because of his 
existence 
Matt’s father 
getting mad and 
people start to 
annoyed. 
Meanwhile Troye 
and Matt play with 
the swords 
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68/47/IVENEVE
REVERWANTE
DTOBESOBAD/
03.19/TS/SWOR
DS/WILD 
47 I've never ever 
wanted to be 
so bad, oh 
 
03.19 
 
TS Swords  
(Icon) 
denoting 
both 
physical 
destruction 
and 
determinatio
n of spirit 
(cirlot, 
2001: 106) 
He wants 
nothing but 
him so bad 
He tries to 
dealing with 
him self 
because of his 
love and 
treatment 
 
69/48/ITDRIVES
MEWILD/03.21/
CU/HUGGING/
WILD 
48 It drives me 
wild 
 
03.21 
 
CU Huggin
g  
(Index) 
Shows how 
the boys 
comfort 
each other 
love makes 
him wild 
and crazy 
one 
Love makes 
Troye can not 
control his 
feeling 
 
70/49/YOURED
RIVINGMEWIL
D/03.25/MS/DR
UNK/WILD 
49 You're driving 
me wild, wild, 
wild 
03.25 
 
MS Drunk 
(Index) 
Having 
complex 
thought 
He makes 
him 
becomes a 
crazy and 
wild person 
He is craving 
for love from 
him more and 
more 
Still in the beach 
picnic, Matt’s 
father gets drunk 
and he messed with 
hair of one of the 
guy until Troye’s 
father tries to calm 
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71/49/YOURED
RIVINGMEWIL
D/03.29/MS/FIG
HT/WILD 
03.29 
 
MS  Fight 
(Index)  
Arguing 
about 
something 
him down and asks 
him to stop. But 
Matt’s father get 
offended and start 
to yell at Troye’s 
father, then they 
fight. Meanwhile in 
the beach Troye and 
Matt are still 
playing until they 
realized that their 
fathers are fighting. 
They hurry to 
separate their 
fathers. Soon Matt 
and his father leave 
the beach. The 
scene shows Troye 
who wrapped by his 
father looking at 
Matt and his father 
walk away. the 
scene changes again 
to the moment of 
their happy days. 
 
72/49/YOURED
RIVINGMEWIL
D/03.33/MS/SEP
ARATING/WIL
D 
03.33 
 
MS  
  
Separat
ing  
(Index) 
Trying to 
change the 
situation 
 
73/50/YOURED
RIVINGMEWIL
D/03.44/TS/SUN
SET/WILD 
50 You're driving 
me wild, wild, 
wild 
03.44 
 
TS Sunset 
(Index) 
Beautiful 
moment 
He makes 
him 
becomes a 
crazy and 
wild person 
He is craving 
for love from 
him more and 
more 
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74/50/YOURED
RIVINGMEWIL
D/03.47/TS/WRE
STLING/WILD 
03.47 
 
TS Wrestli
ng  
(Index) 
The 
closesness 
Those are when 
they are playing in 
the backyard, bare 
chested while 
chashing each other 
at the beautiful 
sunset in the beach, 
or when they sneak 
around between the 
laundries. The 
scene shifts again to 
the sorroful troye 
who still hugs Matt. 
The flash back 
shows the moment 
when Troye 
standing at the 
balcony staring at 
Matt who held his 
bike in the street 
and about to leave. 
Matt look sad and 
hesitate to back 
home.   
 
75/51/WILD/03.5
2/CU/SORROWF
ACE/WILD 
51 
 
Wild, wild, 
wild 
03.52 
 
CU Sorrow 
face 
(Index) 
Figuring the 
sad thing 
happened 
Wildly love  Complicated 
love 
 
76/51/WILD/03.5
4/OTS/STREET/
WILD 
03.54 
 
OTS Street 
(Icon)  
Lead the 
process  
(Cirlot, 
2001: 180) 
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77/51/WILD/03.5
5/MS/LOOKBA
CK/WILD 
 
 
 
03.55 
 
MS Look 
back 
(Index) 
Flash back 
to the past 
moment 
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FOOLS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Code  Seq
uen
ce 
Lyric Mi
nut
e 
Scene Typ
e of 
sho
t 
Semiotics Semantics Context T
/
F 
Object Interpret
ant 
Dennotation Connotation 
01/01/IAMTIRED
OFTHISPLACE/04
.03/CU/KISSING/
FOOLS 
01 I am 
tired of 
this 
place, 
04.
03 
 
CU Kissing 
(Index)  
The 
phisical 
intimacy  
He gets 
paralized 
with the 
place where 
they are 
The feeling 
of exhausted 
with the life 
that he had 
In Matt’s bedroom, 
Troye and Matt are 
kissing and hugging 
passionately. Whereas 
Matt’s father is sitting 
near the street outside 
the house having a 
tought about 
something. The scene 
changes to the balcony 
of Troye’s house 
showing Troye stands 
at the edge and stares at 
the street below with 
 
 
 
02/01/IAMTIRED
OFTHISPLACE/04
.08/MS/PONDERI
NG/FOOLS 
04.
08 
 
MS Ponderin
g 
(Index)   
Having a 
deep 
thought of 
something  
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03/01/IAMTIRED
OFTHISPLACE/04
.10/ES/THESEA/F
OOLS 
04.
10 
 
ES The sea 
(Icon) 
Transition
al and 
mediator 
between 
life and 
death 
(Cirlot, 
2001: 281) 
sorrow in his face. In 
the background shows 
the beautiful scenery of 
sunset. Meanwhile 
Matt is sobbing and 
curling up in his bed. 
The scene changes to 
the moment when Matt 
helps his father rolling 
a tire in the junk.  
 
04/01/IAMTIRED
OFTHISPLACE/04
.11/CU/SOBBING/
FOOLS 
04.
11 
 
CU Sobbing 
(Index) 
Physical 
pain  
 
05/01/IAMTIRED
OFTHISPLACE/04
.13/MS/SUNLIGH
T/FOOLS 
04.
13 
 
MS Sun light 
(Index) 
Purificatio
n and 
tribulation, 
the sole 
purpose of 
which is to 
render 
transparen
t the 
opaque 
crust of 
the senses 
so that 
they may 
perceive 
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the higher 
truths 
(Cirlot, 
2001: 320) 
 
06/02/IHOPEPEOP
LECHANGE/04.16
/MS/WAREHOUS
E/FOOLS 
 
2 I hope 
people 
change 
 
04.
16 
 
MS  Warehou
se  
(Index) 
Memories 
store 
Wishing 
people could 
be different 
Wishing that 
the 
situatuation 
would not be 
so that 
exhausted to 
deal with 
 
07/02/IHOPEPEOP
LECHANGE/04.19
/ECU/KISSING/F
OOLS 
04.
19 
 
EC
U 
Kissing 
(Index) 
the 
phisical 
intimacy 
 
08/03/INEEDTIM
ETOREPLACE/04.
20/MS/ROLLING/
FOOLS 
3 I need 
time to 
replace 
04.
20 
 
MS Rolling  
(Index) 
cycling the 
life 
He needs the 
time to 
taking the 
place 
He needs 
time to be 
healing 
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09/04/WHATIGA
VEAWAY/04.22/
MS/TIRE/FOOLS 
4 what I 
gave 
away 
04.
22 
 
MS Tire  
(Icon) 
illustrates 
the way of 
escape 
from the 
illusory 
world (of 
rotation) 
and from 
illusions, 
and the 
way 
towards 
the 
‘Centre’ 
(Cirlot, 
2001: 370) 
Something 
that thrown 
away 
The life that 
had been 
wasted 
 
10/05/ANDMYHO
PESTHEYAREHI
GH/04.22/CU/SOR
ROWFACE/FOOL
S 
5 And my 
hopes, 
they are 
high, 
04.
22 
 
CU Sorrow 
face 
(Index) 
The grief  His dreams 
are so much 
big 
He wish that 
the 
relationship 
could be 
working as 
he thought 
Still on the balcony 
Troye look sorrowfull 
with the gleam of 
sunset at his back. Then 
the scenes changes to 
Matt’s father in grief 
thinking about 
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11/05/ANDMYHO
PESTHEYAREHI
GH/04.27/CU/BEA
CHLINE/FOOLS 
04.
27 
 
CU Beach 
line 
(Icon) 
The line 
between 
thoght an 
reality 
something near the 
beach. In the same 
place different time, 
Troye and Matt who 
had grown up become 
teenager are talking 
about something 
interesting. The scene 
change to the moment 
of they both make out 
in bed. 
 
12/05/IMUSTKEE
PTHEMSMALL/0
4.29/TS/EMBRAC
ING/FOOLS 
6 I must 
keep 
them 
small 
 
04.
29 
 
TS Embraci
ng 
(Index) 
The joyfull 
moment 
He have to 
make the 
dream keep 
in normal 
proportion 
He should 
not 
expecting it 
to be that 
obvious 
 
13/07/THOUGHIT
RYTORESIST/04.
32/ICUT/BACKR
UBBING/FOOLS 
7 Though I 
try to 
resist  
 
04.
32 
 
CU
T 
Back 
rubbing 
(Index) 
Caressing Even though 
he already 
trying to 
throw it 
away 
He struggles 
to except the 
reality 
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14/08/ISTILLWA
NTITALL/04.34/C
U/KISSING/FOOL
S 
8 I still 
want it 
all 
04.
34 
 
CU Kissing 
(Index) 
the 
phisical 
intimacy 
He still 
wants to 
gain it 
He keeps on 
wanting and 
gaining the 
life that he 
been 
dreaming 
about 
 
15/09/ISEESWIM
MINGPOOLS/04.3
5/CUT/MAKEOU
T/FOOLS 
 
9 I see 
swimmin
g pools  
 
04.
35 
 
CU
T 
Make 
out 
(Index) 
the 
phisical 
intimacy 
He sees a  
place to 
swim 
He feels the 
joy love 
In the bed Troye and 
Matt are making out. 
They are kissing and 
caressing each other. 
Whereas the drunk 
father of Matt leaning 
at the chair in the porch 
with some bottle of 
beers infront of him. 
Then he enters the 
house and yelling at his 
son angrily. He yells at 
Matt about something, 
But Matt reject it.  
 
16/10/ANDLIVIN
GROOMSANDAE
ROPLANES/04.36
/ES/DRUNK/FOO
LS 
10 and 
living 
rooms 
And  
aeroplan
es 
04.
36 
 
ES  Drunk  
(Index) 
Having 
complex 
thought 
a  place to 
gather with 
family and 
child toys 
Family 
courages 
and 
childhood 
moments 
 
17/10/ANDLIVIN
GROOMSANDAE
ROPLANES/04.37
04.
37 
EC
U 
Kissing 
(Index)   
the 
phisical 
intimacy 
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/ECU/KISSING/F
OOLS 
 
 
18/11/ISEEALITT
LEHOUSEONAHI
LL/04.41/CUT/AN
GRY/FOOLS 
11 I see a 
little 
house on 
a hill 
04.
41 
 
CU
T 
Angry  
(Index) 
Rejection  He sees a 
small place 
to living in 
the hill 
He feels the 
joyfull life 
 
19/12/ANDCHILD
REN'SNAMES/04.
43/CU/REFUSING
/FOOLS 
 
12 and 
children'
s names 
 
04.
43 
 
CU Refusing  
(Index) 
Self 
defense  
The list of 
child names 
He imagines 
a little  
perfect 
family 
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20/13/ISEEQUIET
NIGHTS/04.46/MS
/CHOKING/FOOL
S 
13 I see 
quiet 
nights 
04.
46 
 
MS Choking 
(Index) 
Physical 
abuse 
He sees the 
calm night 
He senses 
the settled 
life  
This sequence begin 
with Troye standing 
and grab his own neck 
with the sunset at his 
back. Then changes to 
the fight between Matt 
and his father. he keeps 
yelling at Matt and 
pushes him down to the 
mattres to punch him in 
the face. Then the scene 
shifts to the moment of 
Troye and Matt kiss 
each other in the same 
mattres when Matt’s 
father punch Matt 
 
21/14/POUREDO
VERICEANDTAN
QUERAY/04.48/C
U/KISSING/FOOL
S 
 
14 poured 
over ice 
and 
Tanquer
ay 
 
04.
48 
 
CU Kissing 
(Index)   
the 
phisical 
intimacy 
He pours the 
drink 
The flavored 
life 
 
22/14/POUREDO
VERICEANDTAN
QUERAY/04.50/C
U/CHOKING/FOO
LS 
04.
50 
 
CU Choking 
(Index) 
Physical 
abuse 
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23/15/BUTEVERY
THINGISSHATTE
RING/04.52/ECU/
KISSING/FOOLS 
15 But 
everythin
g is 
shatterin
g 
04.
52 
 
EC
U 
Kissing 
(Index) 
the 
phisical 
intimacy 
Everthing is 
meesed up
  
Everything 
is 
complicated 
 
24/16/ANDIT'SM
YMISTAKE/04.55
/MS/PUNCHING/
FOOLS 
 
16 and it's 
my 
mistake 
 
04.
55 
 
MS Punchin
g 
(Index)   
Physical 
abuse 
He did 
something 
wrong 
He feels like 
it happens 
because his 
mistake  
 
25/17/ONLYFOOL
SFALLFORYOUO
NLYFOOLS/04.56
/CU/SORROWFA
CE/FOOLS 
 
17 Only 
fools fall 
for you, 
only 
fools 
 
04.
56 
 
 
 
 
CU Sorrow 
face 
(Index) 
Mixed 
thought  
 
a fool person 
for loving 
someone 
like him 
He feels 
terrible for 
letting him 
self giving a 
heart for him 
Matt’s father gets 
angrier and punches 
Matt in the head for 
several times. Matt 
tries to stop his father 
without fight him back 
bu he does not want to 
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26/17/ONLYFOOL
SFALLFORYOUO
NLYFOOLS/04.57
/MS/PUNCHIN/F
OOLS 
04.
57 
 
MS Punchin
g 
(Index) 
Physical 
abuse 
stop. In the same bed 
the flash back of the 
moment when Troye 
and Matt making out 
comes up. Then shifts 
again to the fight 
between Matt and his 
father. in the end of the 
fight, Matt curls up to 
the edge of the bed and 
cover his face with his 
arms. He looks so 
scared and terrified of 
his mad father. 
 
27/18/ONLYFOOL
SDOWHATIDOO
NLYFOOLSFALL
/05.02/ECU/KISSI
NG/FOOLS 
 
18 Only 
fools do 
what I 
do, only 
fools fall 
 
05.
02 
 
EC
U 
Kissing 
(Index)   
the 
phisical 
intimacy 
A fool do the 
thing that he 
do 
He feels 
terrible for 
doing the 
thing that 
they should 
not do 
 
28/18/ONLYFOOL
SDOWHATIDOO
NLYFOOLSFALL
/05.03/MS/SORRO
WFACE/FOOLS 
05.
03 
 
MS Sorrow 
face 
(Index) 
The grief  
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29/19/ONLYFOOL
SFALLFORYOU/0
5.07/ECU/KISSIN
G/FOOLS 
19 Only 
fools fall 
for you, 
only 
fools 
 
05.
07 
 
EC
U 
Kissing 
(Index) 
the 
phisical 
intimacy 
a fool person 
for loving 
someone 
like him 
He feels 
terrible for 
letting him 
self giving a 
heart for him 
 
30/19/ONLYFOOL
SFALLFORYOU/0
5.08/CU/SILHOU
ETTE/FOOLS 
05.
08 
 
CU Silhouett
e  
(Index) 
The 
shadow 
behind the 
relationshi
p 
 
31/19/ONLYFOOL
SFALLFORYOU/0
5.12/MS/DODGE/
FOOLS 
05.
12 
 
MS  Dodge  
(Index) 
Self 
protection 
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32/20/ ONLYFOOL
SDOWHATIDO/0
5.14/CU/SORRO
WFACE/FOOLS 
20 Only 
fools do 
what I 
do, only 
fools fall 
 
05.
14 
 
CU Sorrow 
face 
(Index) 
Mixed 
thought 
A fool do the 
thing that he 
do 
He feels 
terrible for 
doing the 
thing that 
they should 
not do 
 
33/20/ONLYFOOL
SDOWHATIDO/0
5.17/MS/CURLUP
/FOOLS 
05.
17 
 
MS Curl up 
(Index) 
Terrified 
and scared  
 
34/21/OHOURLIV
ESDONTCOLLID
E/05.19/WS/HOUS
E/FOOLS 
21 Oh, our 
lives 
don't 
collide, 
05.
19 
 
WS  House  
(Icon) 
A safe and 
sound 
place 
Their life 
does not 
crash each 
other 
The life that 
they have is 
just like the 
general and 
normal 
without 
conflict 
In the porch where 
Troye and Matt used to 
play together when 
they were kid, Matt’s 
father drinks some 
bottle of beers, then he 
sits in the bench and 
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35/21/OHOURLIV
ESDONTCOLLID
E/05.21/FS/DRUN
K/FOOLS 
05.
21 
 
FS Drunk  
(Index) 
Having 
complex 
thought 
thinking about the thing 
that just happened. He 
stares at his hand and 
fingers that he used for 
punch Matt. He seems 
regreting for what he 
did. While in the bed 
Matt is still sobbing. 
The scene change to the 
new begining shows 
that Matt and his father 
are getting normal 
again. they look so 
close when Matt helps 
his father sandpapering 
the old wooden boat. 
From the junk Troye is 
walking between the 
boats. Then the scene 
flash back to the day 
when Troye and Matt 
were kids and they 
explored the junk. 
 
36/21/OHOURLIV
ESDONTCOLLID
E/05.26/CU/SOBB
ING/FOOLS 
05.
26 
 
CU Sobbing  
(Index) 
Mental 
and 
physical 
deppressio
n 
 
37/22/IMAWARE
OFTHIS/05.33/MS
/SANDPAPER/FO
OLS 
22 I'm 
aware of 
this 
 
05.
33 
 
MS Sandpap
er   
(Icon) 
Remove 
the feeling  
He knew  He knows if 
their life 
really that 
normal and 
general  
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38/23/WEVEGOT
DIFFERENCESA
NDIMPULSES/05.
34/MS/JUNK/FOO
LS 
23 We've 
got 
differenc
es and 
impulses 
05.
34 
 
MS  Junk  
(Icon) 
 
Dispose of 
something 
useless  
They have 
differences 
of life 
situation and 
the willings 
from their 
heart 
They have 
different 
prespective 
and believes 
 
39/24/ANDYOUR
OBSESSIOWITH/
05.37/MS/FATHE
RANDSON/FOOL
S 
 
24 and your 
obsessio
n with 
 
05.
37 
 
MS Father 
and son 
(Icon) 
The family 
bond  
The thing 
that he 
obbsessed 
with 
He was 
being 
obidient to 
his father 
 
40/25/THELITTLE
THINGSYOULIK
ESTICKANDILIK
EAEROSOL/05.41
/CU/STINGYEYE
S/FOOLS 
 
25 The little 
things, 
you like 
stick, 
and I like 
aerosol 
 
05.
41 
 
CU Stingy 
eyes 
(Index) 
Physical 
scar 
The small 
stuff, such  
deodorant 
The small 
differences 
that separate 
them 
The teenage Troye 
walks through the junk 
looking for where Matt 
is. The scene flash back 
to the child Matt who 
sat on the tire holding a 
wooden stick. Finally 
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41/25/THELITTLE
THINGSYOULIK
ESTICKANDILIK
EAEROSOL/05.44
/CU/SUNSHINE/F
OOLS 
05.
44 
 
CU Sun 
shine 
(Index)  
Purificatio
n and 
tribulation, 
the sole 
purpose of 
which is to 
render 
transparent 
the opaque 
crust of 
the senses 
so that 
they may 
perceive 
the higher 
truths 
(Cirlot, 
2001: 320) 
 
Troye finds Matt who 
still helps his father. 
 
42/26/IDONTGIV
EAFUCKIMNOT
GIVINGUP/05.45/
MS/WOODENSTI
CK/FOOLS 
26 I don't 
give a 
fuck, I'm 
not 
giving 
up, 
05.
45 
 
MS Wooden 
stick 
(Icon) 
Toy that 
he used to 
play with 
He does not 
care and he 
keeps on 
fighting 
He puts 
aside his ego 
and keep 
strugling for 
his 
relationship  
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43/27/ISTILLWA
NTITALL/05.49/
WS/JUNK/FOOLS 
 
27 I still 
want it 
all 
 
05.
49 
 
WS Junk   
(Icon) 
Dispose of 
something 
useless 
He still 
wants to 
gain it 
He keeps on 
wanting and 
gaining the 
life that he 
been 
dreaming 
about 
 
44/28/ONLYFOOL
SFALLFORYOU/0
5.52/MS/EXCITE
DFACE/FOOLS 
28 
 
Only 
fools fall 
for you, 
only 
fools 
 
05.
52 
 
MS Excited 
face 
(Index) 
The happy 
feeling  
a fool person 
for loving 
someone 
like him 
He feels 
terrible for 
letting him 
self giving a 
heart for him 
Troye with grin on his 
face nodding at Matt 
from afar to come ever. 
Then Matt ask 
permission from his 
father to meet Troye 
and ask him to stay on 
his place. When Matt 
already stand infront of 
Troye he ask him to go 
away. meanwhile 
Matt’s father is 
wathching them from 
afar. Troye looks so 
confused and ask for 
explanation from Matt 
but he keeps push him 
 
45/28/ONLYFOOL
SFALLFORYOU/0
5.55/MS/HALTIN
G/FOOLS 
05.
55 
 
MS Halting  
(Index) 
Doing the 
right thing 
for his 
father 
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46/29/ONLYFOOL
SDOWHATIDO/0
5.57/OTS/APPRO
ACHING/FOOLS 
29 Only 
fools do 
what I 
do, only 
fools fall 
 
05.
57 
 
OT
S 
Approac
hing  
(Index) 
Fixing the 
situation 
A fool do the 
thing that he 
do 
He feels 
terrible for 
doing the 
thing that 
they should 
not do 
away and demands him 
to not coming back.   
 
47/29/ONLYFOOL
SDOWHATIDO/0
5.59/TS/CONFUS
EDFACE/FOOLS 
05.
59 
 
TS Confuse
d face  
(Index) 
Questionin
g  
 
48/30/ONLYFOOL
SFALLFORYOU/0
6.01/MS/JUNK/FO
OLS 
30 Only 
fools fall 
for you, 
only 
fools 
 
06.
01 
 
MS Junk  
(Icon) 
Dispose of 
something 
useless 
a fool person 
for loving 
someone 
like him 
He feels 
terrible for 
letting him 
self giving a 
heart for him 
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49/30/ONLYFOOL
SFALLFORYOU/0
6.02/TS/PUSHAW
AY/FOOLS 
06.
02 
 
TS Push 
away 
(Index) 
Try to 
change the 
situation 
 
50/31/ONLYFOOL
SDOWHATIDO/0
6.06/MS/HEADD
OWN/FOOLS 
31 Only 
fools do 
what I 
do, only 
fools fall 
 
06.
06 
 
MS Head 
down  
(Index) 
Feeling 
down  
A fool do the 
thing that he 
do 
He feels 
terrible for 
doing the 
thing that 
they should 
not do 
 
51/51/31/ONLYFO
OLSDOWHATID
O/06.10/TS/REFU
SING/FOOLS 
06.
10 
 
TS Refusing 
(Index)   
Stay in the 
situation  
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52/32/ISEESWIM
MINGPOOLS/06.1
2/TS/ARGUING/F
OOLS 
32 I see 
swimmin
g pools 
06.
12 
 
TS Arguing  
(Index) 
Push him 
away 
He sees a  
place to play 
He feels the 
joy love 
Matt keeps asking 
Troye to go away but 
he refuses it. Then Matt 
leaves Troye who still 
confused and 
wondering what 
happened. Matt tells his 
father that everything is 
fine. Whereas Troye 
decided to leave.  
 
53/32/ISEESWIM
MINGPOOLS/06.1
3/MS/BOAT/FOO
LS 
06.
13 
 
MS Boat  
(Icon) 
the cradle 
rediscover
ed (Cirlot, 
2001: 30) 
means it 
was an 
origin 
place for 
someone 
 
 
54/33/ANDLIVIN
GROOMSANDAE
ROPLANES/06.16
/MS/JUNK/FOOL
S 
 
33 and 
living 
rooms 
and 
aeroplan
es 
 
06.
16 
 
MS Junk  
(Icon) 
Dispose of 
something 
useless 
a  place to 
gather with 
familyand 
child toys 
Family 
courages 
and 
childhood 
moments 
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55/34/ISEEALITT
LEHOUSEONAHI
LL/06.19/MS/POI
NTING/FOOLS 
34 I see a 
little 
house on 
a hill  
06.
19 
 
MS Pointing 
(Index) 
Sharpenin
g 
something 
He sees a 
small place 
to living in 
the hill 
He feels the 
joyfull life 
 
56/35/ANDCHILD
RENSNAMES/06.
22/MS/HEADDO
WN/FOOLS 
 
35 and 
children'
s names 
 
06.
22 
 
MS Head 
down 
(Index) 
Feeling 
down 
The list of 
child names 
He feels the 
perfect 
family 
 
57/36/ISEEQUIET
NIGHTS/06.24/MS
/EMBRACING/FO
OLS 
 
36 I see 
quiet 
nights  
 
06.
24 
 
MS Embraci
ng 
(Index) 
Giving 
physical 
support  
He sees the 
calm night
  
He senses 
the settled 
life 
Matt’s father seems 
proud of Matt that he 
wraps his arm around 
Matt who looks happy 
too. Meanwhile Troye 
walks away from the 
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58/37/POUREDO
VERICEANDTAN
QUERAY/06.27/M
S/FACTORY/FOO
LS 
37 poured 
over ice 
and 
Tanquer
ay 
06.
27 
 
MS Factory  
(Icon) 
Place to 
escape 
from the 
feeling 
He pours 
the drink 
The flavored 
life 
junk and leave them 
with confused thought. 
 
59/38/BUTEVERY
THINGISSHATTE
RING/06.29/MS/SI
LHOUETTE/FOO
LS 
38 But 
everythin
g is 
shatterin
g 
06.
29 
 
MS Silhouett
e  
(Index) 
The 
shadow 
behind the 
relationshi
p 
Everthing is 
meesed up 
Everything 
is 
complicated 
 
60/39/ANDITSMY
MISTAKE/06.32/
MS/THESKYLINE
/FOOLS 
 
39 and it's 
my 
mistake 
 
06.
32 
 
MS The sky  
(Icon) 
To hang 
something 
above the 
line of 
vision 
(Merriam 
Webster) 
He did 
something 
wrong  
He feels like 
it happens 
because his 
mistake 
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61/40/ONLYFOOL
SFALLFORYOU/0
6.33/MS/FORCED
SMILE/FOOLS 
40 Only 
fools fall 
for you, 
only 
fools fall 
 
06.
33 
 
MS Forced 
smile 
(Icon) 
unhappy a fool person 
for loving 
someone 
like him  
He feels 
terrible for 
letting him 
self giving a 
heart for him 
Matt’s father embrace 
Matt on his shoulder 
and keep encouraging 
him who trying to look 
tough. In another place 
Troye walks with head 
down to the old factory. 
Then the scene shows 
the moment when 
Troye and Matt were 
making out. It seems 
like Troye had figure 
out the thing that just 
happended. The scene 
shift to Troye who look 
desperate in a gleam of 
sun shine. The scene 
changes to teenage 
Troye walking through 
the room, then shhifts 
to the tiny leg of child 
Troye walking to the 
balcony 
 
62/40/ONLYFOOL
SFALLFORYOU/0
6.35/WS/FACTOR
Y/FOOLS 
06.
35 
 
WS  Factory  
(Icon) 
Place to 
escape 
from the 
feeling  
 
63/40/ONLYFOOL
SFALLFORYOU/0
6.37/CU/SANDPA
PER/FOOLS 
06.
37 
 
CU Sandpap
er 
(Icon) 
Remove 
the feeling   
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64/41/ONLYFOOL
SDOWHATIDO/0
6.39/MS/ARMSUP
/FOOLS 
 
41 Only 
fools do 
what I 
do, only 
fools fall 
 
06.
39 
 
MS  Arms Up 
(Icon) 
Confused 
and dont 
know what 
to do 
A fool do the 
thing that he 
do  
He feels 
terrible for 
doing the 
thing that 
they should 
not do 
  
65/41/ONLYFOOL
SDOWHATIDO/0
6.41/ECU/KISSIN
G/FOOLS 
06.
41 
 
EC
U 
Kissing  
(Index) 
the 
phisical 
intimacy 
 
66/42/ONLYFOOL
SFALLFORYOU/0
6.45/CU/SILHOU
ETTE/FOOLS 
42 Only 
fools fall 
for you, 
only 
fools fall 
 
06.
45 
 
CU Silhouett
e 
(Index) 
The 
shadow 
behind the 
relationshi
p 
a fool person 
for loving 
someone 
like him 
He feels 
terrible for 
letting him 
self giving a 
heart for him 
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67/42/ONLYFOOL
SFALLFORYOU/0
6.47/MS/WINDO
W/FOOLS  
06.
47 
 
MS Window 
(Icon)  
Symbol of 
individual 
preception 
of the 
world 
(Bruce-
Mitford, 
1996: 94) 
 
68/43/ONLYFOOL
SDOWHATIDO/0
6.48/CUT/LEGS/F
OOLS 
43 Only 
fools do 
what I 
do, only 
fools fall 
 
06.
48 
 
CU
T 
Legs  
(Icon) 
Raising, 
lifting, and 
founding 
of 
something 
(Cirlot, 
2001: 181) 
A fool do the 
thing that he 
do 
He feels 
terrible for 
doing the 
thing that 
they should 
not do 
 
69/43/ONLYFOOL
SDOWHATIDO/0
6.49/MS/RUNNIN
G/FOOLS 
06.
49 
 
MS Balcony 
(Icon) 
Represent 
mystery 
and 
ambivalen
ce due to 
its partly 
concealing
, partly 
revealing, 
and also it 
position, 
both inside 
and 
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outside the 
building 
(Bruce-
Mitford, 
1996: 94) 
 
70/44/ONLYFOOL
SFALLFORYOU/0
6.54/TS/SUNSET/
FOOLS 
44 Only 
fools fall 
for you, 
only 
fools 
 
06.
54 
 
TS Beach 
line 
(Icon) 
Happy 
place  
a fool person 
for loving 
someone 
like him  
He feels 
terrible for 
letting him 
self giving a 
heart for him 
The chilhood moment 
of troye and matt 
running in the beach 
wear nothing but the 
shorts with the 
beautiful sun shine in 
the background. Then 
the teenage Matt with 
his girlfriend on his 
side are walking 
through pedestrian 
path. From the opposite 
direction Troye walk 
by him self. When they 
cross each other, Matt 
ignore the presence of 
 
71/44/ONLYFOOL
SFALLFORYOU/0
6.56/TS/FENCE/F
OOLS 
06.
56 
 
TS  The 
fence 
(Icon) 
self-
protection  
(Cirlot, 
2001: 263) 
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72/45/ONLYFOOL
SDOWHATIDO/0
6.58/MS/BALCON
Y/FOOLS 
45 
 
Only 
fools do 
what I 
do, only 
fools 
 
06.
58 
 
MS  Balcony 
(Icon)  
  
Represent 
mystery 
and 
ambivalen
ce due to 
its partly 
concealing
, partly 
revealing, 
and also it 
position, 
both inside 
and 
outside the 
building 
(Bruce-
Mitford, 
1996: 94) 
A fool do the 
thing that he 
do 
He feels 
terrible for 
doing the 
thing that 
they should 
not do 
Troy and keep talking 
with his girlfriend. 
Troye looks shocked 
and has a big question 
in his face but keep 
walking. Then the 
scene changes to the 
moment when Troye 
and Matt were kissing 
and hugging in the bed. 
 
73/45/ONLYFOOL
SDOWHATIDO/0
7.04/MS/GIRLFRI
END/FOOLS 
07.
04 
 
MS Girlfrien
d  
(Icon) 
The girl 
who run 
for 
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74/45/ONLYFOOL
SDOWHATIDO/0
7.12/MS/CROSSB
Y/FOOLS 
07.
12 
 
MS Cross by 
(Index) 
Irritable 
moment  
 
75/45/ONLYFOOL
SDOWHATIDO/0
7.14/CU/LOOKBA
CK/FOOLS 
07.
14 
 
CU Look 
back 
(Index) 
 
Flash back 
to the 
memory 
 
76/45/ONLYFOOL
SDOWHATIDO/0
7.15/TS/KISSING/
FOOLS 
07.
15 
 
TS Kissing 
(Index)  
the 
phisical 
intimacy 
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77/46/ONLYFOOL
S/07.19/CUT/WR
APPEDDHANS/F
OOLS 
46 (Only 
fools, 
Only 
fools) 
07.
19 
 
CU
T 
Wrapped 
hands 
(Icon) 
 
The 
connection 
Just a foolish 
person 
Terribel 
feeling  
Then he looks back at 
them and find Matt’s 
hand wraped with his 
girfriend’s hand. the 
scence flashback to the 
day when Troye from 
the balcony staring 
down at Matt who hold 
his bike in the street 
just about to leave and 
he staring back at 
Troye with hesitate 
face. The scene shifts to 
the teenage Troye who 
looks down to the street 
from the balcony 
 
 
78/46/ONLYFOOL
S/07.25/MS/CONF
USEDFACE/FOO
LS 
07.
25 
 
MS Confuse
d face 
(index) 
Mixed 
thought 
 
79/46/ONLYFOOL
S/07.29/MS/THES
EA/FOOLS 
07.
29 
 
MS The sea  
(Icon) 
transitiona
l and 
mediator 
between 
life and 
death 
(Cirlot, 
2001: 281) 
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80/46/ONLYFOOL
S/07.31/OTS/THE
STREET/FOOLS 
07.
31 
 
OT
S 
The 
street 
(Icon) 
Lead the 
process  
(Cirlot, 
2001: 180) 
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TALK ME DOWN 
 
 
  
Code  Sequ
ence 
Lyric Minu
tes 
Scene Type 
of 
shot 
Semiotics Semantics Context T
/
F 
Object Interpretant Denotative Connotative 
01/01/IWANNA
SLEEPNEXTTO
YOU/07.52/ES/
GRAVESTONE/
TALKMEDOW
N 
01 I wanna 
sleep next 
to you 
 
07.52 
 
ES Cross 
sign  
(index) 
The 
conjunction of 
opposite, 
positive-
negative, life-
death (Cirlot, 
2001: 71) 
 
He wants to 
lay and take 
a rest beside 
him 
He wants to 
setled with 
him 
Th set is took 
aplace in the vast 
grave yard near the 
ocean it can seen as 
the background. 
The intro shows an 
old globet statue, 
some cross signs, 
and angelic statue. 
From distance there 
are some vuneral 
guesses wearing 
black walk through 
the grave stone to 
attend Matt’s father 
vuneral. Matt with 
his girlfriend 
embrace together 
with deep sorrow in 
their face. Some of 
 
02/01/IWANNA
SLEEPNEXTTO
YOU/07.54/CUT
/ANGELICSTA
TUE/TALKME
DOWN 
07.54 
 
CUT Angeli
c statue 
(Icon) 
Intermediatin
g between 
heaven and 
earth, 
symbolizing 
the passage of 
the soul to the 
heaven realm 
(Bruce-
Mitford, 
1996: 93) 
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03/01/IWANNA
SLEEPNEXTTO
YOU/07.57/WS/
GRAVEYARD/
TALKMEDOW
N 
07.57 
 
WS Gravey
ard  
(Icon) 
The last place  the guesses give 
flower bucket on 
the grave.  
 
04/01/IWANNA
SLEEPNEXTTO
YOU/07.59/CU/
SORROWFACE
/TALKMEDOW
N 
 
07.59 
 
CU Sorrow 
face 
(Index) 
The grief   
05/02/BUTTHA
T'SALLIWANN
ADORIGHTNO
W/08.03/CUT/F
LOWERS/TALK
MEDOWN 
 
02 But that's 
all I 
wanna do 
right now 
 
08.03 
 
CUT Flower
s 
(Icon) 
Acompany the 
dead (Bruce-
Mitford, 
1996: 50) 
That is all 
the thing 
that he 
wants to 
do for now 
Be with him is 
the only thing 
that he always 
wanted 
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06/03/ANDIWA
NNACOMEHO
METOYOU/08.0
7/MS/PASTOR/
TALKMEDOW
N 
 
03 And I 
wanna 
come 
home to 
you 
 
08.07 
 
MS A 
pastor 
(Icon) 
The helper He wants 
to go home 
with him 
Home is him 
where he 
wants to setle 
in 
They look crying 
and Matt seems can 
not take the fact that 
his father is died. In 
another place Troye 
walks through the 
grave to attend at 
the vuneral with 
fixing his tie. 
 
07/03/ANDIWA
NNACOMEHO
METOYOU/08.0
8/MS/CRAYING
/TALKMEDOW
N 
08.08 
 
MS Crying 
(Index) 
Sad emotion  
08/04/BUTHOM
EISJUSTAROO
MFULLOFMYS
AFESTSOUND/
08.13/MS/SORR
OWFACE/TAL
KMEDOWN 
 
04 But home 
is just a 
room full 
of my 
safest 
sounds 
 
08.13 
 
MS Sorrow 
face 
(Index) 
The grief He thought  
that home 
is just a 
place with 
safe and 
sound 
room 
Home is not 
always that 
happy and joy 
place, it is 
more than 
that. 
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09/04/BUTHOM
EISJUSTAROO
MFULLOFMYS
AFESTSOUND/
08.15/MS/EMB
RACING/TALK
MEDOWN 
08.15 
 
MS Embra
cing  
(Index) 
The joyfull 
moment 
 
10/04/BUTHOM
EISJUSTAROO
MFULLOFMYS
AFESTSOUND/
08.18/CU/FLEXI
NGJAW/TALK
MEDOWN 
08.18 
 
CU Flexin
g Jaw  
(Index) 
Feeling of 
Suffer  
 
11/05/CAUSEY
OUKNOWTHA
TICANTTRUST
MYSELF/08.20/
TS/WRESTLIN
G/TALKMEDO
WN 
05 'Cause 
you know 
that I 
can't trust 
myself 
08.20 
 
MS Wrestli
ng  
(Index) 
The 
closesness 
He can not 
even 
believe in 
him self  
He is the one 
who can 
understand 
him 
 
The scene shows 
Troye Sivan fixes 
his tuxedo while 
walking in the town 
and changes to the 
grave yard. Troye 
walks through the 
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12/05/CAUSEY
OUKNOWTHA
TICANTTRUST
MYSELF/08.20/
WS/GRAVEST
ONE/TALKME
DOWN 
08.24 
 
WS Grave 
stone 
(Icon) 
The symbol of 
death 
grave to attend 
Matt’s father 
funeral. When he 
arrives at the 
funeral, there are 
some sobbing 
guests and the 
pastor. Then he sees 
Matt with his 
girlfriend who 
rubbs Matt’s 
shoulder. He stares 
at Matt with 
condolence face but 
he does not 
recognize it. 
 
13/06/WITHMY
THREEAMSHA
DOW/08.25/MS/
PASTOR/TALK
MEDOWN 
 
06 with my 
three 
A.M. 
shadow 
 
08.25 
 
MS A 
pastor 
(Icon) 
The helper With three 
in the 
morning 
shadow  
With The 
morning 
thought 
 
14/07/IDRATHE
RFUELAFANT
ASY/08.29/CUT
/RUBBINGSHO
ULDER/TALK
MEDOWN 
07 I'd rather 
fuel a 
fantasy 
08.29 
 
CUT  Rubbin
g 
should
er 
(Index) 
Comforting  He would 
prefer had 
much 
fantasy 
He can not 
accept the 
reality 
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15/07/IDRATHE
RFUELAFANT
ASY/08.30/MS/
CONDOLING/T
ALKMEDOWN 
08.30 
 
MS Condol
ing 
(Index) 
Feel sorry  
16/08/THANDE
ALWITHTHISA
LONE/08.31/CU
/FUNERAL/TA
LKMEDOWN 
 
08 than deal 
with this 
alone 
 
08.31 
 
CU Funera
l  
(Index) 
The ceremony 
for lost of 
someone  
Than deal 
with the 
problem 
alone  
Struggle by 
him self 
 
17/09/IWANNA
SLEEPNEXTTO
YOU/08.35/WS/
FUNERAL/TAL
KMEDOWN 
 
09 I wanna 
sleep next 
to you 
 
08.35 
 
WS Funera
l  
(Index) 
The ceremony 
fo lost of 
someone 
He wants 
to lay and 
take a rest 
beside him 
He wants to 
setled with 
him 
The funeral still 
going and Matt’s 
sobs is getting 
harder. His 
girlfriend is rubbing 
his shoulder and 
Troye looks at them 
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18/10/BUTTHA
TSALLIWANN
ADORIGHTNO
W/08.37/OTS/G
LANCING/TAL
KMEDOWN 
 
10 But that's 
all I 
wanna do 
right now 
 
08.37 
 
OTS Glanci
ng 
(Index)  
Feeling in the 
between 
That is all 
the thing 
that he 
wants to 
do for now 
Be with him is 
the only thing 
that he always 
wanted 
with jealousy. 
When they hold 
hands together 
Troye leaves the 
funeral with painful 
face.   
 
19/10/BUTTHA
TSALLIWANN
ADORIGHTNO
W/08.38/MS/SO
RROWFACE/T
ALKMEDOWN 
08.38 
 
MS Sorrow 
face 
(Index) 
The grief  
20/11/SOCOME
OVERNOW/08.
40/CU/SORRO
WFACE/TALK
MEDOWN 
11 So come 
over now 
08.40 
 
CU 
 
Sorrow 
face 
(Index) 
The grief Just come 
closer 
right now 
Be with him  
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21/12/ANDTAL
KMEDOWN/08.
44/CUT/HOLDI
NGHANDS/TA
LKMEDOWN 
12 and talk 
me down 
 
08.44 
 
CUT Holdin
g 
hands 
(Index) 
Something 
bind together 
which 
symbolize the 
conjunction 
(Cirlot, 2001: 
199)  
And talk 
with him 
Share 
everything  
 
22/13/IWANNA
HOLDHANDS
WITHYOU/08.4
9/MS/PASTOR/
TALKMEDOW
N 
 
13 I wanna 
hold 
hands 
with you 
 
08.49 
 
MS A 
Pastor  
(Icon) 
The helper He wants 
to hold his 
hand  
He wants to be 
together 
Troye leaves the 
funeral with 
disapoint and hurt 
face because Matt 
does not recognise 
his presence, he 
feels jealous to the 
girl who alway by 
Matt’s side and 
comforts him. Not 
so long the guessts 
also leave the 
funeral with sorrow 
face. The scene is 
flash back to the 
 
23/13/IWANNA
HOLDHANDS
WITHYOU/08.5
5/WS/FUNERA
LGUESTS/TAL
KMEDOWN 
08.55 
 
WS Funera
l guests 
(Icon) 
The presence 
of people who 
care about 
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24/13/IWANNA
HOLDHANDS
WITHYOU/08.5
7/WS/GRAVEY
ARD/TALKME
DOWN 
08.57 
 
WS Grave 
yard 
(Icon) 
The last place day when Troye 
and Matt were kid 
and they were 
sneaking to the 
bushes and trees. 
Then back again to 
the pity Troye 
walks by him self 
through the grave 
yards.    
 
25/13/IWANNA
HOLDHANDS
WITHYOU/08.5
8/TS/THEBUSH
ES/TALKMEDO
WN 
08.58 
 
TS The 
bushes 
(Icon) 
The 
comfortable 
feeling  
 
26/14/BUTTHA
TSALLIWANN
ADORIGHTNO
W/09.01/MS/GR
AVEYARD/TA
LKMEDOWN 
14 But that's 
all I 
wanna do 
right now 
 
09.01 
 
MS Grave 
yard  
(Icon) 
The last place That is 
what he 
wants 
Be with him is 
the only thing 
that he always 
wanted 
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27/14/BUTTHA
TSALLIWANN
ADORIGHTNO
W/09.04/CU/SO
RROWFACE/T
ALKMEDOWN 
09.04 
 
CU Sorrow 
face 
(Index) 
The grief  
28/15/ANDIWA
NNAGETCLOS
ETOYOU/09.06/
MS/FATHERAN
DSON/TALKM
EDOWN 
15 And I 
wanna 
get close 
to you 
 
09.06 
 
MS Father 
and 
son 
(Icon) 
Family bond  He wants 
to be 
closer with 
him 
He wants to be 
the important 
person for him 
At first the scene 
shows child Matt 
and his father walk 
through the grassy 
field with grins on 
their face. Then the 
scene back to 
sorrowful Troye 
walks by himself 
between the grave 
stones. Once he 
touches the grave 
with his hand and 
drags his palm 
through its surface. 
The flash memory 
 
29/16/CAUSE
YOURHANDS
ANDLIPSSTIL
LKNOWTHEI
RWAYAROU
ND/09.11/CUT
/GRAVESTON
E/TALKMED
OWN 
16 'Cause 
your 
hands 
and lips 
still know 
their way 
around, 
oh 
09.11 
  
CUT Grave 
stone 
(Icon) 
The symbol of 
death 
Because 
his hands 
and lips 
know the 
way 
The hold and 
kiss moments 
are craving on 
his mind 
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30/16/CAUSEY
OURHANDSAN
DLIPSSTILLKN
OWTHEIRWAY
AROUND/09.12
/TS/BOAT/TAL
KMEDOWN 
09.12 
 
TS Boat  
(Icon) 
the cradle 
rediscovered 
(Cirlot, 2001: 
30) means it 
was an origin 
place fo 
someone 
of child Troye and 
Matt exploring the 
junk comes up for 
second before it 
shows the lonely 
Troye in the grave 
yard.   
 
31/16/CAUSEY
OURHANDSAN
DLIPSSTILLKN
OWTHEIRWAY
AROUND/09.14
/CU/SORROWF
ACE/TALKME
DOWN 
09.14 
 
CU Sorrow 
face 
(Index) 
The grief  
32/16/CAUSEY
OURHANDSAN
DLIPSSTILLKN
OWTHEIRWAY
AROUND/09.16
/MS/SHADOWS
/TALKMEDOW
N 
09.16 
 
MS Shado
ws 
(Index) 
 
Dark 
memories 
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33/17/ANDIKN
OWILIKETODR
AWATNIGHT/0
9.22/MS/REFUS
ING/TALKMED
OWN 
17 And I 
know I 
like to 
draw at 
night,  
09.22 
 
MS Refusi
ng  
(Index) 
The hesitate 
feeling  
He likes to 
paint at 
night  
He likes to 
imagining 
The scene shows 
Matt’s Girlfriend 
alarms him to leave 
now, instead kneels 
down and faces his 
father grave and 
rubs his eyes. 
Matt’s girlfrien 
looks hurted but 
soon she walk away 
with the guessts 
 
34/18/ITSTART
STOGETSURRE
AL/09.23/CUT/
GREYSKY/TAL
KMEDOWN 
18  It starts 
to get 
surreal 
 
09.23 
 
CUT Grey 
sky 
(Index)  
Sorrowful 
wheather 
It starts to 
feel real 
The 
imagination is 
getting intense 
 
35/19/BUTTHE
LESSTIME 
THATISPEND
WITHYO/09.27/
MS/THEGRAV
E/TALKMEDO
WN 
19 But the 
less time 
that I 
spend 
with you 
09.27 
 
MS Flower
s  
(Icon) 
Condolance 
symbol 
The less he 
spent the 
time with 
him 
The less 
beautiful 
moment with 
him 
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36/20/THELESS
YOUNEEDTOH
EAL/09.28/MS/
WAREHOUSE/
TALKMEDOW
N 
 
20 the less 
you need 
to heal 
 
09.28 
 
MS Wareh
ouse 
(Icon) 
Memories 
store 
The less he 
should 
heal the 
feeling  
The less hurt 
feeling  
 
37/21/IWANNA
SLEEPNEXTTO
YOU/09.30/MS/
SORROWFACE
/TALKMEDOW
N 
 
21 I wanna 
sleep next 
to you 
 
09.30 
 
MS Lips  
(Icon) 
 
 
 
 
Hold fingers 
on lips: 
enjoining the 
silent (Hall, 
1995: 121) 
He wants 
to cudle 
with him 
He wants to be 
the one that 
always be 
with him 
everytime 
Troye still 
pondering about 
Matt in between the 
graves. Then the 
scene flashes back 
to the moment 
when they kiss each 
other and the 
moment of Matt 
and his father 
sandpapering the 
boat. Meanwhile 
Matt is still kneling 
infront of his father 
grave and all of the 
guests are leaving. 
 
38/21/IWANNA
SLEEPNEXTTO
YOU/09.32/MS/
LIPS/TALKME
DOWN 
09.32 
 
MS Sorrow 
face  
(Index) 
The grief  
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39/22/BUTTHA
TSALLIWANN
ADORIGHTNO
W/09.35/MS/SU
NSHINE/TALK
MEDOWN 
 
 
22 But that's 
all I 
wanna do 
right now 
 
09.35 
 
MS Silhou
ette  
(Index) 
The shadow 
behind the 
relationship 
That is 
what he 
wants 
Be with him is 
the only thing 
that he always 
wanted 
The scene flashes 
back again to the 
moment of Matt 
and his father 
playing in the field. 
Matt finaly stands 
up and leaves his 
father grave with 
wobbly body. The 
sky look so grey 
and gloomy. Then 
the scene flashes 
back again to the 
momen when Matt 
and his father 
playing around in 
the field, Matt is 
carried by his father 
while he holds a 
sword, and the 
moment when Matt 
is embraced by his 
father with the 
happy faces.  
 
40/22/BUTTHA
TSALLIWANN
ADORIGHTNO
W/09.37/MS/FA
CEPALMING/T
ALKMEDOWN 
09.37 
 
MS Face 
palmin
g 
(Index) 
Mourness and 
crucifixion 
(Hall, 1995: 
122), 
 
41/23/SOCOME
OVERNOWAN
DTALKMEDO
WN/09.41/WS/G
RAVESTONE/T
ALKMEDOWN 
23 So come 
over now 
and talk 
me down 
 
09.41 
 
WS Grave 
stone 
(Icon) 
The symbol of 
death 
Just come 
closer 
right now 
and have 
conversati
on with 
him 
 
Be with him 
and share 
everything  
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42/23/SOCOME
OVERNOWAN
DTALKMEDO
WN/09.42/CU/F
ACEPALMING/
TALKMEDOW
N 
09.42 
 
CU Face 
palmin
g 
(Index) 
Mourness and 
crucifixion 
(Hall, 1995: 
122), 
 
43/24/TALKME
DOWN/09.44/M
S/THESWORD/
TALKMEDOW
N 
24 (Talk me 
down) 
09.44 
 
MS The 
sword 
(Icon) 
denoting both 
physical 
destruction 
and 
determination 
of spirit 
(Cirlot, 2001: 
106) 
have 
conversati
on with 
him 
 
Share 
everything  
 
44/24/TALKME
DOWN/09.56/M
S/GREYSKY/T
ALKMEDOWN 
09.56 
 
MS Grey 
sky 
(Index) 
Sorrowful 
wheather 
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45/24/TALKME
DOWN/09.57/M
S/EMBRACING
/TALKMEDOW
N 
09.57 
 
MS Embra
cing  
(Index) 
The joyfull 
moment 
 
46/25/IFYOUDO
NTMIND/10.03/
WS/THEGRAV
EYARD/TALK
MEDOWN 
25 If you 
don't 
mind,  
 
10.03 
 
WS grave 
yard 
(Icon)  
The last place If Matt lets 
Troye be 
If Matt gives 
Troye the 
chance  
 
 
  
Troye sits in the 
middle of grave 
yard on a stairs way 
and Matt walks 
from his back 
direction towards 
him. Then Matt 
touches Troye’s 
shoulder with his 
finger tips, 
immediately Troye 
stands up facing 
Matt with shocked 
face, and Matt give 
him a little saddy 
 
47/26/ILLWAL
KTHATLINE/10
.05/CU/RUBBIN
GHAIR/TALKM
EDOWN 
 
26 I'll walk 
that line 
 
10.05 
 
CU Rubbin
g hair 
(Index) 
Feels bad I will walk 
throuh the 
line 
Troye will 
take that 
chance 
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48/27/STUCKO
NTHEBRIDGEB
ETWEENUS/10.
11/WS/GRAVE
YARD/TALKM
EDOWN 
27 Stuck on 
the bridge 
between 
us 
10.11 
 
WS Grave 
yard 
(Icon) 
The last place Stopped in 
the midle 
of the 
bridge 
between 
them 
Stopped in the 
middle of the 
relationship 
whether he 
should 
continue or 
leave   
smile. Troye grabs 
Matt’s neck and 
shoulder and pulls 
him on tight hug. 
Then the scene 
flashes back to the 
moment when they 
embrace each other 
at the sunset in the 
beach line and 
moment when they 
were kids playing 
under the blanket 
with finger toys.  
 
49/27/STUCKO
NTHEBRIDGEB
ETWEENUS/10.
13/EMBRACIN
G/TALKMEDO
WN 
 
10.13 
 
TS Embra
cing 
(Index) 
The joyfull 
moment 
 
50/28/GRAYAR
EASANDEXPE
CTATIONS/10.1
8/MS/FINGER/T
ALKMEDOWN 
28 Gray 
areas and 
expectati
ons 
 
10.18 
 
MS Finger  
(Icon) 
To link the 
nether world 
with terestrial 
(Cirlot, 2001: 
75) 
Some  The vague 
relationship 
and the high 
dream 
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51/28/GRAYAR
EASANDEXPE
CTATIONS/10.2
0/TS/FACETOF
ACE/TALKME
DOWN 
10.20 
 
TS Face to 
face  
(Index) 
Facing the 
truth 
 
52/29/BUTIMN
OTTHEONEIF
WEREHONEST/
10.23/CU/HOLD
INGNECK/TAL
KMEDOWN 
29 But I'm 
not the 
one if 
we're 
honest, 
yeah 
 
10.23 
 
CU Holdin
g neck 
(Index) 
Hands place 
on neck 
denotes 
sacrifice 
(Cirlot, 2001: 
137) 
But Troye 
was not the 
only one 
that he 
wanted 
If Matt is 
honest that 
Troye is not 
the love of his 
life   
 
53/29/BUTIMN
OTTHEONEIF
WEREHONEST/
10.24/TS/THEB
LANKET/TALK
MEDOWN 
10.24 
 
TS The 
blanket  
(Icon) 
  
Covering the 
truth  
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54/30/BUTIWAN
NASLEEPNEXTT
OYOU/10.28/CU/
HUGGING/TALK
MEDOWN 
 
30 But I 
wanna 
sleep next 
to you 
 
10.28 
 
CU Huggin
g  
(Index) 
Showing how 
the boys 
comfort each 
other 
He wants 
to cudle 
with him 
He wants to be 
the one that 
always be 
with him 
everytime 
Matt runs heading 
to the cliff still 
wearing the tuxedo. 
The scene flasheh 
back to the moment 
when they running 
through the harbour 
with bare feet, the 
moment when they 
kissing, when they 
joking in the beach 
line. When the 
scene back to Troye 
and Matt hugging 
each other in the 
middle of grave 
yard, suddenly 
Matt’s girlfriend 
appears from afar 
looks confused 
seeing them.       
 
55/30/BUTIWA
NNASLEEPNE
XTTOYOU/10.2
9/CUT/RUNNIN
G/TALKMEDO
WN 
10.29 
 
CUT Runnin
g  
(Index) 
Escaping   
56/30/BUTIWA
NNASLEEPNE
XTTOYOU/10.3
0/CUT/BAREFE
ET/TALKMED
OWN 
10.30 
 
CUT Bare 
feet 
(Index) 
The humility 
(Hall, 1995: 
121) 
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57/31/ANDIW
ANNACOME
HOMETOYO
U/10.31/CU/KI
SSING/TALK
MEDOWN 
 
31 And I 
wanna 
come 
home to 
you 
 
10.31 
 
CU Kissin
g 
(Index)  
The physical 
intimacy 
He wants 
to go home 
with him 
Home is him 
where he 
wants to setle 
in 
 
58/32/IWANNA
HOLDHANDS
WITHYOU/10.3
8/CKUM/HUGG
ING/TALKMED
OWN 
32 I wanna 
hold 
hands 
with you 
 
10.38 
 
CU Huggin
g  
(Index) 
  
Showing how 
the boys 
comfort each 
other 
He wants 
to hold his 
hand  
He wants to be 
together 
 
59/32/IWANNA
HOLDHANDS
WITHYOU/10.3
9/CKUT/RUNNI
NG/TALKMED
OWN 
10.39 
 
CUT  Runnin
g  
(Index) 
Escaping   
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60/33/IWANN
ABECLOSET
OYOU/10.44/
MS/THEGIRL/
TALKMEDO
WN 
 
33 I wanna 
be close 
to you 
 
10.44 
 
MS The 
girl 
(Icon) 
The third 
person  
He wants 
to be 
closer with 
him 
He wants to be 
the important 
person for him 
 
61/34/BUTIWA
NNASLEEPNE
XTTOYOU/10.5
1/MS/FACETOF
ACE/TALKME
DOWN 
34  But I 
wanna 
sleep next 
to you 
 
10.51 
 
MS Face to 
face  
(Index) 
Facing the 
truth 
He wants 
to cudle 
with him 
He wants to be 
the one that 
always be 
with him 
everytime 
When Matt’s 
girlfriend appears 
and they are soon 
realized her, Matt 
looks at Troye and 
does not have any 
choice, then he 
leaves Troye who 
still confused and 
reluctant to let Matt 
go. Matt walks 
away and headed to 
his girlfriend and 
forces her to leave 
soon.   
 
62/34/BUTIWA
NNASLEEPNE
XTTOYOU/10.5
3/MS/THEGIRL/
TALKMEDOW
N 
10.53 
 
MS The 
girl 
(Icon) 
  
The third 
person  
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63/35/ANDTH
ATSALLIWA
NNADORIGH
TNOW/10.54/
OTS/THESTAI
RS/TALKME
DOWN 
35 And that's 
all I 
wanna do 
right now 
 
10.54 
 
 
OTS The 
stairs 
(Icon) 
The link 
between 
various planes 
of the psyche 
whether its 
ascending or 
descending 
(Cirlot, 2001: 
153) 
That is 
what he 
wants 
Be with him is 
the only thing 
that he always 
wanted 
 
64/36/ANDIWA
NNACOMEHO
METOYOU/11.0
0/CUT/RUNNIN
G/TALKMEDO
WN 
36 And I 
wanna 
come 
home to 
you 
 
11.00 
 
CUT Runnin
g  
(Index) 
  
Escaping  He wants 
to go home 
with him 
Home is him 
where he 
wants to setle 
in 
Matt grabs his 
girlfrien’s hand and 
forces her to leave 
from that place 
where there’s still 
confused Troye, for 
seconds Matt looks 
back to Troye. Then 
the scene shows 
Matt who runs 
through the cliff 
near the sea. The 
scene flashes back 
to the moment 
 
65/36/ANDIWA
NNACOMEHO
METOYOU/11.0
4/MS/LOOKBA
CK/TALKMED
OWN 
11.04 
 
MS Look 
back 
(Index) 
Having flash 
back 
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66/37/BUTHOM
EISJUSTAROO
MFULLOFMYS
AFESTSOUND/
11.05/CUT/BAR
EFEET/TALKM
EDOWN 
 
37 But home 
is just a 
room full 
of my 
safest  
sounds 
 
11.05 
 
CUT Bare 
feet 
(Index) 
The humility 
(Hall, 1995: 
121) 
He thought  
that home 
is just a 
place with 
safe and 
sound 
room 
Home is not 
always that 
happy and joy 
place, it is 
more than 
that. 
when they are 
running through the 
harbour bridge 
together wear 
nothing but short 
pants. The sequence 
also shows the 
scene of Matt get 
puncehed by his 
father. Matt’s father 
grabs Matt’s collar 
shirt with the 
clenched fist and 
angry face. The 
scene flashes back 
to the moment 
when Ttroye and 
Matt were kids 
playing with the 
finger toys under 
the blanket. Then 
the video shows the 
scene of the cliff  
near the sea with 
the wave and rocks 
 
67/37/BUTHOM
EISJUSTAROO
MFULLOFMYS
AFESTSOUND/
11.10/MS/THEV
ALLEY/TALK
MEDOWN 
 
11.10 
 
MS The 
valley 
(Icon) 
The 
characteristic 
fertility 
standsd in 
contrast to the 
nature of the 
origin of life 
(Cirlot, 2001: 
358) 
 
68/38/SOCOME
OVERNOWAN
DTALKMEDO
WN/11.11/TS/B
ARECHESTED/
TALKMEDOW
N 
 
38 So come 
over now 
and talk  
me down 
 
11.11 
 
TS Bare 
chested 
(Index) 
An Openly 
innocence 
friendship 
Just come 
closer 
right now 
and have 
conversati
on with 
him 
 
Be with him 
and share 
everything  
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69/38/SOCOME
OVERNOWAN
DTALKMEDO
WN/11.13/CUT/
LINKEDFINGE
RS/TALKMED
OWN 
 
11.13 
 
CUT Linked 
fingers 
(Index) 
To link the 
nether world 
with terestrial 
(Cirlot, 2001: 
75) 
in the edge of the 
cliff, and flashes 
back to Matt who 
are sobbing in his 
bed after get 
punched by his 
father. the last 
scene is showing 
Matt stands in the 
edge of the cliff 
near the sea with 
the fist on his hands 
and facing the sea. 
Then shows Matt’s 
face with the tears 
on his cheeks. Then 
the scene ends with 
the sea following 
the wave sound.      
 
70/38/SOCOME
OVERNOWAN
DTALKMEDO
WN/11.16/FS/T
HEOCEAN/TAL
KMEDOWN 
 
11.16 
 
FS The 
ocean  
(Icon) 
The dinamic 
forces and 
transitional 
states between 
stable and 
formles 
(Cirlot, 2001: 
241) 
 
71/39/TALKME
DOWN/11.18/C
U/SOBBING/TA
LKMEDOWN 
39 (Talk me 
down) 
11.18 
 
CU Sobbin
g  
(Index) 
Physical pain have 
conversation 
with him 
 
Share 
everything  
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72/39/TALKME
DOWN/11.22/M
S/FIST/TALKM
EDOWN 
11.22 
 
MS Fist  
(Icon) 
Betrayal or 
deceit/heretics 
(Hall, 1995: 
127) 
 
73/39/TALKME
DOWN/11.24/M
S/THEVALLEY/
TALKMEDOW
N 
 
11.24 
 
MS The 
valley 
(Icon) 
The 
characteristic 
fertility 
standsd in 
contrast to the 
nature of the 
origin of life 
(Cirlot, 2001: 
358) 
 
74/39/TALKME
DOWN/11.26/E
CU/SORROWF
ACE/TALKME
DOWN 
 
11.26 
 
ECU Sorrow 
face 
(Index) 
The grief   
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75/39/TALKME
DOWN/11.34/W
S/THESEA/TAL
KMEDOWN 
11.34 
 
WS The sea 
(Icon) 
transitional 
and mediator 
between life 
and death 
(Cirlot, 2001: 
281) 
 
